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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The present Comparative Report places in an EU context the underlying themes of NEMO,
to compare the results of the five national reports, underlining differences and similarities and
to provide some inputs for the creation of the toolkit. It is based on the literature review
carried out in the five countries, on further crucial reports and data and on the analysis and
comparison of valuable qualitative research conducted. The NEMO activities conducted in
WP2 and resulting in this report had the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

To identify the main forms and manifestations of discrimination of third-country
nationals.
To contribute to enlarge the current literature on the issue of fake news and its
relationship with discrimination, in relation to a specific target, not well studied in
literature, children aged 11-14.
To gain a better understanding on the use of digital media by target groups in
particular in relation to the diffusion of fake news and their capability to evaluate the
quality of the sources.
To collect qualitative information on the level of awareness of target groups on
misinformation on third country nationals, stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination
and on their responses to the phenomenon.
To collect information in order to build a toolkit and a methodology that try to fix some
of the main elements that will emerge by the analysis.

According to national reports, students are more exposed to fake news than older
generations.
Students at school should be educated in critical thinking, taught methods of dissecting
stories. They also have to learn how to check facts and to be encouraged to expose lies
without fear of judgement of reprisals even if it goes against the grain of the societies they
live in. For these reason national reports suggest to:
•

•

Find teaching methods that facilitate shared reflections in the classroom with the
participation of external experts (volunteers and moderators) on Internet safety to be
invited to discuss with students how to protect themselves online, special focus
should be put Snapchat, Instagram and WhatsApp;
Introduce the issue of discrimination as fundamental within school curricula, and use
informal methodologies to deal with it that are more consistent with the methods of
acquiring information for children. These methodologies may include examples and
activities not related to study (videos with educational purposes, games…) For
example teachers can suggest tricks to distinguish fake news (teaching them how to
check the sources, explaining them what ‘clickbating’ means…), they can also create
with students some ‘debunking page’ where all the fake news should be put in, to
operate a comparison among the false myths which are spread about migrations and
the real data of the phenomenon, and they can create together a sort of ‘Manifesto of
integration’ where to explain the fundamental references to fight together the
phenomena of hatred and discrimination.

In general teachers need to be better equipped, not just theoretically, but they need to have
“digital skills” to speak with their students and to promote integration. National reports
suggest to:
•

For schools to invest in a structured way on the training and updating of teachers,
giving the possibility to follow courses (also online) and to use updated references
and teaching materials to clarify the difference among discrimination, stereotypes and
prejudices;
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Propose training activities to clarify the difference among discrimination, stereotypes
and prejudices;
Talk about their experience related to online discrimination and they could example of
fake news, creating education and providing them materials and lectures;
Create something like a game of words, rather than something that children need to
study, because this puts pressure on them;
Being able to reconstruct the students' point of view with respect to fake news and
discrimination with classroom activities that are specifically dedicated to that, also
using innovative methodologies to bring out the perceptions and opinions of students;
Have a special module on these topics for designated classes on IT, but not as
traditional lessons, but like recreational activities in which students don’t feel the
pressure of evaluation and in which they can express themselves without fear
confronting their opinion with other students and teachers
Organize meeting with testimonies to create direct knowledge, to promote
intercultural interaction with local communities, overcoming cultural barriers, and to
avoid the spread of disinformation about migrations

According to parents, school has to explain kids what discrimination is, how to use the
Internet and how to learn to understand all the information that comes from it. But as it
emerges from collected evidence, parents can influence children expressing some
stereotypes. Furthermore, parents need to be better equipped to distinguish fake news and
discrimination. National reports suggest to:
•
•
•
•

Talk with children about topics as prejudice, discrimination and stereotype, not only
against migrants but against everybody, trying to listen them and to sensitise them on
these topics.
Promote integration thank to more face to face meetings and discussions; joint events
with different children, so they can know each other.
They could propose for children – to choose which news is fake or not.
Create a strategic alliance between teachers and parents to propose a common
framework in education of students and to share the same educational vision on
these topics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Project
In a context where third country nationals are affected by the proliferation of misleading
information and biased communication with discriminatory attitudes, young teenagers (11-14
y-old) must be prepared to enter the online world with proper tools. To do so, NEMO intends
to analyse the main forms of stereotypes and discriminative behaviour affecting young
people in Austria, Bulgaria, France, Italy and Hungary in order to create an innovative and
highly communicative toolkit for schools. This tool will be developed through factual data,
interviews and images about migrants on the basis of the discrimination patterns identified in
the literature review and qualitative research conducted in each partner country.
The toolkit will be co-created through the engagement of the key agencies for the growth of
the child and will involve both migrant and non-migrant stakeholders. Alongside this toolkit
will be reinforced through an innovative large-scale communication campaign.
According to this idea, NEMO will generate a sort term direct impact on:
•
•

•

Students, that participating in the training activities will develop new awareness on
discrimination and stereotypes and tools to fight against misinformation phenomenon.
School staff, co-creating the toolkit, will acquire awareness on their role as positive
change agents. They will also develop new specific knowledge on stereotypes, e.g.
how these are constructed and spread, reinforced and crystallized, and how these
can be countered by means of alternative positive narratives.
Students' families, who will support their children's educational path with an inclusive
and non-discriminatory approach through the participation in the creation of the
toolkit.

NEMO will also have indirect long-term impact on:
•
•
•

Young population, that will benefit from the communication campaign
Schools, which will have the toolkit and documentation on the results of the pilot
project available.
Institutions that will be able to monitor the results of the pilot project and which will
acquire new information through the first phase of needs asses.

1.2 Our Research
The NEMO activities conducted in WP2 and resulting in this report had the following
objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

To identify the main forms and manifestations of discrimination of third-country
nationals.
To contribute to enlarge the current literature on the issue of fake news and its
relationship with discrimination, in relation to a specific target, not well studied in
literature, children aged 11-14.
To gain a better understanding on the use of digital media by target groups in
particular in relation to the diffusion of fake news and their capability to evaluate the
quality of the sources.
To collect qualitative information on the level of awareness of target groups on
misinformation on third country nationals, stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination
and on their responses to the phenomenon.
To collect information in order to build a toolkit and a methodology that try to fix some
of the main elements that will emerge by the analysis.

The approach chosen is Action Research, as a reflective process, aimed at dealing with a
specific issue. This implies that “research” usually is combined with “action”. Together with
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the community members - namely, schools - action researchers usually are engaged in
solving the issues they have researched. Through the research both researcher and
community gain a lot of knowledge about the issue.
Solve a problem – the research activity is not done for the sake of knowledge, but has the
aim to contribute to solving a problem.
Reflective process – instead of the traditional and linear process of planning – starting –
doing – finishing – evaluating, action research is a process, in which you not only reflect on
each step, but also on the complete research cycle – with the aim to continue with your
research or action, but in a better way than before because you are use the knowledge
gained in the previous cycle.
Individuals working with others, community of practice – In action research, you are
usually not the lonely researcher, collecting data from or about his or her objects of research,
but you are cooperating with members of the community.
In line with the objectives of NEMO, under the supervision of University of Rome Tor Vergata
each national partners carried out a desk review of official, academic data and NGO reports
on the presence and characteristics of third country nationals, use of digital media and in
particular children and Internet use, discrimination off line and online, dominant
representation of third country nationals in public discourse and fake news, Remedies and
good practices against discrimination, against misinformation on migration and fake news.
National researchers were encouraged to include data from EU surveys such as EU MIDIS
survey and comparable reports as well as local reports relevant to the issues at the centre of
the report. Shortly after, NEMO partners also conducted a literature review following a
methodology and using qualitative methods and tools suggested by the University of Rome
Tor Vergata.
The research was carried out by the following NEMO partners:
•
•
•
•
•

Austria:
o SÜDWIND VEREIN FUR ENTWICKLUNGSPOLITIK UND GLOBALE
GERECHTIGKEIT
Bulgaria:
o Literature Review FOUNDATION GENDER PROJECT FOR BULGARIA
o Qualitative Research; AVET NA ZHENITE BEZHANKI V BALGARIA
France:
o URBAN PROD
Hungary:
o AFRIKAERT ALAPITVANY MAGYARORSZAG NEMZETKOZI FEJLESZTESI ES
HUMANITARIUS SZERVEZET
Italy:
o ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI SOLIDARIETA ONLUS

In each country interviews were conducted or information sheets were handed to students,
teachers and parents. In particular:
•
•
•

20 STUDENTS
o 12 interviews
o 8 information sheets
10 TEACHERS
o 6 interviews
o 4 information sheets
6-8 PARENTS
o 4 interviews
o 4 information sheets
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INDICATIONS PROVIDED TO PARTNERS FOR THE SELECTION OF INTERVIEWEES
20 students: 10 F, 10 M, possibly of different age. Interview nationals, second generations,
students with parents of different nationalities and origin. In any case students must define
their belonging themselves.
10 teachers: try to differentiate sex, gender, subjects, time spent in the profession, migrants,
second generation, non-migrants. In each case the interviewers must define their belonging
themselves.
5 parents: all mothers, try to differentiate nationality, origin, social status. If possible, try to
get a heterogenous group. You need parents of the students interviewed to sign privacy and
consent form

INTERVIEWEES
STUDENTS:
STUDENTS

AUSTRIA

BULGARIA

FRANCE

ITALY

HUNGARY

TOTAL

20

12

20

20

20

Male

10

6

6

10

10

Female

10

6

14

10

10

Interviews

12

-

20

12

-

Information sheets

8

-

0

8

-

12-14

11-14

Average of 13

11-14.

Average 13

Nationals

15

Not specified

20

15

20

Non-nationals

5

Not specified

0

5

0

Age

TEACHERS:
TEACHERS

AUSTRIA

BULGARIA

FRANCE

ITALY

HUNGARY

TOTAL

11

6

10

10

10

Male

5

3

7

4

1

Female

6

3

3

6

9

Interviews

8

-

10

6

-
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Information sheets

3

-

0

4

-

Age

35-56.

36-49

-

43-65

-

Nationals

15

-

10

-

10

Non-nationals

5

-

0

From cooperating
schools

7

-

-

10

-

From other schools

4

-

-

0

-

Years of teaching

5-26 y.

4-20 y.

-

2-40 y.

Teacher with
migration
experience

3

-

1

-

-

PARENTS

AUSTRIA

BULGARIA

FRANCE

ITALY

HUNGARY

TOTAL

8

4

8

8

8

Male

0

0

1

0

0

Female

8

4

7

8

8

Interviews

4

-

8

6

-

Information sheets

4

-

-

2

-

Age

37-45

31-51

-

43-50

-

Kids' age

-

-

11-14

-

11-14

Nationals

4

-

-

-

8

Non-nationals

4

-

-

-

-

Employed

5

4

-

-

-

Not in paid word/
housewives

3

-

-

-

-

University
education

2

4

-

-

-

Information N.A.

6

-

-

-

-

0

PARENTS:
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The Interview guidelines tackled the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction.
Internet Access.
Internet Usage Activities.
Skills and Attitudes I - About Internet.
Mediation by parents and school and constraints.
Skills and Attitudes II - Subjective harm.
Skills and Attitudes III - Sources of information.
Skills and attitude IV - Representation of migration and discrimination.
Suggestions.
Exercise.

Finally, for each country a national report was produced containing:
•
•
•

A revised version of the literature review.
A revised version of the qualitative report.
Conclusions and suggestions.

1.3 The Comparative Report
The present Comparative Report places in an EU context the underlying themes of NEMO,
to compare the results of the five national reports, underlining differences and similarities and
to provide some inputs for the creation of the toolkit. It is based on the literature review
carried out in the five countries, on further crucial reports and data and on the analysis and
comparison of valuable qualitative research conducted.
Chapter 2 provides a short historical and statistical framework to migration in Europe and
offers an overview of contemporary European media landscape, providing some suggestions
to better understand its complexity and changing nature.
Chapter 3 sums up some crucial data on the use of Internet and social media in the EU and
in particular by children. Together with a literature review extracts and reflections on the
results of the qualitative research are presented and contrasted.
Chapter 4 tackles media representations of migrants, asylum seekers, refugees and ethnic
minorities and fake news, especially on them drawing on current literature and on the
qualitative research.
Chapter 5 provides contents and suggestions in response to the question: "What role is
played by the different media with respect to the spread of fake news and therefore to the
growth of discrimination phenomena?" The analysis of the national report has highlighted
similarities with respect to dimensions such as: the types of media most involved in fake
news, their ability to influence the political debate, the topics and the methods most used to
narrate the phenomenon of migration.
Chapter 6 presents the key elements to be considered for the NEMO multicultural kit (WP3),
focussing on the remedies and good practices against discrimination, misinformation and
fake news on migration, emerging after comparing the national reports. As a matter of fact,
on a more general level, national reports present several interesting measures to fight
discrimination and facilitate the integration of third-country nationals, as associations,
projects, national and European programs, initiative against fake news and for responsible
use of digital media. Furthermore, on a strictly operational level, the reports highlighted a
series of suggestions that can become a useful basis for the construction of a reasoned
toolbox to be used to promote and spread critical thinking in school-aged children and youth.
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2 THE EUROPEAN CONTEXT
2.1 Migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities
Undoubtedly, the governance of migration and how it is represented online and off line,
raises lots of dilemmas and contradictions in all Europe and even more in some countries.
the migration debate in Europe in 2018 and 2019 has been dominated primarily by issues
surrounding irregular migration, asylum and burden sharing. If on the one hand migration
inflows respond to Demographic pressures as many European societies age and the right to
mobility is defended as a human right, on the other debate over questions of identity and
immigrant integration, management of outer borders, asylum, and other immigration-related
topics give raise to heterogenous stances in the 28 EU Member States.
Before touching some of the most controversial issues, it is worth to provide an historical and
statistical framework to migration in Europe, noting how the history of Europe and its growth
are strongly linked to human mobility. As highlighted in the Migration Data Portal
(https://migrationdataportal.org/regional-data-overview/europe#recent-trends,
accessed
23/07/2019) in the 19th and first half of the 20th centuries:
“Europe was a continent of net emigration, with massive outflows especially along the
Transatlantic route, a migratory channel that became established in the context of previous
centuries’ colonial expansion and the slave trade. Since the mid-20th century, Europe has
steadily become a region of net immigration, with the main features of successive
immigration waves as follows:
1950s - 1970s:
Intra-regional movements of refugees and displaced people as a consequence of World War
II;
Intra-regional migration, with flows of workers from Southern Europe and Ireland to the
industrial hubs of Western and Central Europe, often under a regime of bilateral agreements;
Immigration and reverse migration related to colonial ties, stemming from the process of
decolonization and involving mainly North and Central Africa, South and Southeast Asia, on
one hand, and Belgium, France, the Netherlands and the UK on the other;
Immigration from North Africa and Turkey under the guest-worker programmes implemented
primarily by Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
1970s - 1990s:
The end of guest-worker programmes resulted in permanent settlement of immigrant workers
triggering family reunification especially from North Africa and Turkey;
Immigration of low skilled workers from North Africa, Asia and Eastern Europe generated by
demand in service and domestic sectors; and
Asylum seekers from Eastern Europe seeking refuge in Western Europe.
1990s - 2010s:
The consolidation and expansion of the EU regime of free movement facilitated the mobility
of high- and low-skilled workers and generated flows from Central and Eastern Europe to
Western and Southern Europe;
New waves of immigration from North and Central Africa, Latin America and Asia to
Southern Europe;
Geopolitical unrest in the Middle East and North Africa prompted a surge in the numbers of
arrivals in Southern Europe of asylum seekers trying to reach Northern European
destinations.” (ibid)
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Compared to the past, mobility today is characterized by a greater variety in terms of origins
of migrants and an extension of mobility. Intra-European mobility has also increased.
Showing the importance that the representation of migration and how the political debate is
often in contrast with data, statistics on migrants inflows in the Eu show that in the last years
the numbers of migrants arriving at the borders of the European Union have been decreasing
to pre-2015 levels: in 2018 irregular migration to the EU reached its lowest level in five years.
Another new feature of contemporary European immigration concerns a surge of asylum
seekers: their number in Europe in on the rise although most refugees have found asylum in
neighbouring countries. The number of asylum applications fell again in 2018 but not as
sharply as the number of illegal border crossings. Although final figures are not yet available,
it can be assumed that the total number of applications for the EU will end up at around
630,000. That would be about 13% fewer applications than in 2017 (when the total was
about 712,000) and about 51% fewer than in the peak year 2015 (ICMPD 2019).
Different databases, such as Eurostat's (Eurostat 2019, “Migration and migrant population
statistics.
Statistics
explained”,
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/pdfscache/1275.pdf, Accessed 22/07/2019), offer an insight into the current
presence of third country nationals in Europe. On 1 January 2018, for instance:
•
•
•

The number of third country nationals residing in an EU Member State was 22.3
million, that is 4.4 % of the EU-28 population.
4.4 million people immigrated to one of the EU-28 Member States during 2017.
2.4 million immigrants entered the EU from non-EU countries in 2017. (ibid)

Intra-European migration is remarkable: on 1 January 2018, 17.6 million were persons
residing in an EU Member State with citizenship of another EU Member State. In absolute
terms, the largest numbers of non-nationals living in the EU Member States on 1 January
2018 were in Germany (9.7 million persons), the United Kingdom (6.3 million), Italy (5.1
million), France (4.7 million) and Spain (4.6 million) and collectively represented 76 % of the
total number of non-nationals living in all of the EU Member States. (ibid)
Regarding the country of birth, there were 38.2 million people born outside of the EU-28
living in an EU Member State on 1 January 2018. As data on citizenship show, the projects
and actions of migrants living in Europe are long term. 673.0 thousand citizens of nonmember countries residing in an EU Member State acquired EU citizenship in 2017, with
respect to 2016, there was a 22 % decrease. As such, citizens of non-EU countries
accounted for 82 % of all persons who acquired citizenship of an EU Member State in 2017.
With respect to their origin:
•
•
•
•

27 % of the total number of citizenships acquired were from Africa.
21 % from Europe outside of the EU-28 Asia.
21 % as well as North America.
11 % from South America.

The graph below (Eurostat 2019) shows percentage of immigrants per 1000 inhabitants and
makes clear the uneven distribution of migrants across Europe. A careful look at available
data indicates that many immigrants are national of the state they migrate to. Third country
nationals, target group of NEMO, are only a portion of migrant citizen. Furthermore, as we all
know within the EU, there are deep differences in relation to geography, real income,
administrative capacity, the time of arrival of migrants and to presence of third country
nationals in each country. It is apparent that not all member states are affected by every
migration-related challenge in the same way.
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Thinking about countries in which NEMO is implemented, it is worth to remember that in
some such as France and to a smaller extent in Italy, the presence of migrants from outside
the EU is more significant and especially for France it is linked to the colonial legacy.
In France descendants of third country nationals have often the French citizenship – granted
in relation to the country of birth ius soli - and schools are multicultural.
In Italy the first important cohort of second generations has recently entered the labour
market and a law which would make acquisition of citizenship smoother for children of third
country nationals born in Italy and that has been discussed for years has not passed (Law no
91 of 5th February 1992 and implementing regulations no 572/93). (See NEMO National
Report on Italy).
In Austria, third country nationals have arrived in larger number since 2015 and are mostly
refugees. (See NEMO National Report on Austria).
In Bulgaria and Hungary presence of third country nationals is much smaller, yet more
significant in relation to the total population. As highlighted in the national report “Hungary
has traditionally experienced low levels of immigration and was mostly considered as a
transit country. Until the refugee crisis of 2015 average Hungarian citizen was only liable to
meet a few tens of Chinese immigrants and ethnic Hungarians”. (See NEMO National Report
on Bulgaria and Hungary).
The cultural homogeneity that has characterized most EU countries in the East fuels the
narrative of migration as an emergency.
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Total population (in blue) and third country nationals (in orange) in NEMO partner
countries at 1 January 2018
(Source: data extracted from Eurostat 2019: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics. Accessed 13/06/2019)

Total Population 10-14 years old (in blue) and Third country nationals 10-14 years old
(in orange) in NEMO partner countries at 1 January 2018
(Source: data extracted from Eurostat: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics Accessed 13/06/2019)
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FOCUS ON HUNGARY
As the most recent Eurobarometer poll indicates, while the number of foreign citizens living in
Hungary has fallen in recent years, public opinion has remained negative towards
immigrants. 65% of Hungarians consider immigration to be the most important issue facing
the EU, ranking it higher than terrorism and the economy. In the same Eurobarometer survey
81% of Hungarians responded that they felt negatively towards immigration from outside the
EU, and 94% answered that they would like additional measures for irregular migration
(source: International Organisation for Migrants, Migration Issues Hungary,
http://www.iom.hu/migration-issues-hungary. Accessed 12/03/2019).
(From the NEMO National report Hungary, 2019)

2.2 Policy and Integration
As mentioned in the first paragraph the issue of migration is at the centre of media coverage
and is also a context of political struggles, therefore the need to have a greater awareness of
discrimination, fake news and of the instrumental use of migration from which NEMO stems.
As different authors, NGOs and no profit organizations highlight populist leaders in the EU
tend to use the issue of migration to feed fear and gain support at the polls. Human Rights
Watch World Report 2019, stated on this issue:
“The often- opportunistic hard-line approach of anti-immigrant European Union governments,
including those of Italy, Hungary, and Austria, dominated the migration debate throughout the
year. With disagreements blocking agreements on reforms of EU asylum laws and fair
distribution of responsibility for processing migrants and asylum seekers entering and
already present in EU territory, the focus remained on keeping migrants and asylum seekers
away from the EU, including through problematic proposals for offshore processing and
migration cooperation with non-EU countries with fewer resources, uneven human rights
records, and less capacity to process asylum claims.” (ibid)

FOCUS ON ITALY
Italy is facing a rise in xenophobic climate both in the public opinion and in politics. In
June 2018, a coalition government between the anti-immigrant League (“Lega”) and the
populist Five Star Movement (“Movimento Cinque Stelle”) was inaugurated: the UN reported
the link between the Government coalition and the rise in hate attacks among the country.
Social inclusion of migrants in Italy is still an open issue, as the country faced a recent
transition from emigration to immigration country and the country still need a real cultural
change towards multiculturalism and coexistence. A peculiar form of discrimination in Italy is
the so-called “institutional racism”, a complex of politics, rules, praxes that enforce and
sometimes cause discrimination. An important field of discrimination in Italy is employment:
although there is a lack of official data on racial discrimination in employment, migrants in
Italy have mostly non-qualified and low-waged jobs, especially women who suffer double
discrimination, as migrants and as women. United Nations, in a 2018 statement about human
rights in Italy, reported that people of African and Roma descent in particular suffer in a rise
in racist incidents. According to EU-MIDIS (2017), 23% of migrants from Sub Saharan Africa
and 34% of migrants from North Africa reported a feeling of being discriminated against
because of “skin colour/ethnic origin/religion. One of the most discriminated groups in Italy is
still the Roma Community. According to ERRC “the large number of repeated evictions and
the destruction and demolition of larger informal settlements have led to a proliferation of
much smaller, precarious shelters hidden from view”. Roma is also the group most
vulnerable to discrimination in the job market and is often victim of violence. There is no
sufficient literature specifically focusing on the discrimination between children in relation to
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their country of origin. The majority of official statistics on this topic are from bullying studies.
In a study realized by Save the Children Italy in 2018, 9% of the discriminations in Italian
schools are related to “skin colour”. According to another study (Save the Children, 2019),
the majority of bullying victims in schools are immigrant children and teenagers, both of first
and second generation.
In 2016 and 2017, Italy implemented a number of measures to fight discrimination and
facilitate the integration of third-country nationals. Starting from 2018, after the inauguration
of a coalition government between the anti-immigrant League and the Five Star Movement,
social exclusion of migrants and Roma in Italy seem to be legitimated by the political debate
and by some of the government decisions. There is no evidence of governmental actions
against misinformation and fake news specifically addressed to third country nationals, while
the government has implemented, in the last years, some actions aimed at countering fake
news and misinformation. Numerous “community building" activities, spreading the culture of
inclusion by promoting the interculturality, are developed by the civil society, as well as
several initiatives to fight against misinformation on third country nationals and the emerging
of implicit and explicit stereotypes on migration and fake news.
(From the NEMO National Report Italy, 2019)

Confirming that migration is a very divisive policy issue full of controversial stances, it is
worth to note that on the one hand , the EU recognizes “that sustainable immigration from
third countries will be crucial in alleviating demographic tensions, addressing labour
shortages, and rendering the EU a more innovative region by 2020 (ICMPD 2019). n the
other hand, news and political leaders highlight that the European asylum and immigration
system is in crisis; countries are not capable of finding an agreement on the governance of
refugees and migrants seeking entry into the European Union, and integration measures and
paths are given little attention.
To add some details to the political context it is worth to add that legal access to the labour
market for third-country citizens varies consider-ably across the EU member states, but it is
usually quite restricted, especially for low-skilled migrant workers. With respect to labour
migration, with the exception of the EU Blue Card for high-skilled immigrant. EU member
states are generally free to determine their approach to entrance of third country nationals,
according to their economic needs and political stance. With respect to asylum policies, the
Dublin Regulation allocates responsibility for refugee protection to the EU member state of
first arrival. But this governance structure is arguably dysfunctional. With respect to 2018
(ibid.), ICMPD states that the EU has made good progress since 2015 in important areas of
European migration and refugee policy, especially its external dimension. For instance, steps
forwards have been made with respect to cooperation with non-EU-partners, the control of
external borders, strengthening of the European asylum agency-such EASO and Frontex,
but also of the return policy. For the Austrian research body, ICMPD, “The reform of the
“internal dimension”, namely of the Common European Asylum System, was less successful,
and the issue of inner European solidarity and responsibility-sharing made no headway
whatsoever.” (ICMPD 2019).
EU documents such as the “Progress report on the Implementation of the European Agenda
on Migration” (EU “Progress report on the Implementation of the European Agenda on
Migration”, COM(2019) 126 final) also highlight positive results in the last four years with
respect to reduction of irregular arrivals and the protection of migrants. The communication
states that the EU is proud of its support to EU Member States in handling arrivals,
contrasting trafficking and in financing numerous projects across the EU to support the
integration of refugees and other legally residing third-country nationals.
The document illustrates four pillars of migration management:
1. Tackling the drivers of irregular migration: working with partners.
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2. Border management – saving lives and securing external borders.
3. An EU delivering protection and asylum.
4. Legal migration and integration.
Integration is given residual space with respect to the rest, yet it is recognized paramount
importance as the Communication indicates that:
“Integration is a key step in the migration process, to ensure that skills and competences of
those who have a right to stay are used and developed for the benefit of all, but also to
ensure inclusive and cohesive societies. Successful integration of legally residing thirdcountry nationals is thus critical to making migration work both economically and socially –
given the gaps in outcomes between third-country nationals and EU citizens in terms of
employment, poverty and access to key services such as education and healthcare.
Supporting the integration of legally residing third-country nationals and people with a
migrant background is a focal point of the proposed Multi-annual Financial Framework for
2021-2027.45 Actions generally centred on the early phases of integration would include
basic language training, civic orientation, and one-stop-shop advice centres. Other types of
measures would cover more systematic labour market integration and the social inclusion of
third-country nationals and people with a migrant background”. (EU “Progress report on the
Implementation of the European Agenda on Migration”, COM(2019) 126 final).
With respect to integration of third country nationals in the EU, see also the report of the
European Migration Network “Annual Report on Migration and Asylum 2018” (May 2019
https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/docs/pages/00_arm2018_synthesis_report_final_en.pdf).

2.3 Mediascapes
Media systems, media cultures, and audience practice are strongly intertwined and are
crucial to NEMO, its main challenges and remedies. It is therefore useful trace an overview
of contemporary European media landscape, clarifying at the outset some main points which
help to understand its complexity and changing nature. In the discussion we will make
reference to the national context, that is the institutional structures of media systems and
media technologies, the global flows of media products and services, and the corresponding
consumption practices.
Firstly, media systems, media cultures, and audience practices have to be conceived of in
relation to nation-states. In line with the insight of Giddens (1984), "structure is not 'external'
to individuals; it is not to be equated with constraint but is always both constraining and
enabling... the structural properties of social systems are both medium and outcome of the
practices they recursively organize” (Giddens, 1984, p. 25).
So, we have to understand mediascapes in their context. Borrowing from Appadurai (2000),
the original understanding of “scapes” indicates different viewpoints of geography which are
not objectively given. Scapes should be seen as “deeply perspectival constructs, inflected
very much by the historical, linguistic and political situatedness of different sorts of actors:
nation-states, multinationals, diasporic communities, as well as subnational groupings and
movements”. (Appadurai, 2000, p. 101).
Thirdly, the consequences of technological developments imply that Internet is the currently
dominant environment for different and ever-diversifying media-related practices, yet
contemporary media cultures are no longer defined by one media alone. It is worth to use
its wider definitions according to which media landscapes comprehend legacy and
digital media, “sticky,” and “spreadable” media (Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013 in
Perusko, Vozaba and Cuvalo, 2015).
Starting with the institutional structures of media systems and media technologies, it is worth
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to include a summary of its empirical operationalization as presented by Perusko, Vozaba
and Cuvalo (2015). Their article explores the relationship between the media-use patterns of
European audiences and the institutional contexts of digital media systems with a crossnational comparative and multilevel research design. The theoretical model they propose to
understand contemporary digital media system gives particular importance to the institutional
character of the society or state in which the media operate. Their findings confirm the
explanatory power of structural aspects at the macro- institutional level for audience choices
in terms of both legacy and Internet-based media.
Perusko, Vozaba and Cuvalo (2015) classify institutions in Inclusive and Extractive, dividing
European countries into two clusters according to the following definitions and features:
A. Inclusive institutions: promote democracy, economic prosperity, technological
innovation and the development of education. They allow for technological innovation,
to the point of allowing for disruptive properties, for instance, of the Internet in relation
to newspapers. Inclusive institutions support media freedom, and free media in turn
support further inclusiveness of institutions (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012).
B. Extractive institutions: wish to control the channels of public communication as well
as the participation of the public and individual citizens, so that media are necessarily
constrained. Extractive institutions limit political and economic pluralism and block
economic progress by removing incentives for individual action and fear change
(Perusko, Vozaba and Cuvalo 2015)
Clusters in Digital Mediascapes:
Cluster characteristics

Cluster
cluster

Countries

belonging

to

the

Lower political and social inclusiveness, lower
globalization, less developed digital media market
and less open creative economy, higher TV
concentration

Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Slovenia, Slovakia

High social and political inclusiveness, higher
globalization, higher to moderately developed
digital media market, low TV concentration, and
open creative economy

Western
Europe:
Austria,
Belgium,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Spain, United Kingdom

Greece and Portugal

Source: Perusko, Vozaba and Cuvalo (2015)
With respect to NEMO we can see that we have two countries in the first cluster and three in
the second one. The literature review conducted by NEMO partners for the national reports
provides an insight into the specificities of countries belonging to the two different clusters,
showing implications to respect to media. As a concrete example, it is worth to consider and
contrast for instance the Austrian media landscape with the Hungarian one. The graphs and
the text reported below indicate, show the difference in media concentration. In Hungary, in
December 2018 98% of pro-government media, 476 newspapers, televisions, radios and
Internet portals were united in the Central European Press and Media Foundation.
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FOCUS ON AUSTRIA
Austria has a multi-layered promotion structure of media. The ORF is financed by broadcast
fees. A levy that every household that has a radio or TV receiver at home has to pay. In
2017, 635 mio € of it went to ORF broadcasting. Advertising of public offices such as
ministries amounts more than 168 million € a year. The public broadcasting and
telecommunications regulatory company RTR has 15 million euros per year in its private
broadcasting fund for broadcasts by private broadcasters. According to the law, support is
provided for diversity, local and regional programmes. About 9 Mio. € goes to press funding.
This high amount of advertising money is criticised from many sides as they say that this
advertising is indirect funding of media and politics can “buy” media in their favour.
Therefore, due to the Media Transparency Act - coming into force in 2012 - public institutions
must announce where they advertise. This should bring transparency for the money flows.
Still, most of the money goes to public broadcast, followed by boulevard media (Pramer, P.,
14/03/2019:
Wohin die
öffentlichen Werbemillionen
fließen.
Der
Standard.
https://derstandard.at/2000099548974/Wohin-die-oeffentlichen-Werbemillionen-fliessen.
Accessed 25/03/2019).
As explained in the NEMO National Report Austria (2019, unpublished), in terms of freedom
of the press, Austria ranks 11th in the international rankings. The ranking has remained the
same for years, but the score deteriorates from year to year. This deterioration can be
explained by direct attacks on journalists, especially by politicians of the extreme right-wing
party FPÖ, which has been in government since 2017. Attacks not only against the media,
but also against individual journalists have increased. This also had an effect on the
worsened score. According to Möhring, president of Reporters without borders Austria, this
procedure, as well as repeated threats of cuts and dismissals in public broadcasting, serves
to intimidate journalists. The increasing pressure on journalists, e.g. due to financial
uncertainty and thus the independence of ORF, will presumably have a strong impact on the
freedom of the press and thus on the ranking list in 2019 (ROG. "RANGLISTE
PRESSEFREIHEIT 2018." Reporter Ohne Grenzen. Accessed March 26, 2019.
http://www.rog.at/press-freedom-index/).
(From the NEMO National report Austria, 2019)
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AN OVERVIEW ABOUT MEDIA LANDSCAPES1
According to the https://medialandscapes.org/ website analysing the situation of the media of
over thirty countries, "as a result of many foreign investors leaving Hungary and domestic
oligarchs purchasing their outlets in recent years, media in Hungary have undergone a largescale transformation, and the current supply and ownership structure are highly different from
those before the 2008 financial and economic crisis and the 2010 neo-authoritarian turn.
The top 100 media holdings include 55 print and online, 16 television, 11 outdoor, 9 online
only, 5 radio, and 4 cinema companies. In 2015, more than 200 new outlets were launched,
including 126 newspapers, 98 online sites, 14 television channels and 4 radio stations.
According to Kantar Media agency, government advertisements constituted approximately 20
percent of the total advertising income in 2016. The state also is a major player in that it runs
a giant public service organisation, including seven radio stations, seven television channels,
and the national news agency. In 2015, the central state budget allocated 80.5bn forints
(€260m) to the public service media organisation (as the subscription fee had been cancelled
in 2002). Yet this amount proved insufficient, and in September of the same year, the
government granted an additional 47.2bn forints (€152m) to the organisation so that it could
pay its debts. In that year, the annual budget of the institution amounted to 0.3 percent of the
gross domestic product." (Bajomi, P., Media Landscapes Expert Analysis of the State of
Media- Hungary https://medialandscapes.org/country/hungary/media/introduction. Accessed:
12/03/2019)
Most daily and weekly print publications have online versions, usually accessible free of
charge and funded through advertising.
According to the latest data available on Internet World Stats, Hungary’s Internet penetration
was 79.7 per cent in June 2016 (in 2010, this rate was 61.8%), while the European Union’s
average Internet penetration was 80.1%. A survey conducted in the summer of 2016 shows
a different picture: according to Gemius and Digitális Közönségmérési Tanács (Digital
Audience Measurement Council - DKT), there were 5.4 million active Internet users in
Hungary at that time, and 76.6% surfed the web on a daily basis. Regarding the devices, 4.9
million people accessed the Internet via their personal computers, while 3.5 million used their
mobile phones.
Hungarian Internet users spend an average of 209 minutes online daily, as opposed to 201
minutes in 2011. According to GfK Digital Connected Costumer, the top three activities online
include the use of social media, email services and news sites. According to data provided
by DKT, in November 2016 the most visited sites after search engines and social media
pages included: Origo.hu (a news site with 552,393 real users), Index.hu (a news site with
504,564 real users), Blog.hu (a blog-hosting site with 446,915 real users), 24.hu (a news site
with 394,761 real uses) and Freemail.hu (an email service with 359,220 real users).
According to a survey by the specialised agency Kutatópont, 67% of Internet users have a
social media profile. Of them, 74% read the news and - although most of them are passive
news consumers, meaning they usually do not share content or comment - 60% share a
content at least once a month. In Hungary, Facebook is the most widely used social network,
with 5.3 million users in March, 2016, according to a survey by MediaQ. It is followed by:
YouTube (3.2 million users), Google+ (1.7 million users), Instagram (942,000 users),
Pinterest (837,000 users), LinkedIn (711,000 users) and Twitter (631,000 users). (ibid.)
Bajomi in Media Landscapes Expert Analysis of the State of Media- Hungary is stating that
by the middle of the 2010s, the Fidesz/Christian Democrats party alliance had transformed
most outlets into tools of progovernment propaganda, including a large-scale anti-

1

The data in this section are mostly from 2016
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immigration campaign in 2016. Ideological hegemony had been established, while critical
and oppositional voices had largely been marginalised. Overtly pro-government outlets
currently include: fourteen “public service” broadcasters, a nationwide commercial television
channel (TV2), a cable news channel (Hír TV), several local and networked radio stations
(Karc FM, Radio 1), quality dailies (Magyar Nemzet, Magyar Hírlap), a tabloid outlet
(Riposzt), most of the regional dailies, several weekly magazines (Demokrata, Figyelő,
Lokál) and a number of online news sites (Origo.hu, 888.hu, Ripost.hu). Most local
commercial radio stations re-broadcast the news of the Hungarian Wireless Agency. As of
today, apart from a few small-circulation political weeklies (such as Magyar Narancs, 168
Óra, HVG, and Élet és Irodalom) and one quality daily (Népszava) as well as a few
independent news sites (Index.hu, 444.hu, Atlatszo.hu, Atlatszo.hu), the only nationwide
outlet covering government policies in a highly critical way is the private commercial
television channel RTL Klub. The status of media freedom has been downgraded by
international press freedom watch organisations, and Freedom House now lists Hungary
among the ‘partly free’ countries.

Table 3. Milestones of decline
(Source: Freedom House
https://freedomhouse.org/blog/slippery-slope-press-freedom-crackdowns)
By December 2018 98% of pro-government media, 476 newspapers, televisions, radios and
Internet portals were united in the Central European Press and Media Foundation
(From the NEMO National Report Hungary, 2019)
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3 USING THE NEW MEDIA
After an overview of media landscape, it is worth to look at media use and audience practice.
New online technologies are becoming embedded in everyday life at work, in education, in
politics, they affect family life and social relationships. Online it is possible to shop, to retrieve
official documents and specially to choose media for entertainment and for information.
In In this changed and changing scenario Europe is quite diverse with respect to media
cultures and audience. Here we present some highlights of the Standard Eurobarometer
(Standard Eurobarometer 88/2017) with data relative to 2017:
•
•
•
•
•

The proportion of Europeans saying they read the written press every day or almost
every day is 28% The decrease of readers of written press is ten points since autumn
2010.
84% of European citizens: watch Television every day or almost every day, 94%
watch it at least once a week. They watch it mostly on television set but by some on
the Internet.
77 % of Europeans use the Internet at least once a week, 65%. every day or
almost every day.
58% of Europeans use online social networks at least once a week. Over four in ten
Europeans do so every day or almost every day.
35% of Europeans are not involved in online social networks: 32% never use them
and 3% spontaneously said that they could not access them.

Furthermore, the use of Internet and social media is at the basis of NEMO objectives and
activities and thus it is worth to consider with attention the data on Internet use. Since 2010
the proportion of Europeans using the Internet every day has increased by 20%. In the last
years, the time people spend on Internet has increased and also the reach of the media. The
proportion of respondents who never use the Internet has decreased by 7% since
2010 and now is 16%. (ibid.)
The differences between Member States are very significant 42% of respondents in Romania
use the Internet every day or almost every day, compared with 91% in the Netherlands. The
daily or almost daily use of online social networks ranges from 32% in the Czech Republic
and Germany to 60% in Sweden. (ibid.)
At the same time, it is worth underlining that the results of the Eurobarometer show that
NEMO partners countries have strong similarities in the use of Internet, which is positive
discovery to plan and monitor the online campaign.
The graph below created using again Eurobarometer data (Standard Eurobarometer
88/2017) shows the percentage of respondents of the five NEMO countries that have said to
use the Internet every day, two or three times a week, or less. The percentage relative to
those who use the Internet everyday or almost everyday is 42% in Austria and Bulgaria, 41%
in Hungary, 40% in France and 37 in Italy. Other answers are also quite similar. (ibid.)
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Source: Data Extracted from The Standard Eurobarometer 88, 2017 “Media use in the EU”,
original elaboration by the Author

OVERVIEW ABOUT MEDIA LANDSCAPE
Concerning preferred media for information, television is still the principal one used by Italian
people, both for frequency of use (68,8% of Italian people declares to inform themselves
through television everyday) and perception of reliability (AgCom, 2018). Printed newspapers
gain a little bit of trust - although read by less than 20% of people. (ibid)
Anyway, 75,9% of people read at least one headline or thumb newspapers every day (Prima
Online, Audipress 2018/III). The use of Internet is increasing and always more people rely on
it as a source of news. Internet is the second media for frequency of access when used to
search news but it is still less-used than in many other European countries (Standard
Eurobarometer 88/2017).
One fourth of the population considers Internet the most important media to reach news.
Despite this, the perceived reliability is still inferior compared to traditional media (AgCom,
2018). Italians access to online information mainly through algorithms and we can notice a
minor use of online newspapers (websites, apps) confirming the relevance of search engines
and social networks. (ibid.) With regards to other traditional media, the degree of trust in
radio has decreased. countries (Standard Eurobarometer 88/2017).
Digital platforms are disrupting the editorial process. Within the new digital ecosystem of
news, the newspapers are losing their centrality and the function of “meta-information”,
namely the role to filter important facts, producing a hierarchy of news and defining an
agenda for the reader. This process can fuel disinformation and fake news. In the
coexistence of different narratives on the reality, we can notice a progressive detachment
from facts. (Ipsos 2019)
(From the NEMO National report Italy, 2019)
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3.1 Children and Internet use
According to Aroldi and Colombo (2007) the scenario of the years ahead is characterized
by technological convergence and divergence within consumption habits. With respect
to nowadays the researchers underline that between generations, hierarchy of the media
changes, amounts of time devoted to television decreases in the transition from older to
younger and there is also a very significant change in attitude towards the media. Even when
technology will provide us with one single interface instead of many different media sources
different age groups/generations will approach media in different ways as it is actually today.
(ibid.) With respect to children and young people’s access to and use of Internet and
mobile technologies there is a growing body of literature. A great work of review and
comparison has been carried out by the EU Kids Online network though databases, research
reports
and
articles
(see.
http://www.lse.ac.uk/media-andcommunications/research/research-projects/eu-kids-online). A rich article providing an
overview of the studies conducted in the last years is “Children’s Use of Online Technologies
in Europe”, a review of the European evidence base (Ólafsson, K., Livingstone, S., &
Haddon, L. 2014). One of the articles mentioned by the review is relative to Finland and
sums up the trend common in Europe relative to the crucial role of Internet use, and the use
of digital media in children’s daily lives.
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Children’s media use begins at a very early age. A majority of 0-2-year-old
listened to books being read at them, radio, and sound recordings.
One-year olds watch TV and visual recordings daily and they mainly use media in the
company of their parents or other adults.
At the age of 3-4, a child’s individual taste in media begins to develop, and the tastes
of girls and boys begin to diverge.
The greatest difference between 7-8-year-olds and younger age groups is the
dramatic rise in the use of digital games, the Internet and mobile phones.
(…)
From the point of view of children’s rights, it is crucial to recognise and
acknowledge that media culture is a part of children’s daily lives from the
earliest age. Thus, it would be possible to enhance the supply of information
and opportunities for self-expression and participation as well as opportunities
for adult support and awareness.” (Ólafsson, K., Livingstone, S., & Haddon, L.
2014).

With respect to the activities that children carry out the review points out that in Europe: “The
most common online activity of 9-16-year-olds is using the Internet for school work
(85%), playing game (83%), watching video clips (76%) and instant messaging (62%).
Fewer post images (39%) or messages (31%) for others to share, use a webcam (31%), filesharing sites (16%) or blog (11%).” (ibid.)
The trends describing the European scenario are in line with the result of the qualitative
research carried out by NEMO project partners in Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, France, Italy
among students between the age of 10 and 13. All students interviewed have access to
Internet and the main device used to go online is a smart phone, with only two
exceptions among all interviewees:
I connect everywhere, at home and around, not at school, because we cannot use phones in
my classroom. (Student from Italy)
I use Internet at home or at school, but when I am outside, I prefer to give myself to the
company of friend (Student from Bulgaria)
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In line with the results of the main EU research, our interviewees started to surf the web
since they were very young. On this issue, the NEMO National report France highlights:
“They all started to surf very young, by watching animated movies or YouTube videos for
kids (since 3 years old), with pads they start to play games around 4 years old (Razia: «I was
less than 8 years old when we first got a pad at home, I was maybe 4 or 5»), then a bit later
(around 6 or 7 years old) they start to watch personalized videos with whom they identify.
Ryan tells how he got used to Internet: «Around 5 I was on Internet a lot because of songs
for youngsters, and after 5 years old I was doing games and watching animated movies, and
when I was 7, I started to watch players play video games...» The use of social media starts
later, around 9/10 years old with TikTok or Musical.ly: «It was, yeah, around 11 let’s say»
(Hakima), «around 10» (Ryan), «around 10-11» (Myriam), «I can’t remember, it’s been so
long... » (Anaïs).”
Most students interviewed in the five countries also possess laptop, PC or tablets or they use
these devices at school, during lessons. The average time students declare to spend online
ranges between 1 hour to 5, or that is the estimate students declared to our researchers.

TIME SPENT ONLINE BY STUDENTS INTERVIEWED IN THE FIVE COUNTRIES
•
•
•
•

•

In Austria they were not able to provide an estimate but the quotes below reveal
how pervasive Internet.
In Bulgaria time spent varies between one and five hours.
In France the least connected said they spend about 3 to 4 hours a day online.
In Hungary between two and five hours - Researchers highlighted that students with
after-school activities (sport, music, dance or drawing classes) spend no more than
two hours on the Internet daily, whereas in case of students without extracurricular
activities the length of screen-time can go up to four-five hours a day”. The social
position and background is also a relevant factor of interviewees’ Roma students in
the sample spent online average 1-2 hours longer than the others.
In Italy students declared to use Internet between 30 minutes and 4 hours a day and
to use it more during the weekend.

A study conducted by the UNICEF Innocenti Centre (Kardefelt Winther, D., 2017) highlights
the lack of consensus about the factors linked to the use of Internet or on the consequences
of excessive use among children. No link has been traced between Internet use and sociodemographic variables, such as gender and age, lower school performance, online gambling,
online pornography and friend attachment. n the subject. Kardefelt and Winther (2017) also
explain that while there is evidence that the use of digital technology has a negative
impact on children’s physical activity, on the other hand, it seems to be beneficial for
children’s social relationships. With respect to the consequences of digital activity on
children’s mental well-being, the most robust studies suggest that the relationship is Ushaped, where no use and excessive use can have a small negative impact on mental wellbeing, moderate use can have a small positive impact.
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INTERNET USE
Student: “I don’t use Internet that much. Most of the time only for music. I use
both smart phone and PC. When I’m at home, I use a PC; outside I will use my
smart phone”
Student: “I prefer to use a Computer. It is more fun than the smart phone, it’s
bigger.”
Student: “Most of the time I use Internet only in the evening and on the
weekends. Because then I can play. When there is good weather, I don’t use
Internet, because I prefer to play outside.
Student: “On the weekends, I cannot stay online as long as I would like to. I
mean, I’m not allowed to stay until 5 in the morning, but like until midnight”.
(From the NEMO National report Austria, 2019)

Online communication is ubiquitous and there are slight differences between countries and
group of interviewees. All students interviewed for NEMO said they spend time on social
networks to chat with friends. In Italy for instance the common social media is Instagram,
Facebook is not very used by the target group, only three respondents out of twenty have a
Facebook account. All students said that they use WhatsApp, while using Telegram is not so
common. Showing the fast-changing nature of the online world, students noted was well that
TikTok and Musical.ly are quite used, while Snapchat was not so popular anymore at the
time- while it was months before the interview. Many students in all the five countries said
that they spend hours playing online games. In Hungary for instance the most common
games are Xbox, Minecraft, Animal Jam, Fourth King. Another common activity in the five
counties is listening to music, watching videos on YouTube or following youtubers. Some
students mentioned watching films and web series also on their smartphones. Some
interviewees mentioned the web as a source of information for school projects or said that
they use it at school. The importance of games online and social networks in the life of many
students interviewed is apparent in the report from France, where Internet is also used at
school. Many interviewees said that they checking online the news and information about
their passions and celebrities. In some countries a few students explained that they also use
the Internet for family reasons, probably referring to communicate with relatives about their
whereabouts or being connected to family abroad.
INTERNET USE
Internet is used in «almost every class» (Ryan), for searches as well as to replace manuals.
Sometimes teachers «show us websites to learn. I like that». Sometimes they surf using the
computers in the computer room: «it’s more like during class with the teacher and we can
use it we go to the site it tells us» (Hakima). But every student confesses «as soon as the
teacher turns his back, we go on other websites, everybody does that».
Most of the interviewed students play online games. Some play virtual worlds games, where
they connect with other people playing simultaneously. Reda and Joana play Grand Theft
Auto with their PlayStation connected to Internet. Reda explains that he spends a lot of time
playing this video game : «I spend a lot of time and I replay my life in the game, and I spend
almost all my life (…) I have to be there everyday to show I’m here on the server (…) I am
obsessed with games, actually for me my life started with games» (Reda). And even though
he considers that it’s already a kind of work, «actually you are working in the game as in real
life, you have to work every day and I have to play almost every day not to be kicked out of
the server». Later, he would like to become a professional: «I would like, later, to be like the
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big YouTubers with big channels» (Reda).
Joana explains she wasn’t allowed to have Grand Theft Auto but finally her uncle offered her
the game on the PlayStation: «he lives with us (…) after he himself takes the Play he says
wait and we do car chase an all (laughter)».
Habib, Anais and Reda also play Fortnite. Habib explains that he plays maximum 1h a day
and Reda says he’s not as strong with this one as he is with GTA, but he likes it. Rayan
plays with all of his friends to Roblocks, because it’s trendy, «youtubers talk about it». They
each connect witch their phones after school and stay on until 6pm to 8pm. Yet recently he
couldn’t play because his phone was broken. Myriam claims that she plays games when
she’s bored but not virtual games.
Social medias are mostly used to stay in touch with classmates «to talk with my buddies»
(Reda) or a group of friends, and to maintain the social sphere while everybody gets back
home. Every interviewed student had social media accounts, the most popular being
Snapchat, Instagram, YouTube and TikTok: «I have a YouTube channel and when I make
PlayStation videos, I make live streams (…) I have to do lives, I also watch live movies»
(Reda). Joana uses TikTok a lot : «we make videos, it’s like a karaoke, but with videos and
better transitions, so we can make ourselves known (…) half the high school are using this
app and with vary with several social media, we make ads on Twitter and Instagram and so
on, and it brings us a lot of likes and subscriptions, and also fans, it all goes up you just
need time and also you need to do things properly». Anais uses the same app but «I go on
TikTok but I don’t make TikTok. I have an account to watch what others do». Then a lot of
them use WhatsApp to communicate: «WhatsApp a lot, phone calls and stuff, I make them
everyday». (Razia). Metti explains that he uses WhatsApp mostly to talk with his sister who
lives far away.
Generally, every student has a lot of added contacts or followers. Ryan explains that he has
250 contacts on Snapchat: family, friends, but also English people that he doesn't know.
Habib claims to have 356 contacts on Facebook and 86 on Snapchat, he doesn't know them
all either. Some of the students know all their contacts on social media. For example, Habib
explains that on Snapchat he has 86 friends and that «I know them all because they're all
from the neighbourhood». Joanna tells that even on Snapchat she used to have a lot of
contacts she didn't know, but she changed her policy: «I don't add people I don't know (…)
but I think I have 80 or 70». Myriam also sorted her contacts, now she has about 200
contacts on Snapchat and she knows them all.
(From the NEMO National report France, 2019)
The number of contacts online of students interviewed reach higher numbers than those
mentioned in France, for instance in Italy where students declare to have between 30 and
700 followers. Most of the respondents declare to know personally the majority of their
followers.
Students interviewed in Bulgaria said that they have between 200 and 1000 followers (only
one girl reported 13 000 followers) on Instagram and they personally know less than half of
these people.
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The digital diaries give an insight into the activities while the Italian report give an overview of
the main skills students said to have (from the NEMO National Report Bulgaria, 2019,
unpublished):
Digital diary – online activities during a week day.
Morning:
Not online in the morning/ only a few minutes online/ checking up on the homework in the school
platform; /checking up my Instagram/snapchat stories/ checking up the weather forecast
Afternoon:
Not online – it is school time! / reading chat messages from friends/ looking for different info/ chatting
with friends/ checking up my Instagram/ Facebook/ snapchat stories/reading articles/ making videos
on TikTok
Evening:
Chatting with friends, watching scientific videos, watching videos or movies on YouTube /checking
up my Instagram/ /Facebook/ snapchat stories/playing online games

Activities and skills:
STUDENTS
ACTIVITIES
AND
SKILLS

1

Bookmark
websites

2

3

X

4

5

X

X

Block
messages/
contacts

X

X

X

X

X

Find info on
how to use
the Internet
safely

X

X

X

X

X

Produce
videos

X

X

X

X

X

Post
on
Facebook

6

X

X

7

X

X

X

8

9

10

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

WhatsApp/
Telegram

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Snapchat

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Musical.ly/
TikTok

X

X

YouTube

X

X

Skype

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

14

15

X

16

17

18

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

29

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

19

20

X

X

X

X

13

X

Instagram
Stories

X

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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3.1.1 Risks and harm
Interviewed students in all countries underlined they like to be online. As the quoted article
“Children use of online technologies in Europe" suggests:
“Most children have not been upset or bothered by something they experienced on the
Internet. Risks are also not necessarily experienced by children as upsetting or harmful. For
example, seeing sexual images and receiving sexual messages online are encountered by
one in eight children but they are generally not experienced as harmful except by a few of the
children who are exposed to them. For example, seeing sexual images and receiving sexual
messages online are encountered by one in eight children but they are generally not
experienced as harmful except by a few of the children who are exposed to them. By
contrast, being bullied online by receiving nasty or hurtful messages is relatively uncommon,
experienced by one in twenty children, but it is the risk most likely to upset children”
(Ólafsson, K., Livingstone, S., & Haddon, L. 2014).
Students are aware and mention the risk of an excessive use which, as we said, it is a very
blurry concept. When asked open questions about Internet being harmful most students felt
the need to underline first its positive sides:
"I find that entertaining and interesting, after of course, I prefer online life than
classes, so there’s that." (Student from France)
The same student mentioned some of the fears of the digital world that adults generally have
and showed her agreement with some of them saying that if “adults are rambling that
«electronic devices are hurting our brains », they are right”. All in all, though most
“misfortunes” or negative experiences that students have had are seen as inconsequential
drawbacks.
When asked about bothering experiences – “bothering and that “made them feel
uncomfortable, upset, or feel that they shouldn’t have seen it” most of the risks students
mentioned are linked to seeing negative user-generated content.
"I was once seeing a video, and in the middle, I read the comments, to see how
other people reacted. I read that some people started to insult, even with racial
insults, and so I immediately left the video because if under the video this was
happening, I didn't want to keep seeing it." (Student from Italy)
In most countries, students mentioned being disturbed by “heavy” videos regarding violence
on animals or people:
"I have seen videos of people hurting animals”; “sometimes advertisements can
be awful and disgusting”; “general news about catastrophes, such as
earthquakes.” (Student from Bulgaria)
"For example, on Instagram you scroll down and easily can come up something
you don’t want to see, and then you can continue scrolling down or something."
(Student from Hungary)
"A friend of mine sent me a fake link, and once I happened to go there, and saw
it. This site would not only upset my age group but I guess everybody. They
upload videos about killing a person and animal cruelty there." (Student from
Hungary)
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Disturbing content mentioned by our interviewees include porno advertising and the
embarrassment of happening to watch it in the presence of parents.
"[…] videos that appear... I'm showing a video to my mom and ads for ‘dirty
things’ appear to me ... these things bother parents and can embarrass their
children too.” (Student from Italy)
An experience described as more bothering is described in the NEMO National Report
France (2019, unpublished). It often happens through people talking to them on social media
under a false identity and starting sending « dirty stuff » (Razia) « a commercial, it sent me a
commercial for bizarre stuff (…) online dating (…) pornography » (Habib, 12 years old).
According to Hakima, it « happens a lot, it really disgusted me ». They find themselves
helpless without being able to tell their parents or knowing what to do...
Very few students referred directly to discrimination. Not referring to a personal episode, a
student in in Italy said:
“(…) who is insulted (can feel bad) because of an image he posted, he can be
insulted not only with racist comments but also who is gay, who is insulted for
being so.” (Student 11)
In relation to NEMO objectives, the question of cyberbullying is very relevant, which emerged
also in the literature review work mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph as not so
common by very disturbing for students. NEMO Students said on this issue:
"There was my neighbour, his classmates made fun of him and made videos
against him. I didn't want to see them, but the mother asked me to move them
from a memory stick to another to use it to make a complaint.” (Student 5 from
Italy)
"The comments on the photos (can bother), which cannot be taken away ... or
the videos that they spread, a photo of yours that they spread ... because online
they can remain even for life, they cannot be cancelled.” (Student 12 from Italy)
The Hungarian researchers commented the national results as follows: “Although online
bullying is the most often mentioned subjective harm of being online among interviewed
students, there are only a few cases when interviewees or classmates became victims of
online bullying".
"A friend of mine put me in a Messenger group. We were at an event, where the
lights were red, but they looked pink on the photo. (…) One of the children
noticed it, and started to call me gay.” (Student11)
"In my class some students made a Viber group against another classmate. It
happened that they exchanged messages about him even at night.” (Student 3)
"At my class one of my classmates made a Viber group for hating XY. (…) They
kept writing about him, and once they accidentally showed it to him, and he
collapsed completely. The head teacher got involved and solved it finally.”
(Student 4)”
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A case of harassment was described by students in France and probably the differences
between countries has also to be linked the specific social context of the schools where the
interviews were conducted, rather than merely to national differences NEMO researchers in
France stated that students interviewed in France mentioned a strong episode of violence
and harassments.
“Habib tells us the story of a « colleague » harassed by other neighbourhood youngsters,
there was both physical violence: «there were several of them and they hit him » (Habib) and
online persecution. The youth had finally complained to the police, who couldn’t improve the
situation, so he had to leave the neighbourhood".

3.1.2 Students' view on mediation by adults
According to data gathered by the EU Kids Online review (Ólafsson, K., Livingstone, S., &
Haddon, L. 2014), most parents talk to their children about what they do on the Internet
(70%) and stay nearby when the child is online (58%). Or at least that is what they
declared. The information gathered by NEMO on the field points to different situations. at
least from students’ point of view. The students NEMO researchers interviewed stated that
while clear rules are set at schools, with a no-use policy during lessons, the situation about
parental mediation is more nuanced.
Starting with school, interviewees in most countries mentioned regular or random checks on
switched off phones and about phones taken by teachers. In Italy in one of the involved
schools, teachers seize mobiles at the beginning of the courses, returning them back at the
end of the day:
"You can't use the phone at school, so as soon as we arrive in class, we turn off
the phone and put it in a box and then (teachers) put it in a closed room.”
(Student from Italy)
"The cell phone can be taken to school but turned off, it cannot be used in
classroom; they don't seize him though." (Student from Italy)
"In our school there is a place we dropped our mobile phone at entrance. We
collect them only when we leave the school building. But we have a computer in
our classroom and each of us can use it. But you see, there it is not possible the
visit the websites you really want to, like Spotify, a digital music digital service)."
(Student from Austria)
"It’s more like during class with the teacher and we can use it we go to the site it
tells us." (Student from France)
"As soon as the teacher turns his back, we go on other websites, everybody
does." (Student from France)
In Hungary students explained that many schools provide lessons about safe Internet usage:
"We have informative lessons connected to Internet usage with typical topics like
don’t post any picture about you on Facebook." (Student from Hungary)
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"I think that we were told so many times what we shouldn’t do, that it comes
automatically, at least nearly for everybody. For example, that we shouldn’t send
photos about ourselves to unknown people, and so on." (Student from Hungary)
As researchers in Hungary highlighted (from the NEMO National report Hungary, 2019):
“Frontal teaching by an authority is not necessarily the best example to support
students in acquiring skills on conscious online media usage."
"Last year a police woman came to the school, and held a presentation
about the risks of Internet, and about dangerous stories that happened on
the Internet. That was all.” (Student 7)
Rules are not so strict at home: many of the involved students in Italy, for instance,
declared that parents don’t give special regulations nor they fix a maximum amount of time
during which kids can connect to the Internet. Limitations on the use of Internet are linked to
homework, after-school activity or bedtime. NEMO researchers in Bulgaria wrote that–half of
the students share that they are supervised by their parents and are told to “stop” browsing
or using their devices. The other half of students say they are not supervised. One element
worth of note highlighted in NEMO national report Hungary and France is that boundaries in
between being online and studying are not so clear anymore and children have their
own smart phone. This makes it harder for parents to regulate time online:
"If they see that I still have something to study while I am busy on my phone, then
they tell me to stop it." (Student from Hungary)
"Sometimes they tell me, ok it is enough now, move on." (Student from Hungary)
"I go to bed at around 10pm, and usually I use my phone for a while, but not for
long. My mother always comes by and tells me that it was time to sleep."
(Student from Hungary)
"If my father thinks I have played enough, then he tells me to finish it." (Student
from Hungary)
"Sometimes I can stay as much as I want, and sometimes they give me rules ... I
don't know: ‘you can stay 5 minutes on the phone and then you have to do your
homework. You'll have it back when you finish it, in the meantime I'll take it off
from you." (Student from Italy)
"I can stay as much as I want, within the limits of my commitments: football,
homework and the rest. In general, I can't stay more than two hours, two hours
and a half." (Student from Italy)
"I have limitations especially for video games because my mother believes that it
distracts from the study but in my opinion, it is not true at all… otherwise, I can
stay as much as I want..." (Student from Italy)
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"My father wants me to spend not too much time of course, I give myself limits,
no more than two hours because then my head starts to hurt. My parents give me
rules: when I have to do my homework, they take it away from me, and then they
give it back to me when I finish my homework." (Student from Italy)
Regarding the use of the Internet at home in the five countries, only few interviewees pointed
to limitations in the access to some website or mentioned online activities that they are not
allowed to do such as: registering on Facebook, sharing own photo on social networking
sites – that they are not allowed to do, because of parental restrictions.
Some parents forbid the use of certain types of websites or app, such as social medias
(Anais's parents for example: « I can't use Facebook, Instagram, etc. because I'm too young
»), and check their kids online activities by regularly watching their phones : « sometimes,
well, she looks at my phone, but... » (Reda). The threat at stake is confiscating the phone,
which can cause stress among the youths, such as Joana who claims to have no specific
rules to follow but a censorship from her uncle and brother : « for now it's OK, but I know that
if I go wrong in class my uncle and my brother are going to take it [my phone] and I know
they won't give it back to me ». (From the NEMO National report France, 2019)
"At home strict rules are not apply on the mobile phone, as none of the students
sees their mobile phones taken away at some time of the day. The male students
interviewed mentioned restrictions for gaming online. But they all mentioned that
their parents were upset when they stick to their mobile phone." (Student from
Austria)
"Sometimes, when it is really late in the evening, my parents come to my room
and tell me to stop." (Student from Bulgaria)
2Probably if I was addicted my mom would tell me to stop … but I am not.”
(Student from Bulgaria)
"Sometimes my parents would make remark about my time online, but if I am in
the middle of something important, I don’t listen to them." (Student from Bulgaria)
A further important factor to mention is students’ self-confidence in their online skills. In the
EU Kids Online survey one third of 9-16 year olds (36%) say that the statement, “I know
more about the Internet than my parents” is ‘very true’ of them, one third (31%) say it is ‘a bit
true’ and one third (33%) say it is ‘not true’ of them. (Ólafsson, K., Livingstone, S., & Haddon,
L. 2014). Research suggests that in many cases students were the ones helping their
mothers in Internet matters: “When asked whether the students sometimes go online with
their parents, some of the youngsters laugh before answering “no”. None of them found it
necessary (…)” (from the NEMO National report Austria, 2019).
Social media are an area where youngsters often learn with their peers, and except for
Hakima parents (they are comfortable with it), other parents are suspicious. Some students
are even making fun of their parents, like Myriam : « Snap they don't know how to use it, they
don't even know what Insta is (laughter). » or Metti : « there is a lot of things, for example
record a fingerprint they don't know how to do that... ». (from the NEMO National report
France, 2019).
Another explanation for the scarce parents’ mediation is based on parents’ trust in children’s
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conscious online media usage.
"This is something we don’t really talk about at home, because they know that it
is a usual topic at school." (Student from Hungary)
"My mother trusts me, and I don’t go to sites which are not for me." (Student from
Hungary)
It is worth to note that from our research it seems that parents' mediation and digital abilities
of parents are bigger in Hungary, or they are perceived as such by students interviewed as
the extract below show:
Less than half of interviewed students can recall any episode related to their online activities
when they asked for support from their parents. Parental mediations include among others
opening Facebook account, differentiating between real and fake news, sharing opinion on
politics, and discussing about the risks of online activities (from the NEMO National report
Hungary):
“When I got my first smart phone, my mother helped me opening my Facebook
account.” (Student 1)
“With my mother we always talk about the online news that might be interesting.
We don’t use the Internet together but she recommends things for me.” (Student
3)
“I know most of my online friends also in person. I don’t mark anyone back
without knowing who s/he is. (…) My father always tells me not to mark anyone,
unless I know them. Sometimes we talk about the risks of being online.” (Student
11)
3.2 Teachers and parents and their experiences online
Interviewed teachers and parents in the five countries use extensively smart phones and
laptops to conduct similar activities They connect to the Internet at work and also at home
both professional activities and personal ones – shopping platforms, sports applications,
diets and food, music, information, video. Similarities are apparent observing the digital
diaries filled in Bulgaria by parents and teachers
Teachers’ Digital diary – online activities during a week day (from the NEMO National
report Bulgaria, 2019):

Morning:
Checking e-mails/ reading news/ messaging on Viber and messenger/
working online – writing school grades and filing reports in the school
digital diary.
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Afternoon:
Checking e-mails/ reading news/ filling in topics of the classes and
planning in the school digital diary/ going through the social network.

Evening:
Checking e-mails/reading news/ going on Facebook/browsing websites
about fashion, culture, history/ going through the schedule for the next
school day/ preparing classes and presentations for the students.

Parents’ Digital diary – online activities during a week day (from the NEMO National report
Bulgaria, 2019):
Morning:
Using Internet for relaxation / checking up weather forecast, reading news
online/checking up the family schedule, do online banking/listening to
music, chatting with friends/ watching online TV/ reading online
newspapers/ chatting with colleagues.
Afternoon:
Using Internet for relaxation/ looking up cultural and social events/ reading
and answering e-mails/ going on Facebook.
Evening:
Scrolling the news/playing online games/ reading and answering e-mails/
going on Facebook/ checking school program and activities of the kids for
the next day.

As for teachers, many stated that at home they have computers, Notebooks, too and a very
small number of teachers declared not to be familiar with digital technologies. Teachers
interviewed in Bulgaria mentioned slightly less the use of computer at home. In many
countries, teachers highlighted the difficulty of separating personal and professional life. As
noted by researchers in Hungary, different approaches of teachers to the use of social media
networks and relationships online with their students have emerged (from the NEMO
National report Hungary, 2019):
“Older generations and teachers in higher administrative and regulative position
(e.g. head master) seem to be more consistent in separating the online aspect of
work and personal life. When I leave school then Internet is not used for work
related issues anymore.” (Teacher 1)
“At school I do not deal with my private issues, unless it is urgent. I do that at
home or sometimes in the car if my husband is driving.” (Teacher 3)
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As for the activities performed online what researchers noted in relation to Hungary and Italy
reflects the general patterns in NEMO countries:
“Teachers interviewed indicated several activities they do online: finding information,
watching YouTube videos both for teaching and personal use, using school e-diaries, finding
materials for students, looking for recipes, shopping online, checking banking accounts,
watching streaming TV, booking vacations, paying bills, e-learning, reading emails and news,
getting in touch with other professionals, doing recreational activities. Even if the spectrum of
activities is so differentiated, Internet can be perceived as something which is used in the
same way by everyone” (From NEMO National report Hungary)
“Regarding the assignment of online homework, teachers usually share news and
information for students on the e-diary but some of them do not assign anything to do online
because not all kids have a computer at home. Other teachers assign some online
researches or give homework through “classroom”. (From NEMO National report Italy)
With respect to NEMO objectives and for the creation of the toolkit it is worth to underline
•

•

The different kind of control, skills and space given to media education in the
five countries: in France there is a clear digital policy in Education ad reported
in the box and in Hungary media education is a subject at school and media
teachers were interviewed, as we will see below
Teachers feel that students are have more digital skills then themselves. The
comments gathered in Austria reflect a general pattern, especially with respect
to Bulgaria and Italy too

It was interesting to notice that, when it comes to Internet skills, some teachers also learn
from their students (as from NEMO National report Austria, 2019):
Teacher: “Rather than the students learning from me, I think I am learning more
from them. That is the other way around.”
Teacher “They use apps to solve maths by taking a picture.”
Teacher: “My knowledge of Internet comes from doing.”
DIGITAL POLICY IN FRANCE
A special mention needs to be made to the Digital Policy in France. In the professional
domain, some teachers feel there was a change in the Ministry of Education towards an «
all-digital » policy (Lilian). For Thomas « we entered massive digital uses. As an employee
of the Ministry of Education, we have lots of apps now ». Some of these apps are developed
by the institution, others are « products » companies sell to schools (he quotes the Pronote
example). There lies the question of the « independence of the schools »; according to the
same librarian « all the schools won’t use the same softwares » (Thomas), which questions
equality of access to education according to the school you find yourself in. Lilian explains
that in the school he works in there are computers in every classroom. So, he uses them to
prepare his classes, « more regularly now at the end of the year (...) than before when I
used mostly the manual ».
Moreover, he directs his students in their Internet searches using their pads: « sometimes I
leave them totally free, or I already have links, it can be a mix. They are going to search for
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the information by themselves, of course here I’m going to intervene (...) by walking among
them ». This teacher explains that the Aix-Marseille academy starts to establish « online
manuals », and now the inspector « strongly invites » to use some programs and websites.
But there are still no « clear » platform that allows access to a wide diversity of content. The
Minister of Education wishes to step to a « 100 % digital high school», « so it's an official
slogan » (Lilian) which would impact all of the teaching.
Other teachers don't use the pads given by the County, and only use computers in the
working rooms equipped with multiple computers. The French teacher even claims he
refused « his » pad « because first I'm not interested in it, and second I don't want it », while
underlining that « digital is not an end by itself, but it's always a mean » - Matthieu. He finds
his students tend to forget their pads the way their predecessors forgot their pens and
notebooks. So, the use of the pad as a pedagogical tool can sometimes be disabling more
than anything: if students forget their pen it's easy to give them another one, which is not the
case with the pad. He still sets some time apart for using digital tools to prepare the classes
and do pedagogical research : « there's not much time, so let's say that in the morning,
twenty minutes maximum (…) it's anticipating my next classes, mostly to find exercises
online, grammar, because there are lots of schools that put some online, lots of teachers
that put their work online, so I look at everything and it allows me to gather all this material
to make tests or find exam texts for example, like this... Before there were paper archives,
but nowadays it's all on the computer, I mean online... ».
Another dimension of the work happens on the Ministry of Education’s programs, especially
Pronote. Matthieu explains: « it's called Pronote for who’s absent, especially for absences
and incidents » and there is another program specific for all that is report cards, skills,
evaluations ».
However, the daily use of these programs is minimal (around twenty minutes per day),
compared to the time allotted to information search to prepare classes (45 minutes). Lilian
also talks about Pronote, he explains that it works as an online notebook, to know your daily
planning, « manage incidents » within classes, communicate with other teachers, meetings,
courses, etc. Sometimes he also surfs for hours during his class, while students are
working. Some teachers prepare classes at home, in transportations, others prefer to
interact with colleagues and use the rooms allotted for that purpose.

3.2.1 Teachers and parents’ perception of students’ experiences online and risks
In contrast with what has been mentioned above about the U-shaped relationship between
the use of digital technologies and children wellbeing (see section 3.1), most parents and, to
a smaller extent, teachers show serious concern about students’ experiences online, many
have conflicting views on it. On the one hand, they are aware of the educational value that
Internet can have but, on the other hand, they worry about the plethora of risks and side
effects of being online:
"Internet is a weapon that has been given to the children without teaching them
how to cope with it." (Parent from Austria)
The most common fears expressed by parents especially in Austria, Bulgaria, France and
Italy can be summarized as follows:
•

Time spent online. Time spent online is associated to addiction to the web and
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"hypnosis"; parents also expressed difficulties in moderating such time:
"They are too glued to the computer and not me, I try to put in place some
restrictions ». restrictions she struggling enforcing without resorting to cutting the
connection: « there are times when I disconnect everything for them to stop
otherwise, they are on 24/7." (Parent from France)
•

The impossibility of knowing who is behind the screen.
"The impossibility of knowing what and who is on the other side; their inability to
stop and the total hypnosis’ they suffer when they are online.” (Parent from Italy)

•

Privacy. Fear that their children will provide private data or personal information to
unknown people and risk of harassment:
"I remain vigilant because I'm not fooled by drift and malfeasance, existing in this
field [...] Photos that are exploited, diverted, misappropriation, identity theft ... the
worst of what human being can be? I have heard a lot about those kind acts, and
I have taken them into consideration." (Parent from France).

•

Children's critical skills. Many parents fear that time online will affect children’s
ability to build their own opinions – that will be discussed in relation to fake news.
Some parents also mention the risk of distortion of reality.

•

Children's social skills. Internet relationships are virtual and not real and children
risk social isolation or a distortion of “real” life.

•

Fear of the different online addictions, such as gambling.
"Virtuality creates [...] an all-powerful feeling, you can be someone else so it
makes you self-centred and a little crazy. So, there is an excessive side. These
extreme situations that weaken them as a prey. You are like prey for net
predators." (Parent from France).

•

Children's lack of concentration and effects on their cognitive skills.

•

Children's exposure to disturbing content: pornography, violence, violent
games.

•

A generational gap between children and parents or those who are not using the
same social networks and do not have the same set of skills (focus on some parents
lacking digital skills).

According to many teachers in the five countries, their students are unexperienced and easily
impressionable online and their experiences are characterized by:
•
•
•

Mobile addiction.
Extensive usage of YouTube and, especially for boys, violent games and football
sites.
The importance/obsession of likes for self-esteem: social networks are a way to be
seen.
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The risks mentioned by teachers are generally similar to those listed by parents and include
•
•
•

Meeting/relating to dangerous strangers and paedophiles.
Relating to people with fake identities.
Cyberbullying. Many teachers went into details on this risk.
"There are risks, news says it clearly. Not to mention cyberbullying, sometimes it
happened. They were small things that were immediately solved, but some years
ago in other schools it happened that some students posted their peers online...
they were not serious things, they were not hitting him or something like that, but
I mean, I don’t want to end up online." (Teacher from Italy)
"They are most exposed to their peer group’s reactions. What will happen to the
photo you have posted, or what they say about you? (...) It is also easier to tell off
someone faceless." (Teacher from Hungary)
"For example, they make a Viber group named we hate X, and they invite
everyone except of X. And the sexting issues, that I send a picture of myself to
someone, who later shares it with our entire group of friends. (...) Recently I see
scary signs how much schools cannot handle students’ aggression, and cannot
create a good class community.” (Teacher from Hungary)

•

The bad influences or ‘wrong’ models and of a lack of a critical spirit. Some
teachers were also particularly worried about the influence of videos pushing students
to extreme and dangerous acts:
"Because we cannot control what they watch, and the time they spend. Because
for me, spending too much time is like brainwashing." (Teacher from France)
"They look at some American celebrities, or who either, it doesn’t matter, they
see their lifestyle, the way they dress, the way they show themselves, they think
to themselves that it's normal to be like that, when it's not at all, well, it's not
something that's in reality." (Teacher from France)
The influence of “models” is also mentioned in relation to the obsession to the perfect
beauty” and thus esteem or eating problems and bullying. Other risks mentioned by
teachers include
o Easy access to violent contents and porno.
o Exposure to fake news, that will be discussed in chapter 5.
o Excessive time spent online and its consequences: sleep deprivation,
superficiality and attention deficit, disciplinary problems, social isolation and
the difficulty of creating non-computer based social relations.
"One can very quickly not leave home anymore, which breaks the social link."
(Teacher from France)

•

Personal data protection. Together to the apprehension adults have towards the
use of Internet by students, and the defence of their privacy, some teachers are
concerned about students publishing their interventions and actions.
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3.2.2 Teachers' and parents’ perception of their own mediation
Teachers gave some example of their approach to media in class and differences were
noted between countries and even within countries. Some teachers in Italy, for instance said
that they have taught students how to create an email account, how to make slides in power
point, use e-learning platforms (e.g. classroom) or creating and using a Google Drive
account. Many of them, though, “reported that they have never taught any lesson or task
related to online activities because it was not compatible with their subject, or it was not
possible because of the few hours they spend in class every week.” (NEMO National report
Italy)
The main result emerging is that adults are very concerned about the activities that students
conduct online. Some fear addiction, others that students may not perceive the numerous
dangers. Some said that students of that age are not equipped/don’t have the necessary
competences to deal with the hidden dangers. Teachers in most countries also highlighted
that no supervision related to an aware use of media is provided in the family and also on a
general level that children are not used to observing the rules. So, one relevant issue is: who
should promote students’ digital literacy?
"As a teacher you are in a very diplomatic situation … and parents expect a lot
from you. On the other hand, so much in the phones of the students, where I
highly doubt that the parents have a clue what is going on." (Teacher from
Austria)
In line with what emerged from the interview to students, mediation at school is mostly
characterized by rules or restrictions and some teachers said that they are not sure that such
rules are respected in class. Teachers also proposed different kind of approaches to
mediation, for instance focusing on risks online or trying to reduce online addiction:
"The best approach is the "carrot and stick", while giving them some trust.
Rigidity and flexible rigidity are well welcomed by people that have never heard
from their family neither ‘no’ nor ‘yes’, but just nothing. Families don’t realize that
they exist, so when they come here, if they find indifference, they notice it, they
notice everything. Online, they can send porno or their pictures, surely not
everyone but the more they grow and the worst they are, because they are alone”
(Teacher from Italy)
"We explain the dangers... (...) I try to make them understand that Internet is
however a revolution because it is open to everyone... there is the possibility for
everyone to use it... so it is a very democratic instrument, but being democratic it
also dangerous because you need a conscience, a critical mind and you need to
pay attention to fake news." (Teacher from Italy)
"We regularly speak about the threats of Internet, about what they shouldn’t post,
for example, shouldn’t share their school, their home address and family
members in public.” (Teacher from Hungary)
One teacher in Bulgaria noted that it is useful to block access from school wi-fi to some
websites and at the same time to stay in touch with students on what they do online, even if it
is about discussing celebrities:
"We have designated classes in which we talk on about how safe it is to browse
on the Internet, to accept friends, to allow messages from strangers." (Teacher
from Bulgaria)
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Pointing to a more active kind of mediation, one teacher in Austria explained that they often
assign students research work online in order to make them perceive other possibilities of
the digital world apart from chatting and playing. Yet, showing inter-countries differences and
especially how the approach to the digital world at school is very personal, only 2 out of 11
teachers in Austria were not reluctant to the idea of exchanging with their students online. A
similar need to mark a distance with students without relating to them on Social networks
was underlined by teachers in other countries.
Some teachers in Hungary were against authoritarian approaches too and mentioned
teachers' participation to online groups and platforms, where mediation or supervision is
necessary:
"I am sure there is conflict in between them online, because I can hear from time
to time that they block each other. When the online home work group was made,
there were students who were afraid joining it, and they only agreed joining it if I
will be in the group too." (Teacher from Hungary)
In Italy some teachers underlined the need of mediation saying that most of them perceive
the advantages of Internet, but as noted above they are concerned about the possibility of
encountering dangers online and think that kids have to be prepared to face them:
"we explain the dangers... (...) I try to make them understand that Internet is
however a revolution because it is open to everyone... there is the possibility for
everyone to use it... so it is a very democratic instrument, but being democratic it
also dangerous because you need a conscience, a critical mind and you need to
pay attention to fake news." (Teacher from Italy)
Interviews to students have pointed to stronger efforts in media education in schools in
Hungary. As a matter of facts, teachers in Hungary, pointed to differences in between
schools regarding opportunities of learning about conscious media usage. Some of them
also reported inspiring experiences, like a social worker running a girls’ group where issues
of safe Internet usage Another teacher explained:
"I regularly speak about the threats of Internet, about what they shouldn’t post, for
example, shouldn’t share their school, their home address and family members in
public." (Teacher from Hungary)
As for France, the box below presents an extract from the NEMO National report on this
issue:
DIGITAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE
(…) The Internet is a resource increasingly used by national education. The Academy of AixMarseille is part of a pilot project of "digital plan for education" which, according to the
declarative of the program aims to « develop innovative learning methods to promote
academic success and develop the autonomy; to develop responsible and autonomous
citizens in the digital era; prepare students for the digital jobs of tomorrow »*. The programs
have been modified to privilege a place to computers in all subjects, and a vast teacher
training program (costing 24 million euros) has been set up in 2016. On the Academy's
website, again we can read « in the academy of Aix-Marseille, these trainings concern the
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handling of new tools but especially the responsible uses of digital and digital culture »2. The
« discovery of new tools » is ensured by the distribution of tablets to college students: « the
tablets are connected to the college Wi-Fi, so we are entice to use [them] in class, and they
just have to click on Internet to get access to Internet, for example they go on Firefox to do
research. When I use the tablets, they are forbidden to go on the Internet, they only do what
we ask: we are on the website or on the app, the software needed, but nothing else ... »
(Camille) But teachers feel helpless when it comes to mediating with their students and
managing classrooms when everyone is distracted by his/her own screen.
As part of this digital education development program, a set of pedagogical applications are
promoted, these are the T.I.C.E. (Information and Communication Technologies dedicated to
Education). It is Thomas, math’s professor specializing in didactics who speaks it about it
first, and says using it a lot « all my classes begin with an exercise that is video-projected,
that students do at work, that they have to do, and (...) at the end of the 5 minutes, I take a
copy of a student, I take my camera and I screen the work of a student and the other
students must make the correction, provide critics , sorry, of what they saw » (Thomas). But
he remains critical of the way in which these ICTs transform teaching , and says to use them
less « the whole bunch of applications that come out » because there is a tendency to jump
on the digital tool without thinking, while for him it is more a question of trying to encourage
them to see when it is relevant to use it and when it is not. Beyond the immediate issues of
education, he sees a society in transformation and is very cautious about what he can
influence behaviours to his students, he calls his « citizens in training ». Thus, he expresses
concern about the "reverse course" type of practice, which consists of posting a video of the
course that students are privately viewing and then conducting classroom exercises. For him,
this idea is dangerous not only for the questioning of the profession of being a teacher, but
also that it implies a relation to unhealthy knowledge: « I tell you the properties and the
definitions from where they come from, I tell you the theorems from which they come, why, I
do not know, we do not know, we tell you about it because I'm the math teacher, because I'm
the knowledge, which problem they resolve, we don’t know, and that's it, and afterwards you
stupidly apply what I ask you to apply » (Thomas). Finally, this implies a disturbing rapport to
mathematics but also to the image of the citizen in training that represented for him by the
students. On the contrary, it would advocate a distanced look at the computer tool, less in a
deification of the tool and the media and more focussed to the content carried out to avoid a
step back in the quality and methods of teaching: « that is to say that we must pay attention
to how to integrate intelligently and not finally I do it. I integrate the TICE, it's great they see
videos, and at the end the impact it has on the students, it is finally similar as like we did 50
years ago » (Thomas).
For Elie a methodological problem persists in that the basic tools are taken for granted,
which widens the inequalities between students. He finds himself doing informatics education
informally since the documentation centre « is the only place where they can access these
tools in a simple way » intervening to support them in the realization of a text, the using of a
software or editing a slideshow. Elodie (French language) adds that she also loses a lot of
time trying to homogenize a very disparate level « already ‘ save as' can be complicated, not
losing the document, or even converting it to PDF and then filing it on the college platform,
therefore searching on their homepage, where it was necessary to file the file, look for it in
their desktop to store it ...» (Elodie).
Mediation is necessary « because there are some who do not realize and do really
whatever» (Elodie) but many agree that it is a « too personal » task that is primarily assigned
to parents. « Check, look, go for a little snooping, go on the history, to inquire, even if it's true
that history is part of the intimacy of someone, but I think when it comes to children, it's really
important to supervise ... » (Elodie). The role in which the teachers see themselves most is

2

Website of the Académie d’Aix-Marseille, consulted
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that of « insufflating, we can explain them, show them, offer them sessions in class, here and
there, show the dangers » (Elodie). A role more like a « relay » would be what Lilian would
like, who says he feels « free enough » to set up devices if only he knew what to do ... In any
case, mediation appears as a provision « Indispensable because there can be excesses with
the Internet ... someone spreads a false information, another shares it, then another one and
it goes fast and far, you know, or regarding harassment, I think they do not are not aware of
the potential danger ... » (Camille). Finally, Thomas, the eternal pedagogist would speak
more willingly of remediation than mediation since the students are almost all already keen of
the Internet, it is rather trying to reshape the relationship between the students and their
Internet practices : « an example [of] remediation, is a student who does not pay attention to
the use of his/her personal data and therefore the teacher or the parent will remedy by
saying "be aware to how you will use your own data, what will you provide or publish "...»
(Thomas).

As for parents, differences between countries somehow reflect the results presented in the
section about students. Throughout the interviews, parents have often referred to the danger
of Internet used by children without monitoring and of the side effects of some online
activities. The difficulty in mediating depends also on parents’ digital skills and on their
approach to mediation.
“No, I actually don’t know what my child does online. I know that he is in
Instagram, I know that he has friends there, that he plays games, too much, what
I hate, because it doesn’t make him a better person, in contrary, it makes a very
very bad person. He completely changes with those games. Really, I would
advise each parent the forbid those games. They make children aggressive.
When he loses, he becomes another person, bad aggressive. Look at this TV set;
he broke it, all because of those games. He shouts on me, he lies, he spends
money, and it’s horrible.” (Parent from Austria)
Most mediation strategies mentioned involve control: setting limits, time limits, restricting the
child’s use of specific applications or try to avoid the dissemination of personal information
privacy on social media and restriction on some app.
“I think by now almost everyone has WIFI at home, so now with video games,
equipment for PlayStation, tablets, you can play lots of video games online and I
realize that they (kids) are completely lost, they would spend hours online: they
are there and they lose the desire to go out, to do everything, so I have to set
rules... At a certain point, I have to switch off the WIFI, I realized that since we’ve
had it (the WIFI), there is this attitude.” (Parent from Italy)
Also, some parents in Bulgaria mentioned rules about time online and such rules are stricter
for those children who are or have been through some kind of a period of addiction (gaming,
online chatting, and constantly being in Instagram). Controlling what children do online and
“enforcing” rule is not so easy: because of the many devices that can be used, rules are easy
to breach. The failure of these limits is felt as a factor that keeps children away while
weakening parental authority. Thus, in France some parents resort to the technical force in
disconnecting the box for not being able to enforce the not respected verbal limits.
“At the beginning yes [there are rules], but later, progressively we relaxed them a
little bit so we do not have rules [...] anyway there is a limit, at two o'clock in the
morning no it's forbidden but well, there is still a limit, during day time there is no
problem, the evening no ... [...] at 11pm, 10h 11h in the evening they go to sleep
end off they close their laptops and they go to sleep.” (Parent from France)
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If on the one hand, some parents especially in Hungary prefer active mediation strategies,
other parents do not do much online with their kids, for instance in France:
“Nothing at all. Not even watching a movie.” (Parent from France)
Yet, in all countries some parents showed an attempt to use mediation strategy based more
on dialogue or participation:
“I ask her and I tell her, listen, we could do something else, an activity, we could
go out, do colouring, some very simple things, drawn, go back to basic activities.
And it is important that I propose to her things that she wouldn’t think about by
herself; she is in this hypnosis.” (Parent from France)
“When you set limits or try to control children’ time online, you should explain
why, so they know it will be for their own good and safety.” (Parent from Bulgaria)
“We have firmly negotiated that whatever happens on the Internet it is not that
scary and she can share it and talk about it with me if doesn’t know what to do.”
(Parent from Bulgaria)
Some parents in Italy describe their role as guide of their children to use Internet safely,
possibly helping or discussing with them about what to do in case of difficulties.
Also, in Austria some of the interviewed parents underlined their active approach to
mediation but also how they have failed in protecting their children:
“I think he is aware of some dangers; he knows exactly which ones are bad
actions, but he is not aware of every danger. I try to explain it to him, to explain
that he shouldn’t be naive. Sometimes ago, he shared his apple account with
another guy who took everything from the account, also my money I had in there.
I both him a PlayStation account, so he can buy game online, they also
disappeared only because he thought the other guy will give him an Avatar or
however it is called.” (Parent from Austria)
The difficulties of parents in controlling and supporting their children results in a request of
help to the school:
“If it (the mediation) is from the school I think that the kid has a different
approach. When things are said by the parents they have less, not less
importance, I don't want to say this but at school, the teacher is considered as a
different figure.” (Parent from Italy)
The results from Hungary differ slightly, possible also for the type of schools involved. Most
interviewed mothers in Hungary are not concerned about children’s online activities. They
think that children seem to use it well and or have follow the rules set:
“I don’t follow her. When she joined Facebook, I told her not to post any picture of
herself. Still does not really have any, maybe only one picture on her. Don’t mark
anyone as friend who we don’t know. Show me who he/she is, and that she
should tell me if anything happens to her.” (Parent from Hungary)
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“As far as I see they handle these things quite well: there were no problems of for
example, making public something they shouldn’t do. (...) They usually post
pictures they are not on them. It is up to them, but they don’t want their private
picture go public. So far there are no restrictions regarding Internet usage,
because I haven’t experienced anything in their online activities I disliked.”
(Parent from Hungary)
The active attitude to mediation of parents interviewed in Hungary is expressed clearly by the
following quotes suggesting that harm that might come from others can be reduced if
children are made aware of risks, and can tell what happened to them:
“It is dangerous, if they cannot handle it, or if they use it without any purpose.”
(Parent from Hungary)
“If there is no consciousness, the children have not got any internal brakes,
because parents didn’t put an effort working on it with the children.” (Parent from
Hungary)
“The biggest threat is, if there is a problem and s/he does not dare telling about
it.” (Parent from Hungary)
Yet, some parents in Hungary mentioned using screen time app on children’s iPhone for
conscious online usage:
“This is partly control, partly partnership, and helps us to supervise the situation.
Not like in other families where parents lose control and their solution is to take
smart phones from kids from time to time.” (Parent from Hungary)
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4 DISCRIMINATION OF THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS IN EUROPE
The right to equal treatment is one of the founding principles of the European Union and a
fundamental right of all people. This right is set forth in the Lisbon Treaty itself, but also in the
EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, which is now established as a formal source of EU law.
Despite the work to date on anti-discrimination, equality and inclusion, discrimination
continues to be a significant issue affecting the life of many third-country nationals living in
Europe, most often when seeking employment. Also, for citizens in NEMO countries,
discrimination is a recurring experience.
Starting from a general and more theoretical overview, discrimination of third country
nationals can be explained in relation to multiple factors, since xenophobia and racism are
scavenger ideologies that can be fed by a plethora of concurring elements. OSCE 2018
report “Xenophobia, Radicalism, and Hate Crime in Europe” points to some of these factors,
in reference to the period between 2015-2018. It suggests that xenophobia is an issue of
perception of cultural, social, and historical traditions – own and of the “other”- and it
is linked to the rejection of changes in one’s social environment (OSCE, 2018).
Furthermore, as the rich report adds, discrimination and anti-immigrant sentiments have
deep political roots and triggering factors. Thus, the rise of discrimination of the last four/five
years is to be linked for OSCE authors (ibid) to the larger consensus gained in different
countries by populist radical right forces and by right wing ideologies. In turn, the stronger
position of right-wing parties in Germany, Slovakia, Croatia, and Hungary is linked to the
instrumental use that such parties made of the 2015-2017 migration crisis. (ibid.) Italy’s
situation is slightly different, in terms of timing, and the box below with extract from NEMO
National report- Italy will provide useful details on it. A further factor playing a crucial role in
the rise of discrimination is the economic crisis in turn related to the effects of globalization
and liberal capitalism, free movement of capital and labour (OSCE 2018).
However, as OSCE authors clearly put it, there is also another crucial factor which created a
basis for the growth of xenophobia, mutual hostility, discrimination, and the strengthening of
the influence of extremist groups: the failure of the integration policy. the traditional
assimilation model of integration that has existed in Europe for at least a century has proved
unsuccessful and at the same time accompanied by the crisis of the nation-state itself.
“Instead of developing a new national and integration policy that ensures that the interests of
all population groups are met, the state is categorically against abandoning the policy of
assimilation, but periodically makes various symbolic concessions, such as the ban on the
installation of Christmas trees in areas with significant Muslim populations, sales of alcohol in
areas populated by Muslims, the introduction of halal food in public schools that are attended
by many Muslim students, etc." (OSCE, 2018: p.62)
Many of the nation state frameworks, touched by the crisis have responded by strengthening
or trying to reinforce their symbolic and physical borders, as anticipated in Chapter 2. "British
first" or “Italians first” is the approach that has prevailed.
“Danish authorities introduced a series of measures (…) to enforce “Danish values,”
designating certain areas as “ghettos” based on a high proportion of residents with ethnic
minority or immigrant backgrounds, and low social status. Children in those areas would be
subject to mandatory day-care in the name of integration. In August, a ban on wearing face
veils in public came into effect.” (Human Rights Watch, 2018)
With respect to 2018, and other countries for instance, Human Rights Watch noted: “There
were instances of racist intolerance or violent hate crimes in many EU states including
Bulgaria, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Slovakia, Spain, and the United
Kingdom.”
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THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION AGAINST RACISM AND INTOLERANCE / ECRI
DEFINES…
Discrimination shall mean any differential treatment based on a ground such as “race”,
colour, language, religion, nationality or national or ethnic origin, as well as descent, belief,
sex, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation or other personal characteristics or status,
which has no objective and reasonable justification; (§ 7 of the EM to GPR 15)
Differential treatment is wide and includes any distinction, exclusion, restriction, preference
or omission, be it past, present or potential; (§ 12 of the EM to GPR 7)
Direct racial discrimination shall mean any differential treatment based on a ground such
as race, colour, language, religion, nationality or national or ethnic origin, which has no
objective and reasonable justification. Differential treatment has no objective and reasonable
justification if it does not pursue a legitimate aim or if there is not a reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised; (§ 1 of GPR
7).
Harassment consists in conduct related to one of the enumerated grounds which has the
purpose or the effect of violating the dignity of a person and of creating an intimidating,
hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment;
Hate-motivated incident are incidents, acts or manifestations of intolerance committed with
a bias motive that may not reach the threshold of hate crimes, due to insufficient proof in a
court of law for the criminal offence or bias motivation, or because the act itself may not have
been a criminal offence under national legislation; (CommDH 2011, op. cit.; see also “racist
incident”)
Hate speech, the advocacy, promotion or incitement, in any form, of the denigration, hatred
or vilification of a person or group of persons, as well as any harassment, insult, negative
stereotyping, stigmatization or threat in respect of such a person or group of persons and the
justification of all the preceding types of expression, on the ground of "race", colour, descent,
ethnic origin, age, disability, language, religion or belief, sex, gender, gender identity, sexual
orientation and other personal characteristics or status; may take the form of the public
denial, trivialisation, justification or condonation of crimes of genocide, crimes against
humanity or war crimes which have been found by courts to have occurred, and of the
glorification of persons convicted for having committed such crimes; (§ 5-6 of the Preamble
to GPR. 15).
Inclusion is an approach that values diversity and aims to afford equal rights and
opportunities to everyone by creating conditions which enable the full and active participation
of every member of society; (Information document for 6th cycle).
Structural discrimination refers to rules, norms, routines, patterns of attitudes and
behaviour in institutions and other societal structures that, consciously or unconsciously,
present obstacles to groups or individuals in accessing the same rights and opportunities as
others and that contribute to less favourable outcomes for them than for the majority of the
population.
Islamophobia shall mean prejudice against, hatred towards, or fear of the religion of Islam
or Muslims.
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A measure of the discrimination towards third country nationals in Europe is offered by the
second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey (EU-MIDIS II), coordinated by
the European Union Fundamental Rights Agency. The survey collects information from over
25,500 respondents with different ethnic minority and immigrant backgrounds across all 28
EU Member States. Some of the key findings are that
•
•
•
•
•

38% of respondents were discriminated against over the last five years with North
Africans (45%), Roma (41%) and Sub-Saharan Africans (39%) particularly affected.
Discrimination was greatest when it came to looking for work (29%).
Fewer minority members (61%) completed at least upper secondary education
compared to the general population (74%). This reduces their employment chances.
31% of second-generation immigrant respondents experienced hate-motivated
harassment in the last year. 50% of these victims were harassed at least six times in
that year Fra (2017).
The last two data relate to our target group and suggest possible pattern of direct or
indirect discrimination at school. A further clear result of the survey is under reporting.
88% of ethnic discrimination, 90% of hate-motivated harassment and 72% of hatemotivated violence were not reported.

The EU MIDIS report also indicate higher level of trust in public institutions among third
country nationals than the general population with a majority feeling strongly attached to the
country they live in. They are also largely open towards other ethnic groups. However, the
impact of discrimination, harassment or violence is also clearly shown. Those who have been
victims trust public institutions less and feel less attached to the country they live in. In
relation to NEMO, this suggests the value of activities promoting the participation of third
country national families

4.1 Migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities and discrimination in
NEMO countries - Quantitative data
With respect to countries in which NEMO is implemented, Austria, France and Italy have
similar patterns of discrimination on third country nationals. In many survey questions of the
EU MIDIS Austria represents the country with most people suffering of discrimination
experiences. The European Study found that 45% of Sub-Saharan Africans and descendants
of such immigrant respondents in Austria mentioned their skin color as ground of
discrimination, followed by ethnic origin (30%) and others like religion, age and sex/gender.
Austria was one of the countries with the highest rates of respondents who had experiences
with what they perceive as racial violence, that is 13% respondents. (From NEMO National
report Austria). A more detailed insight on discrimination of third country nationals in Austria
is provided in the box below
In Italy, as explained in the NEMO National Report Italy:
“UN Rapporteurs, according to The Independent, said that migrant rights were at risk due to
a “climate of hatred and discrimination” in the country, adding that during the 2018 electoral
campaign, some politicians “fueled a public discourse unashamedly embracing racist and
xenophobic anti-immigrant and anti-foreigner rhetoric”, inciting hatred and discrimination.
Minister Salvini, in addition to the activities described above, made announcements of
dubious constitutionality such as the proposal for a Roma census (the census on an ethnic
basis is unconstitutional in Italy). His words spread alarmism about the number of
immigrants.”
According to EU-MIDIS (2017), 23% of migrants from Sub-Saharan Africa and 34% of
migrants from North Africa reported a feeling of being discriminated against because of “skin
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colour/ethnic origin/religion” (NEMO National report Italy). Discrimination in France remain
poorly documented, because data are not collected on the basis of ethnic origin. According
to a study developed by INSEE (National Institute of Statistics and Economic studies) and
the Ministry of Employment, considering also old data, 22% of immigrants from Africa were
unemployed in 2012, as well as 17% of immigrants and 14% of their descendants, compared
to 8.6% of non-immigrant workers (NEMO National report France).
Ethnic profiling or better police stops in Italy and Austria resulted frequent: 28% of migrants
from sub-Saharan Africa has been stopped by Italian police in the last five years and the
60% of the stopped perceived it as ethnic profiling; among immigrants from North Africa,
32% has been stopped by the Italian police and the 71% of the stopped perceived the stop
as ethnic profiling. 63% of Austria’s respondents believe the last stop they experienced by
the police was racially motivated.
In the three countries and especially in France and Italy, Roma are also victims of
discrimination.
The overview of the information sources shows a lot of evidences that the widespread
discrimination against Roma in all aspects of life, including education, health care, housing
and employment. In Italy, the Association "21 Luglio" counted 16 violent attacks against
Roma communities in Italy 2015, half of which involved guns or fire, 11 episodes in 2016 (4
with fire or guns), 5 episodes in 2017 (2 with fire or guns). (From the NEMO National report
Italy)
A study from the Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de l’Homme (CNCDH) from
June 2014 says that Roma are among the least tolerated communities in France. The
opinion polls in that study also show the “rise of blatant and downplayed forms of prejudices
against Roma.”
Roma communities continued to be at risk of pervasive discrimination in Bulgaria too. As we
saw in chapter 2, in Bulgaria and Hungary the presence of third country nationals is much
smaller, yet more significant in relation to the total population and discrimination is an issue.
Amnesty International Report 2017/18 stated that necessary services were not provided to
migrants and refugees, including to unaccompanied children (Amnesty International 2018,
quoted in NEMO National report Bulgaria). In the reports it is stated that:
“Hate speech and hate crimes continued, directed at minority groups, including Turks and
Roma; refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants remained vulnerable to violence and
harassment. Discriminatory or xenophobic statements were made during the campaign for
parliamentary elections held in March 2017, by candidates and political parties as well as by
the coalition of far-right parties, the Patriotic Front, which gained enough seats to enter the
government”.
As for Hungary, the situation is quite critical. According to the Eurobarometer, 65% of
Hungarians consider immigration to be the most important issue facing the EU, ranking it
higher than terrorism and the economy. 81% of Hungarians responded that they felt
negatively towards immigration from outside the EU, and 94% answered that they would like
additional measures for irregular migration (European Union 2017).
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DISCRIMINATION IN AUSTRIA
In Austria, there is an association called “ZARA - Civil courage and anti-racism work”, who
publishes an annual racism report. ZARA has installed a report mechanism where
individuals can report racist experiences anonymously. In the report of 2018, ZARA
identified 7 discrimination areas as relevant to the context. (1) discrimination in the public
space, i.e. places which are accessible to the public and are of general interest, e.g. parks,
streets or public transport mediums; (2) discrimination in the Internet including social media,
(video) blogs, websites etc. (3) discrimination in politics and media, referring to racist cases
from politicians and/or political parties and discrimination offline in print media, radio or TV;
(4) discrimination by the police; (5) discrimination by other governmental authorities; (6)
discrimination in the field of work; (7) discrimination regarding the access to goods and
services.
In 2018, 1920 racist cases were reported to ZARA. 1.164 were cases regarding the Internet,
i.e. 3 out of 5 reports, followed by the public space (312), access to goods and services
(151), politics and media offline (89), police (82), other government authorities (70) and work
(33). 60% of all ZARA reports of racist hate in the Internet were made by Facebook users.
Another outstanding fact is that 8 out of 10 cases were reported by witnesses and not by
affected persons themselves. In general, ZARA found out that only 14% report racist
harassment, 86%, do not because they state “it happens all the time”, “reporting does not
change anything” or “reporting is too bureaucratic and time-consuming”.
❖

Online discrimination

The Internet was the medium that most racist cases were reported about to ZARA. In total,
there were 1.164 cases. Example include hate postings in relation to the Vienna-New-YearBaby, racist comments because of a poster and smears in the Internet.
❖

Public space

ZARA states cases of racism in public. Examples are physical assault against a child, a
racist poster in an asylum seeker camp, racist harassment in the subway or because of a
headscarf. Another point that needs to be mentioned are racist smears in public spaces.
❖

Employment/Labor market

EMN looked into the topic of labor market discrimination and states that persons with
migrant backgrounds are relatively more often unemployed and are forced to accept
precarious working conditions with sometimes less pay. Reasons for discrimination are both
on an individual and structural level with regard to nationality, level of education, working
sector, gender and/or religion. Persons with migrant background are not only affected once
employed, but already in the access to employment and the recruiting process. Stereotypes
and prejudices are persistent and strongly influence the recruiting process.
The EU MIDIS II survey found, that labor market participation is strongly connected with
language proficiency. In Austria, the paid work rate of persons with sufficient language skills
increases by more than 100% comparing it to individuals without sufficient language skills.
Within ZARA’s examples for racist cases in the work area, they state that one company
demanded Austrian citizenship for their job, another communicated openly that “Muslims are
not welcome” or the stating that the headscarf is the reason for a negative response to an
application.
❖

Ethnic profiling

“EU-MIDIS II findings show that, within some Member States in which more than one target
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group was surveyed, the prevalence of perceived ethnic profiling in the five years before the
survey varies among the different groups. For example, in Austria, the prevalence of
perceived ethnic profiling for respondents with Sub-Saharan African background is 37 %,
while for respondents with Turkish background it is 6 %.”
❖

Access to goods and services including housing

Documented cases by ZARA show racist experiences on the housing market: The demand
of the “Compliance with a “Central European Basic order””, implying that non-European
basic orders mean contamination/pollution in the housing area. Other discrimination forms
include a racist housing advertisement or racist comments of a neighbour.
There was also reported discrimination with regard to the access to goods and services
including the Burkini-prohibition in public pools, humiliating comments of a post woman,
entry denials to a club or denial of a taxi service because of someone’s race.
❖

Politics and media

Within the 89 cases reported to ZARA, there were cases of advertisements against Muslims
in community housings (Gemeindebau), humiliating videos of an 11-year-old girl, racist
comments of local authorities, a racist video of the freedom party, an antisemitic songbook
of a fraternity and errors in the presentation in daily print media.
❖

Police

According to the EU MIDIS II Survey, 66% of people with Sub-Saharan African background
in Austria were stopped by the police during the past 5 years before the study. The
percentage was 41% for people with Turkish background. ZARA reported that 82 racist
cases involving the police were formally reported to them. However, only 8 could lead to a
formal complaint. ZARA then concentrates on listening to the victims and give them a feeling
of belonging. This is important so that victims can process their experience. Examples given
in the ZARA racist report were racist harassment by the police, discriminating behaviour
because of a person’s Chechen origin or unjustified identity control in the park.
Many cases were recorded from victims and witnesses to ZARA. However, research shows
that most cases are not recorded which indicates that numbers are significantly higher than
shown. With all the stated cases and areas mentioned, we do not claim to completeness,
but aim to give an insight into the topic.
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DISCRIMINATION IN HUNGARY
Xenophobia has increased in Hungary since the early 2010s, and a rapidly growing new
trend emerged in 2015 (At the same time, the proportion of ‘thinkers’ (pink line) has fallen
below the level of the xenophobes; and the (always small) xenophile population has all but
disappeared. Only 5% of Hungarians think that immigrants make the country stronger
(Hintalovon Child Right’s Foundation, Report 2018).
As the most recent Eurobarometer poll indicates while the number of foreign citizens living in
Hungary has fallen in recent years, public opinion has remained negative towards
immigrants. 65% of Hungarians consider immigration to be the most important issue facing
the EU, ranking it higher than terrorism and the economy. In the same Eurobarometer survey
81% of Hungarians responded that they felt negatively towards immigration from outside the
EU, and 94% answered that they would like additional measures for irregular migration
(Standard Eurobarometer 86). According to the Hungarian Youth Research the 57% of the
15-29-year-old Hungarians share the opinion that migration is a major problem in Hungary,
and only 8% of them think it doesn't cause any problem at all. (IOM)
According to Boros et al. (Boros, Funk, Giusto, Gruber, Kyambi, Le Bras, Pelling, Rinke,
Scholle, 2019) the surveys conducted by Eurobarometer clearly shows that it is not only
Hungarians who reject migrants, but also the majority of citizens in all other eastern
European countries. There are at least four different reasons for this phenomenon. First,
none of the eastern European countries were involved in the European colonisation between
the 15th and the 20th century, and their nations did not therefore build their economies on
labour and raw materials from Africa or Asia. Second, as these countries were parts of the
Communist bloc after the Second World War, they followed a different strategy to deal with
the demographic challenges of the 1950s. In the communist bloc (except the Soviet Union),
no migrants from other continents were let in to fill labour shortage, but alternative policies
were implemented, such as a ban on abortion, for example. Consequently, living and/or
working together with people from different religions, with a different skin colour and a
different culture, was an unknown experience for most central and eastern Europeans. Third,
as poverty is still a real challenge in this region, stability and security are more important
values for most citizens than change and freedom. And fourth, most people in postCommunist countries believe that it is the task of the ‘rich western Europeans’ to help
refugees, not theirs.
The discrimination towards migrants is fed by the harsh anti-refugee policy and
communication. ‘Criminalisation of illegal entry targeting asylum seekers since the 15
September 2015 ceased to be of relevance.’ The reception conditions of asylum seekers are
very poor. An ever-growing number of migrants continued to gather in the “pre-transit areas”.
These are areas on Hungarian territory that are sealed off from the actual transit zones by
fences in the direction of Serbia. Although the pre-transit areas are physically partly located
on Hungarian soil, the Hungarian authorities provided little to nothing to meet basic human
needs or human rights. People in the pre-transit areas waited in makeshift tents made of the
blankets distributed by the UNHCR. The Hungarian asylum authority limited the number of
asylum-seekers allowed to enter the transit zones in 2018 to 1-1- per zones per day. In
consequence, only 10 asylum-seekers are admitted to the transit zones (and thus to the
asylum procedure) on each working day, meaning 50 per week.
According to HHC (Hungarian Helsinki Committee, 2018) the social inclusion of migrants
lacking the state support to integrate and assist those receiving protection. The civil society
organisations’ resources are limited. Their situations became more difficult since January
2018, when the Hungarian government withdrew the European Union’s Asylum, Migration
and Integration Fund’s calls. Amendments that entered into force on 1 June 2016 drastically
curbed benefits provided to beneficiaries of international protection: the integration support
scheme was terminated without replacing it with alternative measures; the maximum stay in
open reception facilities following recognition was reduced from 60 to 30 days; and the
eligibility period for free basic health care services was reduced from 1 year to 6 months.
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While civil society organisations tried to step up to fill (Hungarian Helsinki Committee, 2018).
In the resulting gaps in social integration assistance, their resources were limited.... In
January 2018, the Hungarian government withdrew the European Union’s Asylum, Migration
and Integration Fund’s calls in 13 areas, many of them related to integration services, such
as assistance to unaccompanied minors, psycho-social assistance, housing assistance, or
trainings for professionals. Consequently, AMIF-funded crucial integration services provided
to beneficiaries of international protection terminated in June 2018. Without any integration
assistance beneficiaries of international protection face destitution and homelessness in
Hungary.’(ibid)
In August 2018 imposing a new surtax on any funds received by civil society organizations,
the so-called “special tax on immigration”. The law requires organizations to pay an
additional 25% tax on the funding of activities deemed to be “supporting immigration”,
including “carrying out and participating in media campaigns”, “building and operating a
network”, “educational activities” and “propaganda activity that portrays immigration in a
positive light”.(http://abouthungary.hu/stop-soros/)
The ENAR Shadow Report has found that although the process of racialising and
criminalising Muslims has been instrumented for decades, the terrorist events in France and
Belgium in 2015 and 2016 were precursors to an increase in aggressive Islamophobic and
anti-migrant rhetoric and hate speech in 2015/201 among other countries in Hungary too.
(European Network Against Racism 2017). The above shadow report mentioning that the
UNHCR and the Hungarian Helsinki Committee reported several physical assaults targeting
Nigerians and other refugees.
Kiss and Magyar (2013, p. 21) calls the attention to that the highly fragmented refugee
support system is one among the reasons of refugees’ homelessness.
Boros, Funk, Giusto, Gruber, Kyambi, Le Bras, Pelling, Rinke, Scholle, European Public
Opinion and Migration: Achieving Common Progressive Narratives (FEPS, Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung, Fondazione Pietro Nenni, Fondation Jean Jaurès, 2019),
Sarkadi, Zs., A magyaroknak csak az 5 százaléka gondolja úgy, hogy a bevándorlók
erősebbé teszik az országot, https://444.hu/2019/03/19/a-magyaroknak-csak-5-szazalekagondolja-ugy-hogy-a-bevandorlok-erosebbe- teszik-az-orszagot
Migration
Issues
Hungary,
International
http://www.iom.hu/migration-issues-hungary

Organisation

for

Migrants,

Hungarian
Youth
Research
http://www.ujnemzedek.hu/sites/default/files/magyar_ifjusag_2016_a4_web.pdf

2016,

Hungarian Helsinki Committee, ‘Under Destruction: Dismantling Refugee Protection in
Hungary in 2016 Information Note by the Hungarian Helsinki Committee’, Hungarian Helsinki
Committee, Budapest, March 2017,
Hungarian Helsinki Committee, ‘Systemic Violations of Asylum-seekers’ Human Rights in
Hungary- Statement by the Hungarian Helsinki Committee’, OSCE HDIM 2018 Working
sessions 12-13: Rights of migrants Tuesday, 18 September 2018
http://abouthungary.hu/stop-soros/ 5
European Network Against Racism (ENAR) 2015- 2016, Brussels, 2017
Kiss, A., Magyar, E., ‘Where is my home? Homelessness and Access to Housing among
Refugees and other Persons with International Protection in HUNGARY’, Menedék
Hungarian Association for Migrants, Budapest, March 2013.
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4. 2 Children and discrimination
As the sections above have shown, discrimination of third country nationals takes different
forms and occurs in different contexts also in the countries where NEMO is implemented.
Barriers to educational inclusion of third country national children are crucial and diverse and
range from language, legal-bureaucratic complexities of attaining new citizenship to
registering at school. A crucial challenge for our target group is developing inclusive and rich
social and cultural relations with all the actors involved in the school environment, students,
teachers, parents and reinforce students' skill to move in multicultural contexts online and
offline. Discrimination is the opposite of inclusion and thus with the needs analysis we tried to
explore the level of information and awareness of discrimination online and offline of all
actors involved and their experiences on it.
Although the literature on the issue was not available in all NEMO countries, NEMO
researchers identified some valuable results in their literature review (See NEMO National
reports for further details). In particular:
•

•

Discriminative experiences already start in the crèche and early schooling years.
(NEMO national report Austria). In 2017 cases of discrimination in education went up
by 268% from 2016 to 2017 and students, teachers and children in kindergarten. The
main reasons were islamophobia (50%), ethnicity (39%) and disability (6%) (IDB –
Initiative für ein diskriminierungsfreies Bildungswesen. Diskriminierung im
österreichischen Bildungswesen 2017in NEMO National report Austria).
In France students with migration background were more likely to repeat second
grade (NEMO national report France). France stands out for being a country with high
concentration of second -language students and by not having teachers with
multicultural and multilingual education.

Source: UNESCO - Migration, displacement and education: building bridges, not walls,
(https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000265866/PDF/265866eng.pdf.multi, accessed
14/06/2019; already in the NEMO National report France)
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•

•

UNESCO report (2019) shows how migrants are more likely than natives to leave
school early, especially in Italy. In France second generations experience higher
levels of discrimination than the first generation and students with immigrant
backgrounds are more likely than natives to repeat a secondary grade. (NEMO
National report France).
In Italy children of migrants without Italian citizenship might may be excluded from
some activities, such as travelling abroad, some sports competition. attempts to
change the citizenship acquisition process and make it smoother for second
generations dates to 1999. The last discussion to include a tempered ius soli and a
ius culturae, linking citizenship to the country of birth and education opened in 2015
but has not passed, also with implications for the sense of belonging and identity of
second generation. (See NEMO National report Italy)

DISCRIMINATION OF MIGRANTS, ASYLUM SEEKERS AND REFUGEES, ETHNIC
MINORITIES CHILDREN IN AUSTRIA
The Initiative for a discrimination-free education (Initiative für ein diskriminierungsfreies
Bildungswesen) issued a report 2017 presenting latest numbers of discrimination in
education. The initiative works in cooperation with many reporting institutions as for example
ZARA and reported that discriminating cases went up by 268% from 2016 to 2017. The main
share of affected people regards pupils, followed by teachers and children in kindergarten.
The main reasons were islamophobia (50%), ethnicity (39%) and disability (6%). Both the
gender of victims and perpetrators were balanced between male and female. Not even half
of all cases (44%) of discrimination had experienced civic courage. (Initiative für ein
diskriminierungsfreies Bildungswesen. Diskriminierung im österreichischen Bildungswesen
2017, 17-20).
Discriminative experiences already start in the crèche and early schooling years. Examples
of islamophobia include a kindergarten teacher denying to change a child’s nappy because
he is circumcised mentioning “they should just cut all of it off”. Another example is a child of a
mother wearing a headscarf who is about sent to preschool because the school director
assumes that the child needs to practice more German. The mother’s native language is
German. Media does have a significant impact too as various cases show how the
problematic public discourse affect teacher’s behaviours (e.g. teachers blaming pupils for a
terrorist attack they were informed by over media). The report also highlights that many
teachers make jokes using racist, humiliating and harassing comments (ibid. 17-20).
Not only islamophobia is a reason for discrimination in school, the second more frequent
reason is ethnic affiliation. Many cases have negative effects on a person's self-esteem and
lead over the years to an acquired inferiority of victims. Examples include bad insulting by
teachers because of a conversation in a foreign language between pupils, accusing of
robbery because of a Polish origin, power abuse of teachers when deciding (!) who should
pass the year based on pupils’ ethnicities (ibid. 28-34). In the report, there are many more
reasons for discrimination in education including examples. Those are discrimination
because of disabilities, sexism, anti-Semitism and homophobia.
In school books in Austria, representation of black people is not representing the reality, the
report from Projekt Afrikanet.info M-MEDIA shows. Results of a study of school books show
that Africa’s pre-colonial history is faded out. Poverty and underdevelopment are
predominant topics whereas Africa’s history before colonialism or the history of African
people in Austria are not covered sufficiently. Furthermore, Africa is widely presented as
homogenous continent, e.g. talking about the Kongo being “typical African” or constructing
other “typical African” things/people/situations.
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When writing about Africa, a dramatic and bloody language is used generally. There are also
many generalizations about reasons for “underdevelopment and violence in Africa”. Instead
of analysing countries/situations/economies taking into account their complexity, population
growth, a lack of infrastructure and education are presented as reasons for these
multidimensional problems Projekt Afrikanet.info M-MEDIA (2010) 18-21.
IDB – Initiative für ein diskriminierungsfreies Bildungswesen. Diskriminierung im
österreichischen
Bildungswesen
2017.
Retrieved
28/03/2019,
from
http://diskriminierungsfrei.at/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/4_5827922925889520712.pdf
ZARA - Zivilcourage und Anti-Rassismus-Arbeit (2019). Rassismus Report 2018. Retrieved
March 28, 2019, from https://assets.zara.or.at/download/pdf/ZARA-Rassimus_Report_2018144.pdf.
Projekt Afrikanet.info M-MEDIA (2010). Schwarze Menschen in Österreich - Lagebericht:
Afrika und AfrikanerInnen in der österreichischen Schul- und Hochschulbildung. Retrieved
29/03/2019,
from
http://www.m-media.or.at/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/LageberichtSchwarze-Menschen-%C3%96sterreich2010.pdf.
(From the NEMO National report Austria)

To go more into depth into the issue we explored discrimination also with interviews,
information sheets with students, parents and teachers. All interviewees were asked direct
and indirect questions about discrimination, stereotypes and prejudice. In particular, national
researchers were asked to
•
•

explore, report and analyse what students say and what they say they do on these
issues,
explore, report and analyse what can be inferred on these issues from the way in
which students talk about third country nationals or about themselves.

Among indirect questions and activities Interviewees were showed a series of images related
to controversial advertising campaign, press articles, online posts relative to each NEMO
country and asked to comment them freely.

The baseline used by researchers is made of:
Stereotypes are cognitive representations of how members of a group are similar to one
another and different from members of other groups. They are defined as specific beliefs
about a group, such as descriptions of what members of a particular group look like, how
they behave, or their abilities. They are often based on cultural traits, considered fixed,
reified, unchangeable.
Prejudice refers to the attitudes and feelings—whether positive or negative and whether
conscious or non-conscious—that people have about members of other groups.
Stereotypes+ feelings= prejudice. In the Nature of Prejudice, Allport (1954) defined prejudice
as ‘an antipathy based on faulty and inflexible generalization.
Discrimination refers to inappropriate and potentially unfair treatment of individuals due to
group membership According to Allport (1954), discrimination involves denying ‘individuals or
groups of people equality of treatment which they may wish’ . Discrimination is generally
understood as biased behaviour, which includes not only actions that directly harm or
disadvantage another group, but those that unfairly favour one’s own group (creating a
relative disadvantage for other groups), indirect discrimination.
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4.2.1 Students’ views and experiences of discrimination of third country nationals
Interviews to students showed some inter-country differences and provided some useful
inputs for the future phases of NEMO. Considering the pervasiveness of discrimination in the
five countries the differences between countries should be explained in relation to the
difference in the national contexts summarized in chapter 1 and also in relation to the
differences between schools and their geographical and social context. In particular, it is
worth to note that the schools selected in France are located in popular class
neighbourhoods where third country nationals of children of migrants mostly live. As
researchers put it:
“In France a strong social discrimination regarding geographical areas called « banlieues »,
literally places for banishment, where the majority of the cultural, ethnic or religious minorities
are found. This discrimination is strongly felt outside the local context of these « banlieues »,
but all interviewees live inside” (NEMO National report France)
In Hungary, where there is a strong xenophobic climate fuelled by government propaganda
and measures, interviewees were recruited through researchers’ s personal network and
likely resulted in a sample with similar attitudes regarding anti-migrant propaganda. It Italy
most interviewees had Italian origins and it is possible that they did not relate the issue of
discrimination to their personal experience.
Having clarified this at the outset the main results on students and discriminations are:
a. Low level of information or better familiarity with specific terminology:
stereotype, prejudice, discrimination, third country nationals.
In all countries most students are not familiar with the formal definitions, nor they
know the difference between stereotypes and prejudice. In many cases, when asked
about stereotypes or prejudices, students reported cases of discrimination or
discriminating speech. The need for some training and awareness on these
categories emerged from the fact that some students made reference to some
widespread stereotypes about ethnic groups as Roma but did not consider a
stereotype the offences they themselves received. In Italy students provided
examples of stereotypes and discriminatory attitudes towards females, probably
because they participated in a project addressing the topic of gender stereotype. In
general, few students reported different examples, connected to geographical origins:
Interviewer: “Do you know what a stereotype is?”
Student 5: “Categories of people that are judged as if everyone (in the category) are
like this.”
Interviewer: “Can you give me an example?”
Student 5: “That all Genoese are stingy!” (Student in Italy)
"There are, for example, stereotypes in a cartoon, not intended primarily for children,
called ‘Family Guy’. There are stereotypes against Irish and Italian children and a bit
against everyone, even Chinese. They are offended, for example they say Italians are
good-for-nothing, they only know how to cook, Irish are drunkards and Chinese
always work and are all the same.” (Student in Italy)
Regarding the explanation of the concept of “prejudice”, almost half of the students
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replied that they did not know what it is. Some of the others mentioned the concept of
“premature judgment”. In Hungary one student recalled an episode when two classes
differentiated one another purely on the bases of belonging to A or B, identifying good
qualities to own group and bad ones to the others. In Austria, researchers noted that
students did not know the word “third country national”., which is actually technical
and scarcely used also in other countries.
b. Understatement or negation of discrimination.
In Austria researchers did not seem to explore the topic in depth also because some
students challenged the relevance of the issue and according to them it did not reflect
their approach to third country nationals, since they were open to them
"I don’t understand why this is a big issue. When somebody comes from another
country or is a member of a certain religion then it is impossible and horrible to
accused them only because of how they look like or e.g. what their religion is. One
should rather look at the various personalities because it doesn’t matter which skin’s
colour you have or whatever." (Student from Austria).
Understatement of discrimination in general and the presence is Austria should be
investigated further, but is a widespread approach to the issue, for instance also in
Italy.
c. Critical reading of the distorted representation of third country nationals
Although the exercise of mentioned above was tackled differently by researchers in
the five countries and no feedback were received on France, it is possible to say that
in general students showed some awareness of the dominant mis-representation of
migrants and reacted to it, emotionally and critically.
In Hungary, were government anti- immigrant propaganda is pervasive researchers
noted that the exercise changed the atmosphere of the interviews. Interviewees often
became rejecting and angry after seeing certain images. Although all students
considered negative representations of migrants as propaganda, many seemed to be
overwhelmed by them.
"I can’t stand politicians. It is propaganda; wherever you look you can see politics on
the street and also on the motorway. It makes me a bit nervous.” (Student from
Hungary)
Although most student showed a critical attitude in relation negative representations
third country nationals to the association of migrants and terrorists. So they noted it
and expressed disapproval. Many students in different countries noted the
instrumental use of stereotypes and fake news used to turn people against migrants
and refugees and to attract more attention to websites and media. A minority of
interviewees expressed ambivalence suggesting that such messages may confuse
students who find it hard to take a clear stance in relation to such complex issue as
international migration.
"I don’t know I wouldn’t like to let any unknown people in my house, so I don’t like this
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migrant issue, but they also have to be understood. (…) but I wouldn’t believe all of
them were bad. (…) She is a Muslim lady, who hasn’t done anything bad, in my view;
her picture was just put on the Internet. How bad that can be, when someone sees
herself on a propaganda picture, that she is a bad example, and it is not sure if she
did something at all." (Student from Italy)
“(her) buddies they say Romani stink or I don’t know what, and they live in caravans."
(Student from France)
d. Students witness different types of discrimination and offences against third
country nationals
Although some students denied the phenomenon, many others gave examples of
offences and discrimination against third country national adults and peers that they
had witnessed. Such discrimination and offences were often linked to the physical
aspect such “dark skin” or visible Roma origin:
"There are Roma children in the class. They are not so different, but you can see it a
bit, and their habits are also a bit like that, but it is not so obvious that they are Roma.
(...) But they are nice, normal, compared to that, I mean compared to their position in
class (...) but otherwise they don’t resemble us. It can easily happen, that there is
online rejection against them, and they are picked there too, because nobody sees it
there, it is only between them, and if it doesn’t come to light, then anything can be told
them." (Student from Hungary)
One student said that he witnessed an unpleasant event on the street when a group
of children insulted another child for being Chinese. Two students described, an
episode on the football field:
"We were playing a football match outside Rome, and there was a black guy in the
other team. The first half was about to finish, it was the last minute, and the referee
gave us a penalty. The first half ended in a brawl. And one of my companions called
this guy ugly nigger" (Student from Italy)
Students also reported several examples of online discrimination or insults towards
third country nationals, in particular from Africa, and against Roma people. Such
episodes include: racist and homophobes insults, discriminatory posts and memes,
and even the use of black humour based on stereotypes.
"For example, in the world of football, if a black player who has made a goal exults,
they take a photo of him while he exults and put a banana, as they say he is a
monkey... These things bother me, because if someone has marked, he must be
happy. And as all Italians rejoice, so can he." (Student from Italy)
In some schools students were reluctant to talk about the experience of discrimination
or stereotypes used by people they knew. Researchers in Italy noted: While our
interviewees were reticent about examples used by people they know, the need to
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take distance from discrimination decreased when asked to provide examples of
prejudices or stereotypes used in general by people. The examples given by our
interviewees reflect dominant public discourse associating foreigners and race to
laziness, disease, a bad smell:
“People say that that they stink, that you must not stay close to them, that they have
diseases.” (Student 5)
“For example, that they only come to steal the job.” (Student 6) (NEMO national
report Italy)
Researchers also added that interestingly, such distorted representation of migrants
are challenged by the students' personal experience:
Student 4: “they say that some dark-skinned kids can't stay with light-skinned kids
because they aren't reliable, they're thieves. They tell lies.”
Interviewer: “this thing also happens at school?”
Student 4: “no, because we have a black mate in the classroom, and we all get
along!”
In Italy, where the issue was explored in depth, students mentioned harassment as a
joke.
"Sometimes we call one of our friends, who is a bit darker, a ‘nigger’... but it's always
a joke." (Student from Italy)
"They say they do it as a joke, but they always slap him in the head, tease him about
his colour and all these things" (Student from Italy)
One interviewee in Italy told researchers about a case that he defined “serious”.
Student: There is a friend of mine from Bangladesh who lives near my house ... once
I saw that he was near here, we were out of school, and they were insulting him,
something like that ... They were older than me, so I don’t want to stand in the way.”
Interviewer: “Exactly what happened?”
Student: he accidentally bumped one of them, they were big guys and then they were
picking on him, they started saying bad words, ‘nigger’, these things, it was a bit
heavy.”
Interviewer: “Did you talk to someone after this happened?”
Student: “Yes, I talked to him about it, I said to him: ‘Talk to your mother, do
something about these guys’. Because it's serious. (Student from Italy)
As a matter of fact, it seems as though those few students have a valuable strategy to
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react to such episodes, if they decide to do so:
"I’m French and on one side Algerian, if I see a person insulting another ‘you’re a dirty
Arab, what are you doing here?’ I will get in [the conflict]" (Student from France)
e. Students are victims of different types of discrimination and react differently to
it.
Some students mentioned being victim of harassment, offences that they suffered for
different reasons, from hairdo, to personality traits, to gender.
"Well I think we are all victims of prejudice, because maybe people are a bit envious.
Maybe, even if they don’t know you, they often say ‘he/she is this way or in that way."
(Student from Italy)
Apart from sexual or sexist harassment, the youngsters state that most aggressions
or humiliations revolve around physical appearance or clothing and are played inside
limited circles of acquaintances (Mohammed, Myriam), though they sometimes
overflow to the outside world through Internet. Pictures of a young girl from
Mohammed’s high school were posted on snapchat, calling her ‘Chewbacca’ (the
hairy monster from the Star Wars movies). Other stories are about clothing, about
being ‘classy’ and the family’s means to buy showy ‘bling-bling’ brands (Hakima) or
counterfeited ones (‘fakes’).
(…)
“I dress classy, but don’t really show much (…) people were coming to me, saying
‘yes, but you are a whore’ ». It also happens on Internet, where they receive
messages with salacious comments and even pornographic visuals.” (From National
report France)
In France, students actually mentioned many experiences of discrimination and racist
offences that they had suffered face to face and online. This is probably to be
explained in relation to the neighbourhood in which the school involved are but is an
extremely valuable result. Moreover, as researchers stated in the NEMO National
report France, such students would witness and experience even more episodes of
discriminations of they went to « whiter » or richer neighbourhoods. Extracts from
NEMO National reports France give a clear idea of some of the possible experiences
of students’ experience of discrimination pointing out that when race and class
coincide as it often occurs, the experience of discrimination and harassments of
interviewees is not interpreted in relation to the national origin of students or of their
parents:
“Asked to give examples, students in France after denying that their experience as
witness of racist or xenophobic discrimination, they actually mentioned racist and
xenophobic insults (« dirty black », « dirty Arab ») that they classified as
consequential games among friends. Researchers pointed to the pervasiveness and
“Re-appropriation strategies of racist violence through derision as well as the
consequences (often left unmentioned in the interviews but glaringly obvious in daily
life) of the constant discrimination and belittling directed at the populations of « post-
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colonial » background.” (From NEMO National report France)
Finally, as mentioned in relation to discrimination witnessed by students, also the
response given to the phenomenon vary, some would ignore or pretend it was a joke,
other will reply violently, others would explain why this shouldn’t be done, or report to
the police. Many young students. In France for instance, stated the importance of
talking to third persons. It is worth to reflect that nobody mentioned seeking for help of
the teachers or other school officials. Finally, some differences between
discrimination off line and online are mentioned and should be further explored.
Students in France explained:
"For one, I go and talk to him, why did he do that? I tell him to stop (…) Me, I think,
actually, they’ve got nothing to do with their lives… in such a case, I tell him to stop. If
he doesn’t want to stop, I’ll call the police, and I’ll tell them “look, there he’s harassing
and all”, and the police, they have higher machines [better computers] than us and
they can localize. And after it’s with the police, after, it’s nothing about me..." (Student
from France)
Hakima defines herself as a « violent » who learned from an early age to defend
herself, so she can look her adversaries in the eye saying « yeah, like it’s a bad thing!
Why are you meddling anyways? You first go and have a look at yourself in the mirror
before you talk about other people ». She can argue that in any case « it didn’t really
get at me because it’s my body. I do what I want. The way people look at me, I don’t
care. I do it for myself ». But it’s different on screen, where insults can be thrown back
and forth without the face to face confrontation that could unsettle the intruder.
(Student from France)
"I don’t talk about it to my parents, otherwise they will forbid me to go on social
media’. The first actions taken are to block the person, to report what happened to
website moderators, to threaten the person to ‘make him bad publicity." (Student from
France)

4.2.2 Parents' and teachers’ view and experiences of discrimination of third country
nationals
Most parents and teachers noted the negative and distorted representation of third country
nationals in the media and in the images presented to them by the researchers. Some
differences between schools and in relation to the origin of the interviewees emerged. Only
some parents did not highlight it and probably did not perceive some of the images
presented by the researchers as fake news and anti- migrant propaganda. It is worth to note
that in most countries, for instance in Italy, parents did not mention discrimination and fake
news as a risk or something harmful for their children when they are online. Third country
national parents or teachers working in multicultural contexts seemed more aware and
concerned about the distorted representation of third country nationals in the media and
about their children being victim of discrimination and insults insult online, in relation to their
national background and especially religion. All in all there were many recurring answers and
perceptions about discrimination and the representation of third country nationals. With
respect to parents and teachers three main positions emerged:
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a. The problem of discrimination of third country nationals does not exist.
Some parents think that their children would not insult nor use stereotypes against third
country national. Some even said that they don’ t thinks that they have not been
exposed nor witnessed discrimination online. Many parents think that at school there is
no discrimination, some exceptions were made for Roma students, who are
discriminated according to parents in most countries Some teachers in different
countries “wrongly” assume that that since most of their students are third-country
nationals they could not have xenophobic or discriminating attitudes
b. The problem exists but for some it is not so serious
Some teachers, especially think that students often use dominant stereotypes about
third country nationals. Some teachers explained how offences which actually
discriminate migrants are used in everyday language and or jokingly among students
(ie. the word migrant used between students at school as an offence. Students calling
“nigger” a peer of African origin)
Some teachers highlighted that students repeat what they have heard at home, from
their parents and are usually influenced by dominant narratives. Some teachers
underlined that stereotypes against third country nationals are challenged in real life
situations, and some teachers support students in challenging their own stereotypes
also promoting encounters with third-county nationals.
c. Episodes of discrimination take place especially online and responses are
needed
Some teachers and parents underlined how some students descendent from third
country nationals might be easily victim of offences and insult on line, although they
might tend to underestimate or deny the issue of discrimination - as it is previosuly
presented in the section on students. Framing their specificities as strengths students
can themselves also use stereotypes (about Roma, or people of the same origin as
themselves but arrived more recently).
In different countries parents showed great concern for discrimination at school and
online. Some parents explained that their children were victim of Islamophobic
comments and were hurt by them. Some parent said that their children had frequent
conflicts online on religious issues and they feared possible escalation of violence. One
parent reported how xenophobic comments read online affected her daughter and
brought her to question her own right to be in France. Researchers in Hungary noted
that parents with other ethnic background, or intercultural sensitive mothers (e.g. one of
them works for a migrant-specific NGO) seem to take a more active role to prepare
children against fake news than mothers without these characteristics.

In conclusion, some mismatch between students experience of discrimination exist and it
seems crucial to work with all of them to reinforce the ability to identify discrimination and to
find response and referral mechanisms. AS some of the interviewees suggested the school
has a role in it and also parents. Efforts area also needed to reflect on the differences
between discrimination on line and offline.
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5 FAKE NEWS ABOUT MIGRATION IN THE MEDIA
What role is played by the different media with respect to the spread of fake news and
therefore to the growth of discrimination phenomena? Within the individual national reports it
is possible to find some similarities with respect to dimensions such as: the types of media
most involved in fake news, their ability to influence the political debate, the topics and the
methods most used to narrate the phenomenon of migration. The elements relevant to each
country are described below, but by introducing the topic we can say that we can consider
the role of the media at the moment very relevant with respect to the construction of fake
news in all the countries described: primarily because narration always exalts the concept of
migration in relation to that of (failed) security, secondly because in many of the countries (for
example, Italy and Hungary) point out that the media almost never represents the migrant's
point of view as a potentially participant subject of society, with a cultural background and a
life story behind it.
In countries with a more recent history than the migratory phenomenon (e.g Bulgaria), a
different role is also considered for the media, which can take on the responsibility of
representing a nascent phenomenon in a more in-depth manner with respect to the countries
that have received migrants in periods prior to advent of online media (as happened to Italy
for example during the first migration wave of the 90s from Eastern Europe)
Some differences in the role of the media can be found with respect to the primary subject of
the "distorted" narrative: the Roma are obviously more present in the Eastern countries and
partly in Italy, while in other countries the primary subject remains the Muslim religion migrant
in general. Another element that unites the Eastern countries and is described in the reports
is the importance that TV still has in spreading news, often stereotyped compared to
foreigners, and in spreading the government line with respect to the migration phenomenon.

5.1 The national scenarios
5.1.1 Austria
Media have a significant impact too as various cases show how the problematic public
discourse affect teacher’s behaviours (e.g. teachers blaming pupils for a terrorist attack they
were informed by over media). Many teachers make jokes using racist, humiliating and
harassing comments. Not only islamophobia is a reason for discrimination in school, the
second more frequent reason is ethnic affiliation.
In the report, there are many more reasons for discrimination in education including
examples. Those are discrimination because of disabilities, sexism, anti-Semitism and
homophobia.
According to the association “ZARA - Civil courage and anti-racism work”, who publishes an
annual racism report. In 2018, 1920 racist cases were reported. 1.164 were cases regarding
the Internet, i.e. 3 out of 5 reports, followed by the public space (312), access to goods and
services (151), politics and media offline (89), police (82), other government authorities (70)
and work (33).
The coverage in Austria as in other countries was presented by media largely as a crisis for
national states rather than for the international community. The largely neutral media
reporting at the beginning changed over the year, giving way to increasingly negative
coverage of refugees.
While some quality media outlets, including broadsheets, private broadcasters and the public
broadcaster make the effort to use correct terminology to describe the migrant community,
this is not the case in the tabloid media.
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Most popular myth are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immigration increases crime.
Immigrants challenged local jobs or reduced wages.
Asylum seekers incur costs.
All immigrants are Muslims.
Abundance of children of immigrant families.
Migrants don't want to learn German.

5.1.2 Bulgaria
Hate speech and hate crimes continued, directed at minority groups, including Turks and
Roma; refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants remained vulnerable to violence and
harassment.
The overview of the information sources shows a lot of evidences that the widespread
discrimination against Roma is still an issue in all aspects of life, including education, health
care, housing and employment.
The role of the mass media is very sufficient mainly in influencing public and elite political
attitudes towards asylum and migration. The mass media set agendas and frame debates.
They provide the information which citizens use to make sense of the world and their place
within it. In Bulgaria often refugees and migrants are named negatively as a problem, rather
than a benefit to host society. However, it is also true that, on occasion, media can have
positive impacts on public attitudes and policy. People very often learn about migration or
“migration crisis” from the media, where the refugees are found that present either as a
victim of violated human rights, with fates of war-fledged and genocidal fugitives, or at the
other extreme, as threatening security and a big issue for the host country.
A small part of the Bulgarian society has a direct daily contact with foreigners in order to be
able to build up a personal judgment and mind-set. Therefore, the main source for
information that forms opinion and leads to taking certain position, appear to be the media.
For this reason, their role is of a great importance. Usually, in order to draw the attention of
the public, they somewhat overexpose the topic with the threat of the refugee crisis or they
simply turn into an uncritical platform for racial and xenophobic standpoints. The main
instrument for spreading hate messages towards migrants is television. Internet is the
second significant media.
Common words in Bulgarian media:
•
•
•

Refugees.
Migrants, Gipsy.
Roma.

The words most frequently associate with shows that the most often used collocation is
“refugees” and “threat”, followed by “terrorist” and related words, “illegal” and “Islamists”.

5.1.3 France
For France In the Internet, there are many articles exposing sexual and racist crimes
committed by migrants. A rage throughout Europe is resounding this feeling of insecurity
following the flow migrating to Europe in recent years with scathing titles, like boulevard
Voltaire in France, or media-presse.info, extreme right political movements who use
journalistic style to spread not accurate data and hate speech against migrants. However,
when we look at the data of the Ministry of Justice, we notice that most of the violence is
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towards migrants.
In the same way the feelings of an acute growth of violence within Europe, by this ever flow
of articles on crimes committed by the migrants is countered by more serene data, for
example on France Radio International. However, if one refers to information provided by the
Ministry of the Interior, the majority of sex crimes are committed by French.

5.1.4 Hungary
In 2011 the Hungarian Helsinki Committee carried out an 8-month research on the media
representation of migrants. It was found that during the research period more articles were
strengthening anti-immigration views both in style and content. There were much fewer
articles detailing the steps and measures taken in favour the migrants, or dealing with the
causes of migration. Furthermore, only a few articles discussed the culture and everyday life
of the foreigners living here; or were introducing life stories, or talking to the members of the
migrants' community.
During and after the 2015 Refugee Crisis the above-mentioned findings grew even more
general. Hungary was one of the countries that reacted most quickly to the migration wave
that shook Europe in Autumn 2015, and to the crisis at EU and global level that followed. The
consultation however received a wide range of criticism primarily because it suggested that
immigration and terrorism are inherently related issues - the prologue spoke consistently
about “economic migrants,” who “cross our borders illegally” and just “present themselves as
asylum seekers” but “in fact they are coming to enjoy our welfare systems and employment
opportunities.” It also presents “illegal immigrants” and migration in general as a threat
against which “Hungary should defend itself”. The government message that millions of
dangerous migrants are waiting to enter Hungary is reinforced on TV and thousands of
billboards across the country.
Roma are usually the first to be blamed for in the offline and online media. Since 2015 the
way the issue of migration is discussed created a ‘common enemy’ which took over the
leading place from Roma. The migrants are those who are only coming to Europe to take
advantage of the benefits, the migrants just like the Roma are not willing to work. Another
strong voice in the media is that the migrants are also those who are taking the job
opportunities from Hungarians.
The most common topics present in the media:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Migrants will take us over.
Migrants are an economic burden for the country.
All migrants are men.
Safety is gone.
The European Union encourages migration.
Europe is still experiencing a migration crisis.

5.1.5 Italy
Media affect what the public opinion thinks about migration and the agendas of policymakers.
Policymakers and media are strongly interconnected and often rely on or spread fake news
and misinformation about migrants and Roma communities. Migrations and related
phenomena occupy pervasively the Italian television. The issue appears in a structural
manner even in absence of major events.
The dominant frame implies the causal assumptions of immigration producing problems
which have to be dealt with extraordinary measures or actions connected with public order.
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The security frame is extremely diffused and suggest that migration has to be treated as a
civil security matter, linking the phenomenon with terrorism and violent crimes. The creation
of the stigma is amplified by the presence of the term "clandestino" in the Italian legislation,
used as well by politics and media. Although we register a reduction in the use of the term by
media, it is possible to notice an emphasis on the distinctions among different juridical status
(refugees, asylum seekers) and the nationality, underlined in case of specific events such as
crimes. In conclusion, empirical evidences on stereotypes and distortions on the image of
migrants diffused by media show elements of stability, in particular: criminalization, social
construction of the phenomenon as problematic, politicization and polarization of the debate.
Although voices of migrants are now present in 16% of the television services which regard
migration (7% in the precedent year), they are interviewed mainly to know if they are victims
of racist attacks. The narrative at the base remains the same. Media does not interrogate
migrants to know something more about who they are, where they are from; they remain
stuck on the perspective of the arrival country.
Roma are mostly represented by media in relation to degradation and the negative episodes
of life in camps, which regard only one Roma out of five (almost 26.000 people are in camps,
in a situation of housing emergency). As in the case of migrants, they are victims of a
paradox of visibility: they are hyper-visible but always from the same stigmatized perspective.
The most evocative words used in fake news are: “States”, “Italy”, “migrants”, “immigrants”,
“request”, “asylum”, “refugees”, “clandestini”.
Another fake representation of migrants is related to the misinterpretation of their actual
number: the presence of migrants is described as an ‘invasion’. Furthermore, media often
link migration to terrorism.

5.2 Children and stereotypes, prejudice and fake news on migrants
What experience do young students have of hatred and discrimination on and offline? How
do they react, with whom do they talk about it? Within the national reports we can identify
some aspects that deserve to be highlighted and considered when designing strategies and
methodologies for work within schools and more generally in the communities.
In general, it is possible to affirm that the analogies between the countries are many:
everywhere there is on the part of the students a scarce knowledge regarding the concept of
stereotype and prejudice and the consequences that these two modes of thought bring, and
an awareness not always deep respect to the concept of discrimination and to the dynamics
that lead to hatred towards foreign people. It should be noted that in 3 cases (Bulgaria,
France, Italy) young people have somehow stressed that gender discrimination is
experienced as serious and generally less accepted, or at least more recognizable in their
perception as an injustice.
On the other hand, young people are generally aware that the use of derogatory terms in
online storytelling and in information spaces is something very serious and the fact that not
all online news are true (even if there is not always the ability to recognize the fake ones,
especially when they concern discrimination against foreigners).
An aspect to be considered and that emerges in analogy in countries that are also very
different from each other regards the process of familiarization with discrimination through
the use of discriminatory terms in the moment of the "game" between equals. For some
students, the derogatory or offensive terms against foreign people can be used with
discriminatory intentions or simply as an interleaving group, in an ironic way. Is it therefore
perhaps the relationship between language and context that deserves to be studied in-depth
within scholastic contexts: which relapses has the use of a certain language, how is it
perceived according to contexts?
A further element of reflection derives from the students' knowledge of differentiated
strategies to react to the presence of false news or hate speeches. Strategies can range
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from simply searching for alternative sources online to contacting older people or speaking
within the class group to verify through direct confrontation: how to best empower and use
these strategies to react to disinformation and discrimination should be a task of the school,
which however is almost always perceived by the students as not very careful or incapable of
talking to the young people about online and offline discrimination.

5.2.1 Austria
The students interviewed did not show any kind of discriminating speech. But because they
did not know these words (discrimination and third country national). When given definition,
they claimed not to practice this, though one student mentioned that there is a new school
mate that used to be bullied because he couldn’t speak German. Whereas another student
shared a particular experience, saying that when they have a new student without enough
language skills, they will help him with translation, if their first language is known by the
others.
Students do not know the appellation “third-country national”. To get them to the point, it was
necessary to use expressions like “non-EU citizen” or sometimes just “foreigners”. This group
of citizens seems not to cause any negative reactions from they interviewed students. In
some cases when this point was mentioned, students show misunderstanding towards
discrimination.
Though students said few about discrimination of third country nationals and fake news, the
majority made suggestions on how to prevent these.
The group of students interviewed are not interested by political posters and advertisement
on the street. Older students that defined themselves as migrants showed more sensibility
towards bad propaganda images towards migrants.
Student: “I remember a politician that hated migrants. He wanted to send them all
back to their country”.
Discrimination online and offline was not a topic that provoked a reaction from the students
interviewed. They said they have not suffered any and that they are not using any. Looking at
the picture showed, they just saw children and chocolate. It seems as if they cannot
recognise discrimination of migrants, unless it is clearly labelled as such.
Students tend not to remember the sources of the information, actually the facts they read
online. But they are aware of the fact that wrong information goes around. Students do not
see the post they write as a way of spreading information.

5.2.2 Bulgaria
Almost all of the students are not even slightly aware what a stereotype or a prejudice is.
Only one of them said that “being prejudiced is when you say a group of people are such and
such without actually knowing them”.
Almost all of them concluded articles with prejudices that they saw are bad things to say
about migrants and refugees with essentially bad intentions of those who publish such things
– to turn people against migrants and refugees and to attract more attention to websites and
media.
Most common negative phrases regarding refugees and migrants which students reported
they have heard around themselves are: “Muslims concur Bulgaria; migrants are bad, they
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don’t belong here; they are not like common people; all Muslims are terrorists; they are here
to ruin our country, to steal our money and lives; gypsies give birth to children only to get
social welfare and not to work.” Usually, around refugees and migrants, stereotypes and
prejudices about Bulgarian Roma minority go together. One student expressed his opinion
that discriminative material should be reported – for example a Facebook page or a post;
another student shared that expressing your own opinion is important, even if there is
nobody to back you up. Several students expressed their opinion that nothing can be done
against discrimination and racism. Some students report that they have experienced a
change in their opinion after acquiring more information, though not purposefully looking for it
(for example after a visit to a refugee camp).
Students appear to accept that discrimination face to face and discrimination online are
equally bad and one doesn’t feel less bad if it happens online or not.
Most of them say they haven’t been discriminated neither offline or online. Only one girl
shared that she felt discriminated because she is a girl – the high schools she wants to apply
require higher grades from girls and lower from boys in order to be accepted. Another couple
of girls also felt like being discriminated because they are girls – generally by boys who
would tell them they are not good enough in sports or other “boys’ activities.” Unfortunately,
this is rather common situation in the Bulgarian schools (and society, respectively).
Students shared that they don’t believe everything they read or see on the Internet information about teenage idols, music and movie stars and other celebrities. A few of the
students shared that they know how to spot a fake profile (in Instagram for example) which
produces fake news and that they would “google” what they have read if they feel something
doesn’t feel right. They also feel free to share and often share news stories or information
with their friends online, as well as they discuss news face to face. Their general idea about
fake news or disinformation is “something, which some people make up in order to draw
attention and spread a news which is not true.”; “this is done for gain – such news will be
more watchable and popular, the more scandalous the news is, the more attention it has”.

5.2.3 France
The selected schools are located in popular class neighbourhoods which are also
neighbourhoods for migrants, where a large majority of children were themselves born
abroad or born from parents born abroad. The youngsters are aware of that fact and it
transpires in their testimonies, notably when they say they don’t witness racist or xenophobic
discriminations, but mention racist and xenophobic insults («dirty black», «dirty Arab») as
pertaining to inconsequential games among friends.
The youth endorse "being an outsider" as a strength, a source of solidarity and a common
pillar to avoid the pitfalls of racism, and even defend themselves if they are racially harassed.
There’s still this idea that people racially discriminated can’t be racists themselves.
Nevertheless, some are disturbed by the fake news pictures they are shown which leads us
back to the undertone of anti-Roma racism so present in France, fed by harassment policies
and an unrelenting destruction of their lodgings and of any attempt at settlement and
integration, reducing people to misery and roaming, forbidding the schooling of the children
and making it impossible for them to keep a steady job.
For most of the youngsters, the difference between stereotype and prejudice is not clear.
Some would classify thoughts about Romani («they stink», «they steal infants») as
stereotypes, while views regarding clothing style (brands, expensive or not) or behaviours
(several young girls were reviled as «whores» for their behaviour or their clothing) would be
classified as prejudice. But the distinction is not at all precise. If many initially say they are
not aware of discriminations online or at school, they eventually have many stories to tell of
discriminations, either at school or online.
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Girls note many instances of sexual or sexist harassment, in their daily lives, at school, in
their neighbourhood. The way they deal with this kind of talk is not the same in real life and
on the web. Apart from sexual or sexist harassment, the youngsters state that most
aggressions or humiliations revolve around physical appearance or clothing and are played
inside limited circles of acquaintances. But these comments about clothing may easily veer
to racism.
Many of these youths have families spanning both side of the Mediterranean Sea, and they
are no strangers to the administrative hardships of legally entering and staying in a country.
In this context, again in a particular way, the insults of «clando» (clandestine) or «blédard»
(from the Bled, a derogatory name for Maghreb countries) either can be used to hurt or can
be played with ironically. The defence mechanisms will be different for different personalities:
replying in kind by re-insulting the person that hurt you, being pedagogical in explaining why
this shouldn’t be done, signalling to the police.
No high schooler mentioned reading books or newspapers. They use social media (in
particular Snapchat, and YouTube). They thus all say they know the concept of fake news,
and all came in touch with this kind of information while surfing the Web. And they explain
their tricks to recognize fake news: checks on YouTube comments, direct knowledge of
journalists, checks on other websites...). Although they say they know how to recognize fake
news, the majority weren’t able to spot them when they were presented with examples of
information about racist and xenophobic views without any specific warming. The majority
thought the news were true, and they reacted to this news, even though some noted their
racist edge. It is worth noting that the older one (14-15 years old) did spot some of the fake
news while the younger ones (11-13 years old) thought they were all certainly true. When
they are shown that the news are actually fakes, the majority find it unfair, and they don’t
understand the bad faith of the persons that created this fake news.
In some cases, the high schoolers refuse to believe that the news shown are false, because
in their own experience, the news is true. Confronted to a news warning people of Romani
who kidnap children, a girl believes it’s not a fake. Therefore, when the question is asked of
the role of school in preventing online misinformation, the majority agree the school doesn’t
do enough.

5.2.4 Hungary
Also for Hungary the majority of interviewed students needed help and examples to
comprehend the questions regarding stereotypes and prejudice. The two concepts are
understood as synonyms by them.
Although students usually refer to their classes as good communities, they can recall
stereotypical or prejudice based incidents from school. It is rare that interviewees became
subjects of these episodes, but there are a few cases.
The number of discriminative cases slightly grows when interviewees refer to the
experiences of other classmates. For example, when a hearing-impaired student is avoided
by some classmates, or the various cases of online bullying of random classmates.
Most of students go to classes where cultural diversity is not an everyday experience. The
majority of the interviewees only have a few migrant and/or Roma classmates, and there are
students who have not got any Roma or migrant children in their class. The only exception is
one of the bilingual schools in our sample, where national and foreign students are equally
represented in the classes. In case of Roma participants of the research we have not enough
information about discriminative experiences.
Although foreign students of the sample have not reported any discriminatory school
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experiences, we have to acknowledge that there are favourable factors behind their
acceptance: both of them were born in Hungary, speak fluent Hungarian and have accepting,
good class communities. Although there are hardly any migrant students in the classes
represented by the interviewees, nearly half of them shared to have one or more classmates
who use migrant consciously or unconsciously as a pejorative word. Some of the 13-14
years old interviewees seem to be well informed about the sources of anti-migrants’
sentiments. Based on their opinion (which is probably the opinion of their parents) antimigrants’ attitudes can come from the parents, and can also be rooted in the fear from
migrants, based on propaganda’s images.
As interviewees explained in many cases there is no racist meaning attached to the word
‘migrant’, when these classmates use it, but it is a bad word that can be used to get attention.
When a geography teacher frightened his students, (one of interviewee was among them) –
saying that if a migrant student joined the class, they would not be safe anymore because of
migrants’ violent behaviour - this caused an entire class (without any migrant or Roma
students) of students become afraid of migrants because of the influence of a reliable – in
the students’ eyes – adult. The interviewee did not become vulnerable to the threat raised by
the teacher, because in her family the anti-migrant propaganda is regularly laughed at.
Actually, as a reaction to the teacher’s warning speech they discussed it with friends, and
agreed that it wasn’t a real threat to them.
Political news is generally marginal for this age group, and the majority does not focus on
politics related news, rather gets it as background noise. There are only some interviewees –
mostly 13-14 years old boys – who follow politics. Their information channel is dominantly the
Internet. Besides of the news thrown up by Google, they also find political content on the
social networking sites (Instagram and Facebook).
It is very rare among them to go to specific online news sites or watch the news on TV.
Based on the interviews, there is often a driver – motivating person or other driving force –
behind political interest at this young age. The 12-14 years old students all have heard about
fake news. In case of an online content related to their area of interest they seem confident
filtering fake news out. Less than half of students thought that it is not so easy to decide
whether an online content true or fake, but they all agreed about the method of checking
various sources to ascertain about given article’s credibility. Various sources include different
news sites (online and offline too) and reliable adults too.
Based on the interviews, students see difference between political and non-political fake
news’ goal. According to their opinion while non-political fake news, e.g. celebrities’ news is
for amusement and excitement, political fake news have bad intentions. Politics itself has
such a negative connotation for many of the asked students, that political news in general
means fake news to them. It is evident from the quotations that students feel overwhelmed
by this political content and no matter how much they try cannot ignore it. Although these
images are present in various media channels online and offline, they have no credibility in
students’ eye
Based on the interviews, students likely to become more vulnerable to political fake news if
their parents support the party who is behind the propaganda, and in case they are really
afraid of migrants.

5.2.5 Italy
When asked about “stereotypes”, around half of the students could not explain what they are
or they had just a vague idea about them. The most common examples provided by the
students attending one of the two schools involved in the research, regarded attitudes and
activities of males and females, probably because they participated in a project addressing
the topic of gender stereotypes. Few students reported different examples, connected mainly
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to geographical origins.
Regarding the explanation of the concept of “prejudice”, almost half of the students replied
that they did not know what it is. Most of the others mentioned the concept of “premature
judgment”.
During interviews students saw articles and images about migrants that are examples of
discrimination. The vision of the pictures caused different reaction such as surprise or
indignation.
When asked about episodes of discrimination or exclusion in class, involving other people,
more than one student reported that something happened, in a “playful” way, but they had
not talked to anyone about it, because "it was a joke". When asked about episodes of
discrimination outside school, some of the students mentioned personal experiences,
regarding Roma people. Students also reported several examples of online discrimination or
insults towards third country nationals, in particular from Africa, and Roma people: racist and
homophobes insults, discriminatory posts and memes, and even the use of black humour
that “relies on stereotypes”.
To understand if a piece of news is true or not, they search again or wait to read/see the
news on other sources (other websites or TV), they look for the news in more reliable
websites or they ask to parents. Some of them declare that they are not able or “do not have
competences” to know if some news is true or false and that they don’t do anything special
even if they are not sure if a news could be false. News too “extraordinary” are considered
more likely to be false.
All interviewed students were able to explain what a “fake news” is. Among the more
common examples they reported, there are fake deaths, fake news about celebrities or
Youtubers, fake news connected to football. According to students, fake news are mostly
related and the result of a “desire of visibility” of website users.

5.3 Parents and teachers and stereotypes, prejudice and fake news on migrants
Parents and teachers play a decisive and complementary role with respect to the way young
people learn or live with the phenomenon of discrimination in everyday life. Through the
national reports we can reconstruct some points of view which concern on the one hand the
perception that parents and teachers have with respect to students' awareness of prejudice,
fake news and discrimination, on the other hand their level of knowledge with respect to
discrimination and fake news and the educational responsibilities arising therefrom.
As we will see in individual cases, it is very difficult to draw unambiguous conclusions, since
teachers do not have a clear perception of the risks associated with bad information in all
countries: much depends on the individual teacher and his sensitivity or ability to deal with
the subject with students. It is emphasized in particular the use of derogatory terms that are
heard and sometimes used by students to describe migrants. In 3 countries out of 5, as we
shall see, the teachers point out that the episodes of discrimination that occur in schools are
for the most part linked to Roma people
In general, however, in all countries there is awareness on the part of teachers with respect
to the communicative dynamics that are generally linked to complex social transformations
and political dynamics.
This could suggest the need to work because in schools in different countries teachers can
recognize themselves, as a professional community, in some values and common
knowledge elements related to the phenomena of discrimination and online hatred, useful for
implementing differentiated teaching strategies within schools.
There is not even a uniform perception among parents of how their children are able to know
and react in the face of discrimination and fake news, even though most think that children
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do not have enough tools to understand and interpret information correctly that they find
online.
A deeper reflection seems to emerge both in the teachers and in the parents in the moment
in which the topic of the responsibilities of whom in a conscious way spreads or promotes
discriminatory contents on and offline, is faced and that the correct tool to react in front of
these risks is that to promote in students an approach based on the development of critical
thinking and deepening with respect to the news that surrounds them and sometimes
overwhelm them.

5.3.1 Austria
Fake news is a phenomenon that is very well known by teachers. They are also aware on the
fact that their students are exposed to that kind of news. Teachers seemed competent to
question the information get.
Teacher: “I think it is problem when the kids practice mobbing online and there is no adultinstance that knows what is going on. It is difficult as I am opening doors that I cannot close
anymore. I once asked the class if they have experienced Internet mobbing and every single
student raises their hand.”
The teachers interviewed think that there is a risk of discrimination in general in their school.
8 out of 11 teachers say the discrimination they perceive is not linked to the origins of the
students, but to others aspects like fashion, behaviour, sentimental relationships. Most of
them though think that the risk exists, and they set proactive actions at school, like running
workshops and longer project on bulling and multiculturalism.
All teachers were aware on the negative presentation of migrants and could perceive
discrimination on the pictures they were shown.
The picture showed is of an advertising of a chocolate bar. The picture provoked different
reactions. 7 out of 9 teachers that commented the pictures were surprised to see that the
word “negra” was still publicly used. The other 2 did understood the issue, but balanced it,
saying that the word “Neger” has always been used and until few years ago it was even a
positive word.
Parents are aware of the existence of fake news. They claimed that, most of the time, it is
difficult to check the accuracy of the facts. Parents perceive their children as totally free from
discrimination. As for fake news, they think their children don’t have the competences to
recognise them.
Parent: Some newspapers highlight some story on purpose to provoke reactions from the
readers. And this racism is always present. I find it horrible. We are all human being, no deal
about where we come from, how we look like; we all have the same rights on the earth.
Parents traces very quickly a relationship between the pictures showed and the sociopolitical situation. One mother connected the discrimination of migrant students with the fact
that those students (migrant students) lack education. They also stated that they witness
discriminating posts on social media, but don’t produce any them.

5.3.2 Bulgaria
All teachers were definite that their students cannot identify nether fake news, nor
propaganda or actual facts. This happens mostly because students don’t have enough
information to reflect and compare and are not active in searching for it. Teachers are well
aware of the social networks their students use and how they communicate in different chat
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groups. One teacher shared that a chat group often is used by students to bully somebody,
in which case she intervened.
Teachers pointed that believing fake news is related to how parents at home react on news
in general – are they critical and reflective about what they see and read, or they would just
believe and act as if it is a real fact. As a matter of fact, teachers shared that they haven’t
seen or heard their students using typical stereotypes related to migrants and third countries
nationals. How the students would react in case of discriminative content, teachers shared
that that depends on the child’ personality – some will be passive, other will defend the weak,
most will remain indifferent and others will react more aggressively, by adding up to the
situation.
Teachers all expressed concern about fake news and especially how much of it is online in
the last couple of years. Some of them feel mislead and disappointed when see and read
something like this.
Teacher: “You see a shocking title, decide to read and the moment you open the link you
realize it is fake.” Some of them called fake news “classical method for disinformation”.
They also see fake news and online discrimination as a general problem in society on many
different topics, even sports, people are being misled as if someone is playing with their
political and religious views. Inevitable consequence of such methods of disinformation are
related to large groups in the society have formed negative attitude towards migrants and
third-countries nationals which causes people to act on what they now consider as “their”
opinion and have somehow internalized whatever has been provided to them online. That is
why they start defending this opinion.
On the question of what can be done about online discrimination and fake news, teachers
answered that there has to be a way those who disseminated such narratives to be held
responsible, reported, brought to justice.
All of the parents consider their children not being able to distinguish between fake news and
real fact or information. They sometimes happen to “defend” what they have read online from
their parents explaining that it is not true, it is fake and created just to attract attention.
An interesting view on children’ awareness of discrimination was identified. The interviewed
parents said that their children’ opinion also depends on their surroundings and even if they
try their best to talk about discrimination and relations to people who are different: one
mother shared that for his son is difficult to defend his opinion among his classmates.
The parents were critical towards the usual stereotypes and discriminative online examples
regarding third countries nationals. One mother shared that her previous partner (father of
her child) had expressed some of the same stereotypes regarding migrants and refugees
and she was worried her daughter would do the same. With time and a lot of discussions,
she managed to find a way to explain to her daughter that she needs to be critical and
proactive in searching for information, curious and brave to ask questions.
The parents also seem to be very much aware of the discriminative narratives in social
media and they were worried about their children being exposed to such aggressive
communication. The main message which parents considered most disturbing was:
“migrants and refugees are presented as very different from all other people and are not
equal. This is how children will build opinion towards differences.”
Parents also tend to see migrants and refugees as actual victims of this aggressive online
approach and that this approach, even online leads to actual reaction and events that occur
in society. Parents strongly felt annoyed by fake news. They also shared that have noticed
their friends to believe all kind of false information and that they often avoid watching news or
reading online only because they feel sick of too much false and/or aggressive information.
Parent: “They are means to brainwash and that is why I don’t watch news anymore and I feel
I have influenced my child already.
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5.3.3 France
Opinions differ on fake news: if some see a new phenomenon, others see a manipulation as
old as humanity itself that has just taken on new forms.
For a mathematics tutor, the main problem remains in the meditative setting around the
phenomenon of fake news, which in itself carries a dangerous subliminal message, that there
could be « a reality, an absolute truth » which creates an «obsessive» obstruction and an
«impoverishment» of thought in the face of the complexity of the world. He feels that
something should be done to bring young people back to a fluctuating approach to
information that would be situated in a dynamic interrogation of the self and the world.
Whatever the problem, teachers agree that their students are not equal in the face of fake
news or political propaganda, this would result from a different education, a culture and a
more or less developed maturity. The problematic dimension of fake news reinforcing or
circulating misconceptions or false ideas - especially when the person, source of the
information has unacknowledged malicious intentions.
The level of awareness on stereotypes and discrimination at school differs depending on the
perception of every teacher. A librarian considers that stereotypes are real in the school he
works in. For him, students are «rude» with Romani. He explains that even if lots of students
are born in France and so for their parents, there also is a good part that was born abroad, or
whose parents were born abroad. Another teacher, who works in the same school, agrees
with him.
According to the librarian, the problems of discrimination and racism in school are part of a
larger system. For him, stereotypes are transmitted by a basically racist part of the French
people, disguised as humour but finally influencing schools and hurting youngsters
By showing teachers fake news without warning them, we get interviewed teachers to give
us their view on the content we show them. The purpose here is to evaluate their level of
consciousness about fake news.
In general, they manage to recognize fake news easily. When we tell them that the news is
fake, and in some case they haven’t noticed, their first reaction is surprise. Then they
mention a feeling of helplessness, irritation, disgust, but also the absurdity of the news. Most
of them condemn this news as racism and they criticize effects fake news can have. The
level of awareness on stereotypes and discrimination at school differs depending on the
perception of every teacher: according to one teacher there is no discrimination in her class.
A librarian considers that stereotypes are real in the school he works in. The spreading and
circulation of false information «fake news » is felt as a real problem for young people
growing up in the «everything Internet» era, accustomed to absorb phenomenal amounts of
information without seeking to criticize it, questioning its sources.
The main problem remains for parents that their youths do not know how to check
information and fall into the trap. All recount experiences of their children coming back to
them with distorted. Effectively parents fear that their « manipulated » children start « doing
what not to do (hijacking by paedophiles, embodying or exacerbating racial hatred…). On the
question of the role of the school the parents coincide on the point of prevention and that the
school must help on the virtual education:
When they discovered that the examples showed were all fake news, they had reactions of
outrage and confusion and they rejected these racist statements. One parent declared that
he is afraid because: “It would be great to have a filter or so to stop them, or an app
especially for the kids”.
For one parent the concept of fake news is “too new”, but she links it with what we
traditionally call “a rumour”. She claims that the difference it that today the effect is
exponential and the consequences are much stronger: “incentive to hate and racism and it’s
severe”.
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5.3.4 Hungary
Interviewed teachers think that students, based on their online activities, are not really
interested in news and politics. At the same time nearly everyone experienced buzzwords
taken from the governmental anti-migrant propaganda used by them at school. Teachers
believe that students heard and saw slogans in the over politicized everyday life, and
orientation comes from the family.
As the majority of interviewees have a political opposition attitude towards present
government, many of them regret that students cannot turn to their parents for sound
orientation and explanation.
As students of this young age group usually don’t consume political content, their main
influencer is the family regarding politics. In case of Roma students, political orientation might
determine if they believe anti-migrant fake news or not. Because of the anti-Roma attitudes
of present government most Roma students cannot be deceived by governmental fake news
(regarding migrants), as it was reported by the social worker interviewee at one of the
segregated schools in Budapest.
Media teachers draw attention to the fact that fake news is already present in children’s
experiences, and making them aware of misinformation and fake news could prevent them
from being deceived later by propaganda.
Nearly all teachers recall the word migrant used between students at school as a bad word,
as an offence. According to interviewed teachers’ intentions these occasions were turned
into opportunities of speaking about something that otherwise wouldn’t have been possible
because of its actual political content.
At most of represented schools there are only a few migrant students and there were no
incidents of discriminating them by non-migrant students – based on teachers’ view, whereas
Roma students’ inclusion has to be supported by teachers. Based on dedicated teachers’
experiences children’s excluding attitudes - many times rooted in parents’ stereotypes – can
be challenged in real situation where they can get to know rejected group members in
person.
Mothers selected for interviews can be divided into two groups: one group is apolitical and
does not follow the news; the others are interested in politics and news. The motivations of
apolitical mothers are not well known; what is known is that their information bubble contains
very few elements of news, politics, and of social issues. There are cases when it is a
process of withdrawing, and a reaction to the over politicized atmosphere.
Mother: “I got to the point not to read any news anymore. Earlier I used to read
them, news from one side and from the other side, but I heard only shouting,
incitement from both sides. I didn’t want to deal with this. I detached myself
entirely from the Hungarian political life.”
Similar to teachers’ perception, interviewed mothers also associate fake news with antimigrant governmental propaganda. They shared some of their reality checks’ practices
regarding migrant related news, such as searching for the source of a deceptive photo (e.g.
ship loaded with thousands of refugees), or asking reliable people, and trying to make sure
with their own eyes. Some of them only read anti-governmental sources for reliable
information, while others differentiate between fake news’ sites and questionable news’ sites.
Most of them agree that fake news serve as distraction from the important issues and
country level problems and are used to justify and maximize governmental power.
Interviewed mothers are irritated and shocked by the representation of migrants in
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governmental propaganda. They found it inacceptable, discriminative and stereotypical. As
they mentioned, even their children know that “it isn’t the color that makes the people”, and
“we don’t hate anyone”. Mothers’ own experiences seem to shape their awareness and
perception regarding stigmatized migrants’ representation. The ethnic Hungarian mother
expresses anger about other ethnic Hungarian parents who are loyal to present government
and accept anti-migrant propaganda transferring it to their own children.
The mother with recognizable ethnic background experiences the anti-migrant propaganda’s
negative effect on her everyday life.

5.3.5 Italy
Teachers generally do not think that their students can distinguish fake news from facts and
from political propaganda. One teacher affirmed though that the difficulties of kids are the
same as those of adults. Teachers suggested that this inability comes from different factors:
lack of information, scarce education, no culture, lack of instruments. It could also be caused
by the dominant students’ approach to reading texts and articles, in a fast and superficial
way: Teachers generally think that fake news is something which concern their students. Just
in one case the professor was not convinced about it. Regarding stereotypes about
migration, teachers say that the ones that their students are the most familiar with are related
to job (migrants come to steal job, Roma people are thieves…)
Some teachers affirm that they haven’t heard of any stereotypes from their students also
thanks to the multicultural environment of their school. Despite this, Roma people are often
discriminated and stereotyped. They also see that a minority of students can influence their
friends in a bad way. Another teacher thinks that the problem is not about children but comes
from the influence of their parents.
The most widespread stereotypes are about Roma. Most teachers did also report cases of
discrimination. Teachers also highlighted that some of their colleagues use generalization on
groups as Roma and are hostile towards them. Teachers are generally aware of
discrimination and stereotypes regarding migration. Despite the general awareness, the
proposed articles with relative issues provoked different reactions, but according to many
teachers the words used by the articles do not correspond to real numbers of migrants in
Italy and the titles is intended to generate fears.
None of the parents mentioned discrimination or fake news as something harmful for their
kids when they are online. Only when we asked specific questions about these issues, they
started to talk about it. Regarding the ability of their kids to distinguish fake news from
accurate facts, almost all parents believe that their sons are too young to recognize fake
news. According to the same parent, understanding political propaganda could be more
difficult. For this reason, children need explication and help from adults. During the interview
a mother said that fake news is an issue which comes out often in family conversations:
sometimes, teens doubt about videos or news that they find online and ask for their parents’
opinion.
Just one parent i trusts in her son’ capacity to recognize a fake news and that think they are
aware of this issue; other parents do not trust in the abilities of their children. One mother
believes that children are not interested in discovering this topic, while others think that the
kids could be interested and could also benefit from learning to distinguish fake news from
accurate facts.
One parent pointed to the necessity to consider the great power of media, which bombards
children and teenagers every day, making them used to all kind of stereotypes.
For parents in general, it is important to explain to younger kids that they have to reflect
every time they hear something about migration. They are flooded with information on this
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topic every day and they are surrounded by episodes of racial discrimination. Parents also
know that school is one of the places where this kind of unpleasant events takes place.
We asked parents if they knew about episodes of discrimination that their sons could have
seen or acted: a mother talked about the school as a safe place where normally nothing
happens. During the interview, while reflecting on this issue, she admitted that even if at
home they set a good example, sometimes also her son “makes fun” about the skin colour of
his peers. She tried to minimize the episode and stated that there was no intention to hurt
someone. She thinks that the kids just repeat, without thinking, expressions that they hear
from the others.
While half of interviewees don’t think that kids know examples of online discriminations, one
parent thinks that it is an issue which is bigger than themselves.
When parents saw the articles showed, most of them said that the article transmits a
message of fear and alarmism, other parents were indignant, and other did not think that the
articles had discriminatory titles
In order to get an insight into the level of awareness about fake news, we asked parents if
they knew what a fake news was. While some said that they did not know the meaning of the
word “fake news”, others described it as a misleading information.
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6 RESPONSES TO THE PHENOMENON AND GOOD PRACTICES. REMEDIES
AND GOOD PRACTICES AGAINST DISCRIMINATION, MISINFORMATION ON
MIGRATION AND FAKE NEWS
In the following chapter we are introducing some of the remedies and good practices against
discrimination and against misinformation on migration and fake news after comparing all
national reports for the multicultural kit.
On more general level national reports present local several measures to fight discrimination
and facilitate the integration of third-country nationals, as associations, projects, national and
European programs, initiative against fake news and for responsible use of digital media.
On a more strictly operational level, the reports highlighted a series of suggestions that can
become a useful basis for the construction of a reasoned toolbox to be used to promote and
spread critical thinking in children.
According to national reports, students are more exposed to fake news than older
generations.
Students at school should be educated in critical thinking, taught methods of dissecting
stories. They also have to learn how to check facts and to be encouraged to expose lies
without fear of judgement of reprisals even if it goes against the grain of the societies they
live in. For these reason national reports suggest to:
•

•

Find teaching methods that facilitate shared reflections in the classroom with the
participation of external experts (volunteers and moderators) on Internet safety to be
invited to discuss with students how to protect themselves online, special focus
should be put Snapchat, Instagram and WhatsApp.
Introduce the issue of discrimination as fundamental within school curricula, and use
informal methodologies to deal with it that are more consistent with the methods of
acquiring information for children. These methodologies may include examples and
activities not related to study (videos with educational purposes, games…) For
example teachers can suggest tricks to distinguish fake news (teaching them how to
check the sources, explaining them what clickbaiting means…), they can also create
with students some ‘debunking page’ where all the fake news should be put in, to
operate a comparison among the false myths which are spread about migrations and
the real data of the phenomenon, and they can create together a sort of ‘Manifesto of
integration’ where to explain the fundamental references to fight together the
phenomena of hatred and discrimination.

In general, teachers themselves need to be better equipped, not just theoretically, but they
need to have “digital skills” to speak with their students and to promote integration. National
reports suggest:
•

•
•
•
•

For schools, to invest in a structured way on the training and updating of teachers,
giving the possibility to follow courses (also online) and to use updated references
and teaching materials to clarify the difference among discrimination, stereotypes and
prejudices.
To propose training activities to clarify the difference among discrimination,
stereotypes and prejudices.
To talk about their experience related to online discrimination and they could example
of fake news, creating education and providing them materials and lectures.
To create something like a game of words, rather than something that children need
to study, because this puts pressure on them.
To be able to reconstruct the students' point of view with respect to fake news and
discrimination with classroom activities that are specifically dedicated to that, also
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•

•

using innovative methodologies to bring out the perceptions and opinions of students.
To have a special module on these topics for designated classes on IT, but not as
traditional lessons, but like recreational activities in which students don’t feel the
pressure of evaluation and in which they can express themselves without fear
confronting their opinion with other students and teachers.
To organize meeting with testimonies to create direct knowledge, to promote
intercultural interaction with local communities, overcoming cultural barriers, and to
avoid the spread of disinformation about migrations.

According to parents, school has to explain kids what discrimination is, how to use the
Internet and how to learn to understand all the information that comes from it.
But as evidenced also parents can influence children expressing some stereotypes.
Furthermore, parents need to be better equipped to distinguish fake news and discrimination.
National reports suggest:
•
•
•
•

To talk with children about topics as prejudice, discrimination and stereotype, not only
against migrants but against everybody, trying to listen them and to sensitise them on
these topics.
To promote integration, thank to more face to face meetings and discussions; joint
events with different children, so they can know each other.
They could propose for children – to choose which news is fake or not.
To create a strategic alliance between teachers and parents to propose a common
framework in education of students and to share the same educational vision on
these topics.
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7 ANNEX: INPUTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOOLKIT AND THE NEMO
CAMPAIGN BY THE STUDENTS ATTENDING THE "SOCIOCOM" MASTER OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF ROME TOR VERGATA
The following contents were developed by two students (Ms Valentina Segato and Mr Mario
Tuti) attending the Master in Social Communication (SOCIOCOM) of the University of Rome
Tor Vergata, in the Academic year 2018-19.
As their project work, they chose to work on the themes addressed by NEMO: online
discrimination, prejudice, hate speech in social media, and possible measures to prevent
such phenomena. They were engaged in a complex work: at first, they defined the key
concepts and thematic domains involved; then, they carried out analysis of proposed
websites, social media and other communication materials; finally, they produced an original
concept for a film entitled "NEMO - Make your choice", providing a possible and
complementary storytelling for further consideration by the NEMO consortium.
1. INITIAL DISCUSSION ABOUT THE "IMAGINARY"
1A Discussion
VALENTINA SEGATO - Monday, 6 May 2019, 09:56
The first imaginary that comes to my mind, relating to the NEMO project aimed at students
and parents, is the idea of an imaginary that is now experienced mainly indirectly, through
mediated communication, especially TV and social media, but also newspapers mainly
online.
I believe that, at least in Italy, all this is linked to migration and how it is communicated, which
takes root in us: communication on this issue and on discriminatory behaviours of racial or
ethnic origin seems to me now very politicized and very subject to the idea of gathering
electoral consent.
As for parents' collective imaginary, I believe that it is related in some way to the need for
security and stability, especially their children's. I believe that in the adults' collective
imagination there is a part that tries to educate, to respect and behave in a nondiscriminatory way. This imaginary puts forward the perception of people who are forced to
escape from their world and be subject to unfair treatments. This is generally true, except for
those who have certain individual experiences of direct contact, who make fearful beliefs
their own, accepting the clichés dictated by fear and therefore moving towards an imaginary
in which migrants invade us and are profiteers and are a threat to security.
As for teenagers I think they are a wider audience to consider, surely their imaginary is
shaped and is consistent with the speeches they hear at home. The teenager's imagination,
therefore, in my opinion, is much more flexible, easier to change, especially for those with
direct experience, but I believe that in the collective imagination of both parents and
adolescents there has been a clear discrimination: that is that who is your friend, your
neighbor who shares something with you, but who deserves nevertheless to be treated with
the respect, as opposing to the idea of "others", migrants, Roma, etc.
However, the idea behind it in the family is very much at the basis of the teenagers'
imagination. As for the influence of the peer group on the imaginary I think it has less grip;
except for a few hours of discussion and lecture, but it is not a topic on the agenda, it is very
delicate and maybe even divisive and is not discussed. The imagination of both, parents and
children, is then certainly related to the fake news that are on the net or even in social groups
and this contributes, in my opinion, to create a collective imagination about these people that
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I consider basically negative.
School teachers and professors are highly relevant when it comes to dealing with nondiscrimination and other related themes at school. Nonetheless, I think that they share the
imaginary of many adults, having the possibility to create different ideas since they are
exposed to multiple experiences with foreign students, and also to research and information
resulting from projects they take part in. Therefore, I think that in their imaginary they may
manage not to divide completely "their students" and "those who arrive by sea" (which is a
phrase that reflects in my opinion a very strong collective imaginary that is being
consolidated). Nevertheless, they are still adults immersed in a process and in an imaginary
that are closer to fear and contempt towards "the different".
Therefore, the imaginary in the school context is affected by the whole context around
and, in my opinion, it is an imaginary strongly and inevitably aligned with the current
Italian one: an imaginary in which fear and certain strategies prevail over going over
and getting to know each other as such. It is also an imaginary in which only certain
people are worthy of respect because they are in your class, close to you. This inevitably
leads to creating a line of separation with everything else.
However surely there are imaginaries, perhaps more individual, positive. Certainly, on a
family level it depends a lot on what the parents have sedimented in their imagination,
correlated to their values system and to the different mediated experiences they have had
(e.g. what newspapers and newscasts are read and what credibility is given to them).
In my opinion, in the school context, an imaginary of fear and anxiety towards the different
has taken root, which is a reflection of what the country is experiencing. Teenagers, on the
other hand, even if with an imaginary more open to the global scale, are often attracted to
take on adults' imagination, which is more characterized by fear and uncertainty. In this
condition, there does not stand out the color of the skin, but certain labels are used such as
migrants. These labels seem harmless but instead contribute to creating a broken line, a
fracture with individuals' everyday experience. In this respect, although it is true that Samir is
my classmate, it is also true that today 100, 200 migrants arrived ashore. These are only
numbers to me and have not my mate's name. at this point, I fear, the dominant narrative
and that of certain adults take over.
1B Discussion
MARIO TUTI - Thursday, 9 May 2019, 11:51
A direct communication campaign to schools in order to combat prejudice, discrimination and
exclusion towards foreign students and their families must, in my opinion, have as its object
the school itself, understood in all its components: the young, the school staff and families including those who are discriminated against, as we often see ourselves as others see us.
The question of certainty and security that arises in times of crisis, in moments, such as the
present, in which a geo-political, social, cultural order fails and the new presents itself with
such and many disturbing aspects - from globalization to economic recession, from the
collapse of the old roles and values to the arrival of consistent migratory flows, from the
proliferation of misleading information in the media landscape and in the public debate itself,
taking for granted the discomfort faced with an increasingly widespread and evident crime they bring out the need of a civil ius, and a civil cohabitation, to be re-founded.
A new foundation must have as its basis the conceptions of the world - let us call
them collective imaginations - of old and new citizens and new residents of the
country, and which also present a variety of problems, narratives and different points
of view.
A collective imaginary that can be approached to the habitus in the sense of Bourdieu: "A
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system of perceptive patterns, of thought and action acquired in a lasting way and generated
by objective conditions, but which tend to persist even after these conditions have changed" ,
or frames in Graber's definition: "Cognitive schemes (or cognitive shortcuts, heuristics)
derived from previous experiences and which have a selective influence on the perception of
situations, things and people, and used to process new information, beliefs and behaviors" ,
and as such must necessarily be "reset" to respond positively to the aims of the NEMO
project.
The phenomenon of immigration in Italy is wide and complex, full of consequences because
it is capable of influencing consciences and politics, arriving - it has already arrived - to
change many aspects of the country.
There are different ways to frame these new residents and new citizens and the migratory
problems regarding the collective imagination, for example in terms of security or economic
costs, but also as a defence of one's identity; on the other hand there is also the
humanitarian concept that considers immigrants as victims of an unjust system, people who
are looking for a way to escape to a new world that can welcome them and allow them and
their families to live with dignity.
However, we are witnessing a sort of "polarization" of the Italians in favour or against
reception in the face of the phenomenon.
Concisely, the theme divides more and more and leads increasingly to fractures, even
radical, with, as we have noted, an important shift in the young towards an attitude of more
clear rejection, if not even aversion, towards new immigrants, but also towards naturalized or
second generation foreigners, with the emergence of implicit and explicit stereotypes as
opposed to the supranational policies that impose indiscriminate reception (there are too
many; Italy for the Italians; they must be helped, yes, but at home; the business of hospitality:
they have a thousand privileges and impunity, they steal, rob, peddle, rape, their presence
weakens our national identity, Islamic immigrants try to impose their way of life on us, there
could be terrorists among them, if they want to come here in Italy do it legally, they are all
young, strong males, all with a cell phone doing nothing, sending them to work, etc.).
Stereotypes and clichés that are sometimes unjustifiable episodes of violence, discrimination
and even exploitation.
On the other hand, the same survey tells us that it is among the graduates and people with
the highest educational qualifications, and therefore among the teachers, who are prevalent
those imaginaries - both lay and Catholic - linked to acceptance, to understanding, to
dialogue, integration, acceptance of supranational policies, sometimes with as much
ideological arrogance (foreigners do not leave us alone with the Northern League; even
Jesus was a migrant; we Italians were migrants; etc.). Providing the right to a global market
in search of new slaves, or votes, and ending up feeding that business of hospitality that,
beyond the disinterested and altruistic dedication of many, is at the centre of scandals,
economic or even sexual.
Parents and families oscillate between these two poles, in a world that lives, badly, of
communication, in a social-emotional system that on the one hand relies on the fears
and real hardships of the common citizen, mistreated on his own by governments and
economic power, pointing to an easy scapegoat and on the other is dominated by television
ubiquity, in the press and in the cultural debate itself of those politically correct slogans never
compared to reality.
In both cases, without a real comparison, living in a closed, self-referential world, without a
doubt, or a true scientific research on the phenomenon, considered useless, so much the
truth is already given ...
But these new residents and citizens, let's call them migrants, asylum seekers, foreigners,
etc., are people who have the right to equal treatment - as far as rights and duties are
concerned - which is the formal source of the right to European Union (which in fact largely
finances projects and actions against discrimination against migrants and ethnic minorities
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and also to promote inclusion), and historically refers to the ius gentium, a natural right that
has its ethical value.
Emigration that brings countless and growing masses of people to face long and
dangerous journeys fleeing from unbearable situations due to conflicts, political, racial and
religious persecutions, environmental devastations, epidemics, or in search of an economic
improvement, constitutes, before of every political-social evaluation, the expression of a
legitimate desire for survival of the people involved.
Of course, the foreigner, especially if in difficult conditions, brings with him another world,
some differences that we sometimes find it hard to accept: seeing immigrants at the
roadside, camped at the station or in public gardens, generates, as well as degradation, a
some anxiety, but at the same time they ask us for help and, to give it, we have to think of
solutions.
The abstract reception, often an accomplice of those on this profit, and the distrust that
sometimes turns into hostility and violence, seem to be the only ways in which society
manages to face the phenomenon. On the one hand, we are witnessing a reception rhetoric
that is incapable of facing concrete problems and confronting reality, both of foreigners and
of our fellow citizens. On the other hand, prejudicial and even hostile behaviors are
manifested towards immigrants who seem to threaten our illusory privileges. Both these
attitudes towards migratory phenomena, conditioned by the pursuit of immediate results and
the need to respond to emergencies, are insufficient to face the daily difficulties and
challenges that the country is facing.
Therefore, an effort is needed to try to understand in depth the specific characteristics of
current migrations and to design new methods of integration which, as in the NEMO project,
lead to overcoming the main forms of stereotypes and discriminatory behaviors that interest
young people and their families.
It therefore requires awareness, epistemological, pedagogical, anthropological and
sociological competence.
In this, social communication plays an essential role, because the media - press, radio,
television, Internet sites, digital media, social networks - influence what the public thinks of
migration, and even the programs of politicians.
From the perception of the phenomenon, with the various positions taken for granted,
it is necessary to pass to the knowledge of the same and to the incorporation into the
collective imagination, which is the premise of that desired change that leads to
overcoming prejudices, mistrust and discrimination - even reciprocal, let us recall the
derogatory term gagé.
In my opinion - and according to my experience in a project that involved young
unaccompanied foreign minors as guests of a family home and young people from the
area - to change their imaginaries, to overcome differences and mistrust, it is
important to be together by establishing personal relationships , engaging in shared
goals, working together, overcoming problems and difficulties together [Valentina has
rightly spoken of "direct contact experiences", "what your friend is, your neighbor who shares
something with you but is right anyway be treated with respect "," by my classmate Samir"].
New experiences and reciprocity are thus fostered, tears in the canvas of the habitus, cracks
in the frame that, if repeated over time and in people, can eventually lead to the mutation of
the same collective imagination.
The friend is a person, the migrant, the clandestine are basically only "universal",
post-rem conventions, good for European projects, for social cooperatives that make
business on them (and I know about this situation), and for politicians who love to ride the
emotional wave.
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2. COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS ANALYSED AND PROPOSED
Analysis of anti-discrimination campaigns and fake news related to migrants in all European
countries with particular attention to Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, Austria and France.
2A CAMPAIGNS PART 1
VALENTINA SEGATO - Monday, 27 May 2019, 11:19
Bee Secure campaign
https://www.bee-secure.lu/de/kampagnen/share-respect-stop-online-hate- speech
Made in Luxembourg. A first part of the analysed campaign is the one related to the
hoaxmap.org site which presents a map with the main false news about refugees:
unfortunately this site has the great defect that at a graphic level it is not well taken care of,
moreover a series of external links refers to articles of denial, not taking into account the
quick reading mode of the recipient, who wants to access the information immediately and
without being sent back to another page. Also it seems to me that the map updates stop in
2017.
A second part refers to the site (https://www.mimikama.at/), a German debunking site. It
seems to me, at first glance, then I am fasting of German language a little and I do not
succeed well to understand in an optimal way the texts, that however this site lacks the
graphical part. The structure of the site does not seem very clear and suitable for today's web
speed.
Snopes (https://www.snopes.com/news/2019/05/16/tldr-kullberg-network/) and another site
(https://www.politifact.com/, website of "thermometer" are mentioned "debunking policy
arguments". In my opinion, it is a good idea to recommend buffalo sites.
However, this campaign aims first of all at a written and textual information (what is hate
speech, how to react, how to respect, how to ask for help). There is also a specific
document,
a
Netiquette
(https://www.beesecure.lu/sites/default/files/publications/BEE_SECURE_-_SHARE_RESPECT__NETIQUETTE-DE_UA.pdf) which, however, also appears to be less graphically attractive,
much clear, but in my opinion it would need a further visual element.
Reported then a series of useful sites to ask for help (https://www.beesecure.lu/de/kampagnen/share-respect/wo-kann-ich-erste-hilfe-erhalten). In my opinion the
most part of the guidelines and call to action for the user is missing. The graphic part is
fundamental.
On
the
United
Nations
site
(https://www.un.org/en/events/racialdiscriminationday/resources.shtml) I found information
on the day against racial discrimination, but here a campaign should start, the interactive
element is missing, there are no videos, the relationship with the user is not privileged. Even
the images do not give the idea. I think we wanted to work on knowledge, but I can't really
identify the target you wanted to reach.
Bricks campaign
https://www.bricks-project.eu/about-the-project/
The campaign was conducted in Italy, Germany, the Czech Republic, Spain and Belgium.
The campaign is aimed at teachers, educators, media activists, web professionals, secondgeneration youth associations, social media managers and young people. The goal is to
avoid the spread of hate speech through the media, in particular the web. The goal is also to
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put different cultures and religions on the web. All done through research, meetings,
laboratories, the creation of a toolkit, an online campaign and concluded with the event at the
Pisa Internet Festival.
The subjects that start the campaign are those reported in the link:
https://www.bricks-project.eu/who-we-are/
Mostly they are associations that deal with media education. It is interesting that this video is
written, showing how a certain hate speech leads you to "lose yourself", to stumble and no
longer find the way. I would say that it is not exactly against discrimination, but it can be a
good starting point for building episodes in a row and the more I analysed in the first place
this video on the hate speech, which is well connected to the prevention of discrimination,
actually more generally.
First video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=248&v=2Sr82Tg1V6U
This video seems to me quite effective, because it highlights the fact that every person could
be inside a chain of hatred, makes no distinction and tries to bring out the importance of
breaking the chain. It gives the user the possibility to continue the story, with his personal
point of view, without blaming and it seems to me a good starting point, knowing that he does
not achieve results to blame the target.
Second video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=99&v=55kbjupngTc
This is the video presentation of the project, interesting to hear the voices of the protagonists,
even if in my opinion in this case the use of avatars could prove to be wrong because it is too
cold, the pre-recorded voices of the people involved would be better.
Third video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgGvVRA-HrI
It takes place in Hungary. I think it takes exactly a very important connection, not caught in
the previous ones, or the relationship with the media that changes the perception of what
happens, that thing would have happened if I hadn't surfed the Internet. This is a
fundamental link to the issue of the lack of awareness that people often have of the use of
the available media. A simple and positive spot, which makes us think in terms of perception.
Missing perhaps to deepen a discourse of knowledge and incorporation that leads to change,
perhaps deepening the story more and characterizing the characters more.
Fourth video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=134&v=JIF_3YbHwYg
Here too, in my opinion, it is very positive that the boys themselves are witnesses, especially
second-generation young people. Video dedicated to the Italian context, a reminder of an
attentive language also by adolescents, a language that informs. Here, in my opinion, he also
works on perception, precisely through whoever carries the message. Leave room for
personal research, for the curiosity of searching.
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Fifth video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=xeAHz3iWCTk
Another video from Hungary, very suggestive because it uses storytelling and in particular
refers to The Lord of the Rings to draw a parallel between real life, the ordinary world, and
the extraordinary world, with a really interesting final twist.
Sixth video of the campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=5wHKxUxY4EA
Although he is from the Czech Republic and does not understand the messages focused on
the topic.
The latest videos, present on the site, are interviews about hate speech, in particular aimed
at professionals in the sector, but they are isolated in a single small video. I would sincerely
put them together to build a more defined product.
Final remarks:
In my opinion this campaign works a lot on perception, going to call into question the direct
protagonists of the various situations and leaving them the word, but also on an attempt to
educate to increase knowledge, which I believe is the intent of this project. From what I've
seen, both watching the videos and taking a look at how research and study projects are
presented, the discussion is addressed with different sensibilities and different languages,
depending on the country of origin. A simple language, suitable for the world of school and
education in general, but which unfortunately remains suspended: then a communication
level would be needed, in my opinion it also lacks a precise call to action and a language that
must be a little more emotional, although the hobbit video is a good starting point. In terms of
incorporation and change, it must certainly be integrated with other actions
(I looked at the gaming experiences and activities proposed in a specific module aimed at
Italy, https://www.bricks-project.eu/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Modulo_bricks.pdf).
Certainly, gamification is an important process to move from perception to incorporation and
to possible change.
MEDIANE Campaign
https://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/mars/mediane/media_diversite_en.asp:
I watched the video about Mediane, the European project that concerns the inclusion of
diversity. In my opinion this video presents itself, at an initial level, in an interesting way,
putting faces, stories and people in the foreground, but it has some not insignificant limits:
first the words are very fast at the beginning, I myself couldn't read everything or to dwell on
it because it's too fast. Furthermore the subtitles are not always present, you can insert those
automatically from YouTube but they are not always correct; in my opinion, being a
European project, this aspect should be taken care of more. I would give more space to the
testimonies of people, not just about the project but with regards to their stories, while I
believe that the only audio part put in the middle of the video is not particularly clear and
there is the risk of getting distracted enough.
The video talks about the project and in particular is aimed at those who want to understand
it, but above all perhaps to the experts, even if in part, the testimonies, seem to address a
somewhat wider imaginary, of the European population: a big flaw, In my opinion, it is that it
does not seem to address a specific target. From there the difficulty of language and
comprehensibility, it is not very possible to understand the objective.
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Deutsche Welle campaign
https://www.dw.com/en/opinion-fake-news-and-alternative-facts-target-eus-core/a-46889022
I found this small video very effective, a video produced by Deutsche Welle, German
television channel, which explains in a minute and forty to the public how a fake news is
born, how one understands when a news is false and how to verify. A strength is certainly
the fact that it remains on a fairly neutral tone, which above all prefers to explain than to
accuse and interesting the language used, that of the cartoon, but not trivial. Surely then we
should understand the diffusion of this video, it would be important that it not only be
relegated to the audience of the channel, even if the fact that it is in English is very useful
because it does not go to catch only the target of speakers in German. However, the article
below should be clearer, less long and dense, with a greater emphasis on the key words, in
my opinion, perhaps using bold and true / false
Investigate Europe campaign
https://www.investigate-europe.eu/publications/disinformation-machine/
This video that explains the disinformation machine, carried out by a group of journalists from
the Investigate Europe website, which deals precisely with the proliferation of false news and
fact checking, is a very interesting example. In my opinion the drawing is well used, even if
some choice of image seems to me a bit "forced", so much emphasized, but all the video is
on this wave line so there can be. Also positive here is that the explanation prevails, but the
language is perhaps already a bit more complex than an average user and appears in some
places a bit self-referential. Interesting is the reference to social media but to be deepened. It
almost seems to turn to the employees and journalists in particular, but I believe it is in the
intent of the creators of the campaign and therefore the imaginary of reference is that of
journalists and communicators, called to inform themselves and better inform.
An interesting example of a successful storytelling, e.g. the troll which is represented as a
fantastic being.
IOM Campaign
https://www.iom.int/
Very interesting, this portal, a project among other things by Frank Laczko, director of the
Global Migration Data Analysis Center in Berlin, but previously in Genoa, which brings
together, in my opinion, data and statistics. The fact that it is interactive is very positive, you
see the presence of maps, and that there is a section of tools available. Perhaps to simplify
the structure of the site a little, because you get lost easily, even if at the level of
completeness it is one of the best I've seen so far. Surely for people who want data it is a
very interesting site, above all because I don't think fake news is explicitly mentioned, but it
helps to give an interpretative frame to what happens in the world. The slightly less positive
point is that for the time being it is updated to 2017, surely it takes time to get other data, but
nowadays it also needs constant updating. The target seems to me even more here as those
of professionals or people who have a lot of time to stay on the site, as the imaginary
mentioned is that of people who prefer to think more about data and not "the guts".
Eurostat campaign
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Main_Page
In my opinion, the Eurostat site, compared to the previous one, has instead a structure that is
too simplified and in which after a little while you are on the portal you are already going out
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because it is not immediate what they want to communicate. Positive is the fact that there is
a section where they explain how to read the statistics if you are a beginner, but the fact that
the link is external to the site easily leads to leaving the page and no longer interested. I
consider it a fairly confusing site, where you do not find what you are looking for, according to
a few graphics but not very clear, as the links of the themes are not completely clear. To be
reviewed and improved, more interactivity, but above all more ideas. The sections merge
with each other, even if you select "Italian" or another language with respect to English then
the data appear in English, I don't think it's a good way to involve even those people who
struggle more with foreign languages. Furthermore, being a European project it should also
take this into account. The target should be that of the European population, also as a
reference imaginary, but in reality the excessive simplification does not allow to achieve this
goal sufficiently.
Open Migration campaign
https://openmigration.org/
The open migration site is very interesting, although I don't know how much it is known by
"non-experts". From a graphic and visual point of view, the site is immediate and easy to
navigate, but in my opinion on fact checking, which is the aspect that interests most, there is
a big flaw, not only visual, but above all it is not updated. since 2017 and is in a very marginal
section of the site. If the data section is presented as innovative and well-ordered, on the
contrary that of the infographics, which are generally very much appreciated, I believe
because they simplify and give order also to the mental level, it is quite messy and not easy
to understand.
Open Migration is created by the Italian Coalition for Freedom and Civil Rights (CILD), a
network of organizations that work to advance human rights and civil liberties in Italy.
The target here are the people, even if they are people who want to understand with data, if
we want to increase the audience reach, we should think of something that goes beyond the
numbers, integrating with the stories. The imaginary of reference is the Italian and European,
as can be seen from the articles that the site reports. Work on knowledge to lead to a change
in thinking.
Lacking, however, the social part: they have Twitter, but not well connected with the site,
more up-to-date presence of Facebook but often they make the mistake only of connecting
the article of the site without a review.
Good interactivity with regards to data, to be reviewed as I said infographics.
The glossary does not understand well, good and interesting instead the idea of a quiz even
if it lacks an update (last 2017), but the video explanation element to simplify is missing.
Here, this is my contribution, obviously if I find other things I will integrate them here, but we
could also start from here, together obviously after Mario's intervention, to understand how to
develop the strategy.
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2B CAMPAIGNS PART 2
MARIO TUTI
I have visualized many of the indicated sites, and I have also tried to do an autonomous
search on the net. I therefore privileged the materials in Italian, German and French,
languages I know. I found a disconcerting uniformity of the messages, regardless of the
issuing bodies, the aspects of the problem, the media used and the styles.
In particular, I considered the Bricks campaign (Building Respect on the Internet by
Combating Hate Speech) https://www.bricks-project.eu/about-the-project/, as it is also
available in Italian, and being financed by The European Union has the official "seal".
The campaign was conducted in Italy, Germany, the Czech Republic, Spain and Belgium,
and is aimed at fighting discrimination, bullying, homophobia, hate messages in the media,
thanks to the dissemination of videos (eg: https://youtu.be/JIF_3YbHwYg, with little black
girls, pretty sure, and that, obviously, they don't have integration problems, that integration
that they refuse anyway, if anything looking for the interaction - and in comparison the two
"Caucasians" appear of real big babies), workshops (with the possibility of downloading
materials), essays on the situation in the various countries (for Italy a report on Hate speech,
journalism and migration: the case studies are addressed with a disconcerting uniformity of
criticism and judgement).
Considering that the campaign was aimed at teachers, educators, media activists, web
professionals, second generation foreigners, social media managers and young
people, in my opinion it is to be regretted the lost opportunity to overcome the
obvious goodness and the politically correct - talking to each other, so to speak - to
launch a message, and above all actions that go to the very roots of hatred and try to
lead the users of the campaign (which are not the "good guys" who present the
videos, but also the others) beyond the limits of judgment and prejudice, in search of
that common humanity that includes us all ...
Among other things, in the stories, in the videos and in the judgments of the campaign the
deuteragonist is always missing, the one who opposes; therefore, the relationship and the
possibility of introjection and change are missing, the occasion to re-orient the common
sense...
To put it in the words of Pareto, a hetero-genesis of ends, when the social actor acts
believing that he is getting a certain result, while the objective outcome of his actions will be
different, if not contrary, to the expected and subjectively hoped for results, because not
always the whoever acts is able to represent the relationship between means and ends with
the same consistency and with all the information necessary to recreate the relationship they
have in objective reality.
Below I provide my general considerations, also referring to the other last few fast-paced
sites, which in any case have the same characteristics, with messages without any more
involving counter-narration, capable of moving hearts and consciences in view of a new
awareness and of a change. (Mediane, Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusivity,
https://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/mars/mediane/media_diversite_en.asp, a simple
European project, has a video that baffled me; while reading the contribution of Valentina I
found a reference that I already knew, having dealt with it a couple of years ago on an article
of the Mondo Nuovo magazine: it is Open Migration https://openmigration.org/ funded by
George Soros Open Society Foundations , of which I remember the attack on the lira in the
early 90s and that cost us a 30% devaluation and the selling off of IRI's jewels)
I try to analyse each campaign using the following scheme:
Makers: from what I have seen, they are "experts", even institutional, who, while deprecating
them, take the phenomena of discrimination, hatred, etc. for granted, and try to contrast
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them, without however a real and in-depth analysis of the causes and, from what I have
seen, pontificating from the top of their ideological and cultural security, without actually
"getting their hands dirty" with the discriminating and the discriminated.
Target: the recipients of the communication and of the actions seem to me generic, the
society in general we say, how generic are the messages, that do not seem to me studied to
make hold on those who are carriers of a discriminating worldview - and that should be the
true target;
Used media: from videos, some even technically well done (nice Czech one of the kid who
is messaging - I imagine words of hatred - ignores the opportunities of life, including the girl
who "approaches" him, and ends up falling into a manhole - however, it could also be used
for a campaign against the immoderate use of social media, while the disinformation
machine attributes phantom algorithms to spreading on the web and in the consciences of
racist positions?!? on the analysis of hate news in Italian newspapers, going so far as to
devote a long analysis to the words of the former mayor of Verona Tosi on the gypsies or
Sacchi's statements on Italian football) to the laboratories (the latter, which could be the
points of strength of every process of change, at least from what I have seen they seemed to
me of the school assignments, of the games not absolutely in a position to striking, and to
change the imaginary);
What collective imaginary of reference: in my opinion, a discriminating imaginary is used
as a pretext - which in any case is not dealt with and described - in order to turn to others, to
"ours", in a self-referential reassuring and complacent, but incapacitating: the imaginary of
the urban classes, wealthy, educated, cosmopolitan, transgender ... And the imaginary of
discriminated against is also missing!
What issues were addressed: discrimination, racial hatred, offensive use of the network and how to react, but also here without real positive examples, and proposals; What aspects
do they work on? Perception, knowledge, change: perception and knowledge of the
phenomenon, already given, without arriving at the incorporation of themes and change;
Strengths: in my opinion "only" the ability to network, to mobilize resources and
professionalism, to access tenders and funding, the apodictic security "of those who are
always with reason and never wrong", as he would have said Guccini ...
Weaknesses: only one, but essential, and fatal: talking to each other, that is, remaining
within one's own cultural and symbolic codes - which is the negation of any possibility of
communicating change.
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3. REFLECTIONS ON THE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
If communicating is sharing, to go beyond the limits of knowledge and perception we need
action, acting together in view of a common goal. The experience in common allows to
introject principles, values, ideas - I talked about tearing in the habitus and cracks in the
frame... Even for NEMO, therefore, communication, history must provide for common action,
positive interaction between the different (seen up close, we are all different), in order to
arouse that empathy, and that sympathy necessary to internalize the message, and make it
your own.
In short, we need narrations, or counter-narratives, capable of displacing and breaking the
discriminating imaginary (in my draft I had planned to close the video on the poster of a
legionnaire and an Eritrean soldier/ascaro to face together against the enemy - among other
things, to about displacing the imaginary, at the time of my youth in the headquarters of the
Italian extreme right/MSI youth groups - and I still think in the headquarters of Casa Pound there was always the post of the ascaro, that of Codreanu and that of Mishima).
This applies to the subject of the video, and even more so for any laboratories planned for
the project.
3A POSSIBLE STRATEGY 1
VALENTINA SEGATO - Saturday, June 15, 2019, 10:27
We can develop the toolkit for the schools starting from the cinematographic subject that we
are writing for NEMO (a film that we have already included in a didactic perspective,
addressed to the subject children and involved in the project and to the families but which
transports the question to an extraordinary world migratory: when we have finished the
subject, maybe we put it here, so it is also visible in this part of the exercise).
From the film, I would then propose the development of a suitable path for schools, which
would lead children, teachers and eventually families to make a journey: then I would start
from the vision of the film, to the creation of didactic cards (e.g. reflection on the characters,
on the their roles, on the way in which the story is told) and it could be interesting, in
continuity with what is stated in the master, a real gamification, that is through a game (which
can be a small role-playing game but also the elaboration of a real board game or a game
with the cards) to make the kids identify with some characters and then make them
protagonists of the final choice, so that they really are actors of the change; obviously this
work goes in parallel to a work of training on the topic of migration in general, maybe even
here using challenges between groups to try to make it more interactive.
The idea would be precisely to start from the film made (or, in any case, given the concrete
difficulty of being able to realize it, a short story or short film could be elaborated) and from
there enter a transmedial perspective, that is to make a film product become a educational
opportunity, but also playful and confrontational, creating a sort of real "line" (eg game, eg an
object that recalls the story) that makes you think about otherwise complex issues to be
treated through a new and more involving way.
Obviously then at the base of the idea we continue to elaborate, even looking at the previous
interventions, our strategy: I would start to work from the perception placed side by side with
knowledge anyway (because some theoretical and preparation base is needed), as regards
the incorporation instead I think that it is much easier to incorporate if you fully exploit the art
of storytelling and play in an idea of school that truly involves people (remembering however
that you need to make the point, otherwise everything remains suspended) and that makes
you empathize, finally after a journey of this kind, I would go back to the idea of Mario,
however, to make the subjects involved live an experience of sharing, of action
together with some realities that deal with integration (having the subjects "integrated" or
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"to be integrated" as protagonists and with their own voice) to try to get into a change
perspective.
3B POSSIBLE STRATEGY 2
MARIO TUTI - Wednesday, 19 June 2019, 10:01
Since the context of the communication campaign and the message to be proposed are
already given in the NEMO project, as well as the consumer benefit itself (the advantage for
the recipients of the campaign), they remain to be identified and indicate some salient points.
But here it is necessary, also on the part of the promoters of the communication campaign, a
new awareness and willingness to get involved, accepting the risk of confrontation.
The problem then is: how to involve and engage with our campaign (in our campaign!)
As wide a target as possible, which includes the bearers of different and even
opposite visions of the world, and also with different demo-social connotations
(young Italians and foreigners, teachers, families)?
The answer is basically simple: making them protagonists. However, this requires a
sort of analysis of the communication scenario, selecting the essential information
and then the tone of the voice
message, which being directed primarily at young people, must be easy-going,
playful, irreverent - far from the didacticism that unfortunately characterizes the
school environment.
Valentina has well explained how our cinematographic subject on NEMO points precisely to
making the boys, both migrant and native, identify themselves in an adventure whose end is
still open and where they must take a position - even if the development of the plot tends to
prevail / accept integration. And he also cleverly imagined other uses of the material - it was
just the moodboard.
3C CONCLUDING STRATEGY 1
Perception
Perception seems to have already been extensively treated in our previous interventions (in
the analysis of communication campaigns, but also in those of the imaginary, where the
presence of strong polarizations is clear), the consideration that comes to my mind to
summarize the everything is in continuity with yours: the fact that first of all needs to
recognize the other as a person. Perception is therefore strongly mediated, in the proper
sense of the means of communication. From there the idea of using new languages, moving
away from a type of training imposed from above and very conceived as a transfer of
information (from A to B) but as an opportunity to be the protagonist. The perception of being
protagonists of the reality that we live, means for adolescents, but I also believe in a certain
way for the adults involved, the possibility of relating in a different way.
Knowledge
As far as knowledge is concerned, I would affirm that it starts first of all from experience: data
alone is not enough, in my opinion in the context of this project it is necessary to intervene on
the more purely side of experience. I would therefore work more on perception.
Possible incorporation and change
As for the approach to a possible incorporation and a possible change then I would say that
what we need is the toolkit: I try to pull together the threads of what has been done and said
so far. Starting from the movie NEMO- Make your choice, alternatively obviously it could be
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starting from the story or a short film about it: you might think that to make a short film or a
film about the subject are the same guys who participate in the project ... provide then the
chance to have a gamification experience in this regard (identification with the characters,
the choice of each), then follow this phase with the creation of a multimedia diary with
photos, videos, comics and testimonials.
3D CONCLUDING STRATEGY 2
Analysed imaginary
The imaginary of students, parents and teachers is experienced mainly indirectly, through
mediated communication (TV, social media, online information). Nowadays the
discriminatory question is deeply linked to the narrative on migration, with often stereotyped
and polarized languages. This is clear above all in the adult world, where we see strong
polarizations (who is against and who invites education and respect), but characterized, as
appears in the report sent to us by Dr. Di Pasquale.
The imaginary of adolescents is not decidedly stratified, very often it is the result of
speeches that they hear at home or in the media, perhaps even group dynamics: this
emerges from the report mentioned above, but also from my activity as an educator; in short,
an important critical capacity is lacking, in my opinion.
The teachers are immersed in an adult world that is often afraid of the different, confusing
this feeling with hatred, but they navigate in half of two dimensions: they are dealing with
pupils and families of different backgrounds and cultures and therefore have greater ease of
relationship, with the possibility of opening.
The school certainly, being inserted within the life of the country, places itself in continuity
with a collective imagination, strongly mediated and politicized, even if it has ample space,
also through contact experiences, of different imaginaries. However, it is not exempt from the
risks of stereotypes and prejudices, the increase of a demarcation line between us and them
may emerge.
However, in each of these categories taken into consideration there is an imaginary fast of
digital education and critical thinking, albeit with exceptions (always see the report).
From the analysed campaigns, found on the forum, the need to renew languages has
emerged, both in my and Mario's interventions. I also stress the importance of a constant
update of data, given that the situation is constantly evolving. Campaigns that, in my opinion,
should not only work on knowledge, but continue to work on perception and greater
interaction with the public.
The graphics materials, in my opinion, cannot be limited to sketches or caricatures,
but must recall the real world, thus affecting the emotional sphere (just think of the
world of graphic novels). The use of live action is recommended because it allows a
greater identification with the protagonist. It is still necessary to give greater voice to
the protagonists of discriminatory situations, valuing their uniqueness and playing
however also on the similarities. In other words, it implies to talk with and not to talk
about.
Perception
Perception therefore has a lot to do with fear, with the need for security, a strongly mediated
perception, the strong tones of the hate speech certainly influence it and the vision of the
world. The basic idea, mine and Mario's, is that of being able to recognize the other as a
person, paying attention to the language that is used and that inevitably goes, as Professor
Binotto also said, to create certain mental frames. Perception is the first aspect to work on.
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Knowledge
Data alone is not enough, this is awareness. If instead we think in terms of empathic
knowledge, in addition to the engagement with the theme of perception, we need experience
and contact.
We need to support a strategy also on knowledge, in particular the definition of a path on
fake news, and on the relationship with the most emotional part, as a general frame: starting
from a teacher training, up to that of the students, and then a meeting with families in this
regard, all placed under the sign of experience.
Possible incorporation and change
So, in conclusion, to move to an incorporation and a change, I would work on both spheres,
even if I privilege perception more.
The idea is to start from the subject NEMO - Make your choice, prepared by me and Mario.
A path that could start with the creation of a short film by the people involved in the project
and with students, professors and parents involved, to be proposed in schools, using the
evocative power of the image. The idea would be a real experience that crosses different
media: first of all a gamification experience, the second part of the kit foresees therefore the
creation of a role-playing game about the subject of the short, in which there is the possibility
of being and interact with certain characters (the idea is a real methodological evolution and
a greater protagonism, eg the creation of a deck of cards with history and various objectives);
moreover the scope of this action will be amplified by passing to a level of knowledge, or
through the use of didactic cards, but also in a digital way: I take up the proposal of Mario of
creating a multimedia and interactive diary about it with images, photos, video and interaction
possibilities to create and use in classes. The project could then be used as a contest launch
(the best diary?), Also through the school's social media and with an evening organized by
the students, on a theme for families. Furthermore, the concluding part would be a direct
experience of contact with people of other nationalities (e.g. horseback riding school and
kitchen school, Mario's proposal).
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Subject for a possible film entitled "NEMO - Make your choice"
Written by the students of the Master in Social Communication a.a. 2018/19 Valentina
Segato and Mario Tuti.
NEMO - Make your choice
Saturday morning, an hour of history in a middle school of a clean and green residential
area, present time.
A lesson speaks of the "Happy Resolution", which ordered the indelible marking of
foreigners. Kevin, Richie, Leila and Jenna, four students, to the sound of the bell, they meet
for a raid in the "dead city", suburb where the "marked" live.
In the evening at home they talk about the lesson: Richie with his grandmother, Kevin's
father claims his incursions against the " marked ", Jenna listens to her mother's fears, while,
worried, Leila's mother changes the subject, spreading ointment on top daughter's tattoo.
Meanwhile, on the outskirts, a young marked man, NEMO, builds a bicycle, assembling
scrap pieces.
On Sundays all together, with bicycles, slingshots and walkie-talkies, they go into the
suburbs. But soon they realize they are being chased by a group of " marked " their peers; in
the clash that follows everything seems to fall, but NEMO arrives to save them. Frightened,
the boys run away.
In the evening Kevin and Leila meet again at the border, looking for those who saved them.
This time it is NEMO who is on the run from a group of their companions in search of the
"marked".
Kevin and Leila help him, but in the scuffle they discover that Leila's tattoo hides the mark.
An unknown past emerges through flashbacks, but Kevin reassures Leila: he will keep the
secret.
Monday, at school, the group meets. They confront and try to choose: to denounce NEMO but Kevin and Leila still carry the weight of their secret - or do they protect NEMO, and also
Leila, but being able to be discovered and punished?
The boys accept the risk of the encounter of the other, to open paths of the future.
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